Dear Students:

The University of Oklahoma is committed to making available to current and prospective students the best possible information concerning scholarships. As higher education costs continue to rise and as the need for higher education becomes increasingly crucial for future success, the University recognizes the deep concerns students and their families have regarding the availability of student scholarships.

The University of Oklahoma has pledged to make available as many financial resources as possible to help families afford a college education. Our ultimate goal is that no qualified, hard-working student is ever turned away from our University because of financial need. The Campaign for Scholarships, launched by President Boren in 2005, successfully doubled the number of scholarships available to students. In September of 2014, the university launched the “Live On, University” campaign, led by a plan to boost OU’s scholarship endowment by an additional $100 million. The University's focus on endowed scholarship funds will ensure that future generations of our students receive the support they need to attend OU.

We are pleased to provide the 2015-2016 edition of the OU Scholarship Guide and we hope you will find it helpful. This guide reflects the input and cooperation of academic and student service departments, as well as faculty and staff.

The University deeply appreciates the impressive generosity of its many alumni and friends which is reflected in the wide range of awards recorded in this publication. Their generosity and support enables the University of Oklahoma to fulfill its mission of providing excellence in education to the people of Oklahoma and the nation.

Sincerely,

Bradley T. Burnett
Associate Vice President, Enrollment and Student Financial Services
User Guide
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FINANCIAL AID
SCHOLARSHIPS
All scholarships awarded by Financial Aid Services require the student have a current completed Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) on file, preferably before March 1. All students must also complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application, which is found in oZONE.

Eligibility criteria and scholarship amounts may vary according to individual scholarship program restrictions and fund availability. Deadlines for these scholarships vary. Please visit ou.edu/scholarships for the most up-to-date deadline information.

General Need-Based Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$2,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students who complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and have a current FAFSA on file are considered for these scholarships. Recipients are selected based on unmet need, academic merit and enrollment status. All scholarships are one-time awards. Students may reapply each year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

General need-based scholarships available through Financial Aid Services include:

Sooner Heritage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $700-$2,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Sooner Heritage Scholarships are awarded to selected students from the Norman and OU Health Sciences Center campuses, as well as students enrolled in OU-Tulsa programs at the Schusterman Center. The awards will be based on a combination of financial need and enrollment status. Preference will be given to students from middle-income families and families with more than one child in college at the same time. Students must apply through the Financial Aid Scholarship Application. All scholarships are one-time awards. Students must reapply each year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Individual scholarships available through the Sooner Heritage Program include:
Anne and Henry Zarrow Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time undergraduate students who have graduated from an Oklahoma High School in the last ten years are eligible to apply. Must show financial need through a completed FAFSA and have a minimum 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply, including all essay questions and the letter of recommendation section. Scholarship may be renewed until student receives bachelors degree if they maintain a 2.5 GPA and have continued financial need. Application process extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ann Augusta Moser Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to undergraduate or graduate American Indian students enrolled at the University of Oklahoma. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Beatrice Carr and W. Ray Wallace Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students, including incoming freshmen demonstrating substantial financial need. Must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation, work at least 15 hours a week, and must maintain at least a 2.75 GPA. Previous recipients will receive priority each year. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply. Application process extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

CBT/MET Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time sophomore level students attending the University of Oklahoma. Must have completed a minimum of 30 credit hours; must maintain a 2.75 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale; must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; must not hold any general university continuing talent based scholarships; must have exhibited satisfactory personal attributes of good character, leadership and participation in school activities. Scholarships are renewable for the recipient’s junior and senior years, subject to an annual review by the selection committee to determine if recipient is in compliance with the scholarship criteria. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Charles Gregory Forgan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students at the University of Oklahoma of Native-American heritage. Students should complete a FAFSA and provide documentation of tribal affiliation to the OU Office of Admissions. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Charles Morton Share Trust Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to full-time, regularly enrolled students from Alva, Oklahoma or northwestern Oklahoma. One scholarship will be awarded each year. The scholarship is renewable for up to four years, if the student maintains an overall 3.0 GPA. Students may apply by submitting both a Financial Aid Scholarship Application and a completed FAFSA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Cooper and Gladys West Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled undergraduate students majoring in Nursing, Education or Business. Must have at least a 2.5 GPA. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Delaware Valley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students from the Delaware Valley of Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, or Delaware enrolled full-time at OU. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Dr. Thomas G. and Nancy Dobyns White Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students at the University of Oklahoma. Cannot be in the College of Business Administration, Engineering, or Medicine. Must be a U.S. citizen and be a resident of Oklahoma or Missouri. Must have a 3.0 overall GPA. Preference given to non-smokers and non-drinkers. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and
Dexter Johnson and Benevolent Trust Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must be certified by the Office of Disability Services as having a physical disability. The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to physically handicapped students and/or students who by misfortune or calamity cannot complete their education without financial assistance. Applications can be obtained from the Office of Disability Services, (405) 325-3163 (Voice) or (405) 325-4173 (TDD)
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Hester Jane Loar Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled Junior, Senior or Graduate students. Must be a U.S. citizen with a home residence of either Oklahoma or Texas; Must have a 2.5 overall GPA or higher. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Hoefnagels-Gaffin Endowed Book Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students who have financial need and at least a 3.0 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Honorable Robert J. Dole Scholarship for Students with Disabilities
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must be certified by the Office of Disability Services as having a disability and should demonstrate leadership/service to the nation, state, community or university. Preference will be given for demonstrated academic excellence and financial need. Applications can be obtained from the Office of Disability Services, (405) 325-3163 (Voice) or (405) 325-4173 (TDD)
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Howard and Mary Lester Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to students who exhibit academic excellence and financial need. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply. Application process extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Hoefnagels-Gaffin Endowed Book Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students who have financial need and at least a 3.0 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Honorable Robert J. Dole Scholarship for Students with Disabilities
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must be certified by the Office of Disability Services as having a disability and should demonstrate leadership/service to the nation, state, community or university. Preference will be given for demonstrated academic excellence and financial need. Applications can be obtained from the Office of Disability Services, (405) 325-3163 (Voice) or (405) 325-4173 (TDD)
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Howard and Mary Lester Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to students who exhibit academic excellence and financial need. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply. Application process extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jack and Vanda Christensen Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Active police officer with at least one year of active duty or as a retired police officer, both of whom have served in Oklahoma. This scholarship may also be awarded to dependents of police officers who have served at least one year on an Oklahoma police force. Minimum 3.0 GPA, enrolled full-time, and qualify for financial assistance. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply and have a FAFSA on file.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Harriet M. and Richard L. Disney Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To assist students at the University of Oklahoma under 30 years of age from other countries to improve international relations between the U.S. and other countries. No FAFSA required. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Hesslein Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 15-20
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students at the University of Oklahoma from the Tulsa/Sand Springs area. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Jennifer L. Wise Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a female undergraduate student over the age of 40. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John and Shirley O'Neal Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 6
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full time student making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Have a minimum 3.0 GPA and show demonstrated financial need by completing a FAFSA. Must be an Oklahoma resident.
AVAILABLE TO: Current Undergraduate Students

Kindercare at OU Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship available to full-time students who have at least one child/dependent currently enrolled or on the waiting list for Kindercare at OU. To apply, students must complete a FAFSA and a Kindercare at OU Scholarship Application. To request a Kindercare scholarship application email scholarships@ou.edu.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

LaVerne Noyes Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an undergraduate student at the University of Oklahoma who is a U.S. citizen and a direct descendant of a WWI veteran. In addition to completing the FAFSA, applicants must submit documentation of relationship to the veteran (discharge papers, birth certificates, etc.) through the Financial Aid Scholarship Application. The application process is extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Leonard W. White Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. citizen registered with the Selective Service. Consideration will be given to overall GPA. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lottie Conlan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: OU students of Native-American heritage who are sophomore-level or above. Students should complete a FAFSA and provide documentation of tribal affiliation to the OU Office of Admissions. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Lt. William J. Scott Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 150-200
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Unmarried Native-American males attending the University of Oklahoma with demonstrated financial need, preference to applicants of Osage descent. Students should complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and the Financial Aid Scholarship application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

M.L. Hayhurst Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time regularly enrolled students in good standing; U.S. citizen; Demonstrate financial need; Maintain at least a 3.0 overall GPA on a 4.0 system. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary S. Stotler Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a female junior or senior enrolled full-time with financial need. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Michael F. Price Relief Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to any student who lost a parent or guardian during the May 3, 1999 tornadoes in Oklahoma. Students may also apply for the scholarship if, in order of preference: (1) the student has financial need due to the loss of a parent or guardian to tragedy or illness; or (2) the student has financial need due to being negatively impacted by a natural or man-made disaster. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply. For emergency relief due to disaster, please visit ou.edu/scholarships to find the year-round scholarship application.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Mobil Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to any student who was a victim of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing or a dependent of a victim. Students may also apply for the scholarship if, in order of preference: (1) the student took part in the Oklahoma City bombing search and rescue; (2) the undergraduate student has financial need due to the loss of a parent or guardian to tragedy or illness; or (3) the undergraduate student has financial need due to being negatively impacted by a natural or man-made disaster. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply. For emergency relief, please visit ou.edu/scholarships to find the year-round scholarship application.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Reigle-Williams Family Enrichment
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students at the University of Oklahoma. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation and demonstrate financial need. Must maintain at least a 3.0 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Richardson Foundation Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time regularly enrolled undergraduate or graduate. Must be from Nowata, Oklahoma or Nowata County, Oklahoma. Scholarship is open to OU students on the Norman, HSC or Tulsa campuses. Applicants must follow OU’s academic standards policy. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Robert “Tubby” Shocker Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Juniors or seniors at the University of Oklahoma from rural Oklahoma communities; one male, one female. Students may apply by completing a FAFSA. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sallie and Beulah Alexander Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4-7
AMOUNT: $2,000-$2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Comanche Indian students attending the University of Oklahoma. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Sam and Shaindel Singer and Hyman and Rose Teller Scholarship for Immigrants and Children of Immigrants
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All University of Oklahoma students who are immigrants or children of immigrants are eligible for this scholarship. An immigrant is defined as a naturalized citizen, lawful permanent resident, refugee, approved political asylum of the United States, or other acceptable immigrant category as determined by the Financial Aid Services Scholarship Committee. Preference will be given to undergraduate students who demonstrate financial need. The committee may consider awarding scholarships to graduate students and/or grandchildren of immigrants who demonstrate financial need if no students meet the initial preference criteria. Scholarships will be renewed in subsequent years if the student continues to demonstrate financial need, completes full-time coursework, shows adequate progress toward degree completion and maintains at least a 2.75 cumulative grade point average on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply. Application process is extremely competitive.

Sidney and Molly Lipsy Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to undergraduate students who have financial need and who are enrolled full-time. Must have an income below the average mean income in Oklahoma. Scholarship may be renewed every year until graduation. Graduates of rural high schools in Oklahoma are preferred. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tammy D. Davis and Alma F. Power Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students at the University of Oklahoma. Must be residents of the State of Oklahoma and graduates of Bristow or
Skiatook High School. Must be making satisfactory progress as defined by the Office of Financial Aid Services. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Ted Greenberg Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have demonstrated financial need due to a family member who is afflicted with a neurological disease or disorder. Applicants should submit documentation of the illness with information regarding how the illness has affected the student financially through the Financial Aid Scholarship Application. FAFSA also required. Application Process is extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Vietnam Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship program for Vietnam veterans or descendants of Vietnam veterans. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply. The application process is extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Wayne E. Love Trust Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must demonstrate academic/leadership merit, financial need by completing FAFSA and be from Kay County, Oklahoma. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Will and Helen Webster Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be awarded, student must demonstrate financial need through a completed FAFSA and must be enrolled as a full-time student. Students are reviewed based on academic excellence, campus involvement, completed essays and financial need. If awarded, students may retain scholarship through the completion of their first bachelors degree. To apply, student must submit a FAFSA, and submit the Financial Aid Scholarship Application. Application process extremely competitive.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Incoming Freshmen

**Will Rogers Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 50
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students attending the University of Oklahoma who are economically, mentally, or physically handicapped or disadvantaged by reason of environment or lack of opportunity. Applications can be obtained from the Office of Disability Services, (405) 325-3163 (Voice) or (405) 325-4173 (TDD).
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Zee and Madge May Vincent Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 40
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students at OU. Preference to residents of Logan County, OK. Students must complete a FAFSA and the Financial Aid Scholarship Application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

College of Architecture
830 Van Vleet Oval
Norman, OK 73019-6141
(405) 325-2444
cosascholarships@ou.edu
http://coa.ou.edu

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

PELCO
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly-enrolled student in CoA who is interested in community-based design; Minimum 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Christopher C. Gibbs Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $4,000
TYPE: Recruiting/Retention; Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly-enrolled student in CoA; Minimum 2.5 overall GPA; Demonstrated financial need. For those who meet the criteria, priority selection will be given to recruiting or retaining the highest quality, deserving student.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Paul R. & Carrie L. Shell Architecture Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, currently regularly-enrolled student in CoA; Any student within the College of Architecture whose educational pursuits have demonstrated an interest in Native American culture through design.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Wayland Bowser
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for scholarship(s), candidates must be full-time, regularly-enrolled students in the College of Architecture in their third year or above. Students must have a minimum 3.0 grade point average on a 4.0 scale and must have a demonstrated financial need. From those candidates that meet the selection criteria, priority consideration will be given to superior merit in the design disciplines.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
ARCHITECTURE

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

830 Van Vleet Oval
Norman, OK 73019-6141
(405) 325-2444
coascholarships@ou.edu
http://arch.ou.edu/

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Bockus-Payne Leadership and Ethics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Division of Architecture. Must maintain at least a 3.25 overall GPA; exhibits acts of leadership in or outside of the learning environment; demonstrates high moral and ethical character in his or her acts; awarded to 4th or 5th year Architecture students, preferably at least one female and one male.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Crafton Tull Spark Practitioner Partner Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Recruiting/Retention
ELIGIBILITY: Architecture Student 3rd or 4th; Preference to one student interested in working in the Architecture profession with noticeable leadership skills.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Hok-Yin “Frankie” Chan
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Recruiting/Retention
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for Hok-Yin “Frankie” Chan scholarship(s), candidates must be full-time, regularly-enrolled students in the College of Architecture. Students must have a minimum 2.5 GPA and have demonstrated financial need. Students must be a student in his or her 5th year of the Architecture program and must complete an essay on his or her beliefs on diversity in education.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jeffrey W. Burquest Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Upper-division students majoring in Architecture who are in good academic standing and show promise of creativity.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Michael and Mary Mahaffey Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated financial need and good academic standing in third or fourth year of the undergraduate architecture program or equivalent standing in the Master of Architecture program, and must be returning for at least one full year of study in Architecture at OU.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Michael R. and Cara Shimkus Hall Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Michael R. and Cara Shimkus Hall to be utilized in the College of Architecture for undergraduate students majoring in Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Patricia L. Eidson Scholarship in Interior Architecture
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 (1 undergraduate, 1 graduate)
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students pursuing an undergraduate degree in Interior Design or graduate degree in Architecture with an emphasis on Interior Architecture in the College of Architecture. Work portfolio, transcript, and recommendations required; studio GPA 3.3 with overall OU GPA 3.0.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Trus Joist MacMillan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Preliminary criteria will be based on student creativity in the application of principles learned in mechanics and structures coursework, to be determined by committee.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
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Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Balfour Beatty Construction Group Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Completed all junior-level CNS coursework and qualified to start senior-level CNS coursework; full-time student at OU; member CSA; OU minimum GPA 2.50; minimum CNS GPA 2.75; must have attended OU full-time in fall semester prior to applying for this scholarship.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Construction Science Recruiting and Retention Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship will be awarded to a student entering construction science as a freshman or transfer student; scholarship will be based on GPA, leadership, and proven interest in construction industry; student must be a declared Construction Science major; High School and/or transfer GPA must be greater than 3.0.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Dorothy L. Shaw Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time, regularly enrolled students in Construction Science; must need supplemental financial assistance; must achieve and maintain the graduation requirements necessary to complete a degree in Construction Science.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Duane & Carolyn Stevenson Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for this scholarship(s), candidates must be full-time, regularly-enrolled students in the College of Architecture. Students must be in good standing in the Haskell and Irene Lemon Construction Science Division and must have a minimum 2.5 GPA. Preference will be given to students with financial need. However, the intent of the scholarship is that recipients be determined each year based on financial need and/or merit.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Harold W. Conner Fieldwork Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for junior or senior students of Construction Science.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jason Henry Wittrock Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time, regularly enrolled students in the OU College of Architecture Construction Science programs are eligible for this scholarship. The student must maintain a 2.5 overall GPA; must participate in community service projects, which shall be defined as providing written evidence of being an officer or a member of a charitable organization such as Habitat for Humanity and donating a minimum of 20 volunteer hours per semester to the charitable organization; must need supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Lemon Family Undergraduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to full-time, regularly enrolled students in Construction Science. Must maintain at least a 2.5 overall GPA or the current GPA average required for admittance into the Construction Science program. The following preferences have been established for this scholarship: a) Merit; b) Oklahoma resident; c) U.S. Citizen.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lemon Family Graduate Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to full-time, regularly enrolled students in Construction Science. Must maintain at least a 3.0. The following preferences have been established for this scholarship: a) Merit; b) Oklahoma resident; c) U.S. Citizen; d) Graduation program needs.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Lippert Brothers Inc. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Construction Science major admitted to junior year or graduate student with at least one more academic year remaining. Candidate must have worked in the commercial or municipal construction industry for a minimum of one summer or equivalent period of time. Career goals of applicant must be focused on commercial or municipal construction, and must be currently involved in OU College of Architecture or Construction Science Division activities or student organizations.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Oklahoma State Home Builders Association
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time, regularly enrolled students in Construction Science; must be an Oklahoma resident; must need supplemental financial assistance; must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

OU Club of Construction Science Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Currently enrolled, declared Construction Science major.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Putreavu Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Supports an international graduate student majoring in Construction Administration.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Raleigh K. Roussell Scholarship in Construction Science
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time, regularly enrolled students in Construction Science; must need supplemental financial assistance; must achieve and maintain the graduation requirements necessary to complete a degree in Construction Science.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Retail Contractors Association (RCA) Scholarship Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship will be awarded to a student of Construction, Construction Science, Construction Management, or similar academic discipline. Must demonstrate declared interest in pursuing a career in commercial construction following graduation (example: by serving an internship with a commercial company). Must be full-time student with no less than 12 hours. CNS GPA of 3.0 and overall GPA of 2.5. Must maintain a 3.0 GPA after receiving scholarship.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Trus Joist MacMillan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Preliminary criteria are to be based on student creativity in the application of principles learned in mechanics and structures coursework, to be determined by committee.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

830 Van Vleet Oval
Gould Hall
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2444
coscholarships@ou.edu
http://coa.ou.edu

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

International Association of Lighting Designers Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates must be full-time, regularly enrolled students in the College of Architecture Master of Science in Interior Design Lighting Track; must have a minimum 2.5 GPA and is in good standing to graduate; must have demonstrated financial need. Priority will be given to recruiting or retaining the highest quality of student deserving of this scholarship.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Kristin Amber Lynn Interior Design Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled; Oklahoma resident; must need supplemental financial assistance; must maintain at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Patricia L. Eidson Scholarship in Interior Architecture
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 (1 UG/ID, 1 G/Arch)
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students pursuing an undergraduate degree in Interior Design or graduate degree in Architecture with an emphasis on Interior Architecture in the College of Architecture. Work portfolio, transcript, and recommendations required; studio GPA 3.3 with overall OU GPA 3.0.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

830 Van Vleet Oval
Gould Hall
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2444
cosascholarships@ou.edu
http://la.coa.ou.edu/

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

830 Van Vleet Oval
Gould Hall
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2444
coscholarships@ou.edu
http://rcpl.ou.edu

Leonard M. Logan Founder’s Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Division of Regional and City Planning in the College of Architecture at OU. The student must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation and must need supplemental financial assistance. The funds may be used to recruit candidates for the Master’s in Regional and City Planning program.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

John F. Crowley Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Division of Regional and City Planning in the College of Architecture at OU. The student must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation and must need supplemental financial assistance. The funds may be used to recruit candidates for the Master’s in Regional and City Planning program.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Joseph Lee Rodgers Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarship support to an outstanding Regional and City Planning student in honor of Joseph Lee Rodgers for his contributions to the OU Regional and City Planning program.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Urban Design Studio
4502 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK  74135
(918) 660-3493
coa scholarships@ou.edu
http://tulsagrad.ou.edu/studio

Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships in the College of Architecture; academic performance and financial exigency will be considered in selecting recipients.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

James and Charlotte Patterson in Urban Design
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students of graduate classification currently enrolled in College of Architecture majoring in architecture or urban studies; completed scholarship, outstanding scholarship or research, outstanding thesis or professional project.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An endowed fund established in the names of Joe and Jayne Buskuhl to provide scholarships in the College of Architecture.
DEADLINE: February 1 UG/April 1 Grad
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

The Tulsa Graduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Student of graduate classification currently enrolled in the College of Architecture majoring in architecture or urban studies; completed scholarship, outstanding research, outstanding thesis or professional project.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Susan Bayliss
Office of the Dean
633 Elm Avenue
Ellison Hall, Room 323
Norman, OK  73019-3109
(405) 325-2078
sbayliss@ou.edu

The College of Arts and Sciences scholarship application is now online. Qualified applicants will be considered for all scholarships for which they meet the criteria. Please click here to visit the college’s scholarships webpage for more information.

A.R. Bert Larason Public Service Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the following areas of study: History, Political Science, or Social Work. Applicants must be classified as seniors the following academic year - in the year of the award and have a GPA of 3.25 or above. Applicants must show high academic achievement, leadership ability, and a demonstrated plan for use of his/her education in a public service career. Applicants must also show proficiency in written and oral communication. Preference will be given to students from Oklahoma, but all applicants will be considered. Current recipients may reapply. An interview is required.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Alice Allen Everett American Indian Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be incoming freshmen, currently graduating from an Oklahoma high school. Applicants must also be on the roll of a recognized Native American tribe and must provide a copy of their CDIB card. In addition, applicants must also have a designated course of study in Arts and Sciences and must show promise of scholarly excellence reflected in grade point average and standardized test scores, such as the ACT. Students should apply for this scholarship online while applying for admission. Anyone experiencing difficulty with online application should contact the Prospective Student Services office at 1-800-234-6868. A copy of the CDIB card should be sent directly to the college office.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Alvin Terrell Dixon Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences with a GPA of 3.25 or above. Applicants must be older students who have returned to school after being in the work force and realizing that it would benefit him or her to return to college to receive their degree. Current recipients may reapply. An interview is required.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Cathryn L. and Jon R. Withrow A&S Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time undergraduate students, who are pursuing a major in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Preference will be given to students who have graduated from a high school in Oklahoma. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Corinne Price Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Hassler Educational Assistance Program (HEAP)
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $4,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in Arts and Sciences or students who will be full-time, graduate students enrolled in a Master’s program in Arts and Sciences the following academic year - year of the award. In addition, applicants must be pursuing degrees in...
Chemistry/Biochemistry or Mathematics. Applicants must be U.S. citizens, have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Preference will be given to students from Logan County, Oklahoma, but all applicants will be considered. Current recipients may reapply. An interview is required. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Heather Marie Goff Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Current recipients may reapply. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Herbert A. and Lela Mitchell Berlin Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-5
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the following areas of study: Mathematics; Economics; Laboratory Sciences (Physics, Chemistry/Biochemistry, Biology, Microbiology/Plant Biology); Social Sciences with a lab component (Psychology); or Foreign Languages. In addition, applicants must have a GPA of 3.25 or above. Current recipients may reapply. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. and J. Stevens Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Min. $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be incoming freshmen, currently graduating from high school and be legal residents of Tarrant County, Texas or the North Texas area. Applicant's major course of study must be in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must be ranked in the top 25% of their high school class, have a high school GPA of 3.0 (on a 4.0 scale), have compiled an exceptional record of high school extracurricular activities, including community service, and demonstrated leadership abilities. Students should apply for this scholarship online while applying for admission. Anyone experiencing difficulty with online application should contact the Prospective Student Services office at 1-800-234-6868. Two letters of recommendation and a two-page, double-spaced essay addressing the topic: “Explain your college and professional goals and why the J. and J. Stevens Scholarship would help you achieve these” should be sent direction to the college office. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jack Roe Denton Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time undergraduate male students who have a major in Arts and Sciences. Additionally, applicants must have a GPA of 3.0 or above, show financial need and be engaged in outside employment in order to attend and afford college. A dated letter from the employer, stating the number of hours worked per week, is required with the application. Preference will be given to a student from New York State or the East, but not mandatory. Current recipients may reapply. An interview is required. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jim Sullivan Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students, who are pursuing a major in the College of Arts and Sciences. Applicants must have earned a GPA of 3.0 or above and show demonstrated financial need. Current recipients may reapply. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Leadership Scholars Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Min. $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students from the sophomore, junior, and senior classes are selected on the basis of grade point average, university or community service and leadership potential. The program is made up of 60 participants, with 20 chosen annually from the incoming sophomore class. Juniors and seniors may remain in the program if they have demonstrated interest and activity in the offerings provided through the program. A small number of new juniors and seniors are selected each year to fill any vacancies. Applicants who are selected for the Leadership Scholars Program with demonstrated financial need may be awarded a scholarship. DEADLINE: January 30, 2015 AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Les and Mary Puckett Arts and Sciences Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $6,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be high school seniors, who are entering the University of Oklahoma as freshmen in the next fall semester. In addition, applicants must plan to pursue a degree in the College of Arts and Sciences as a full-time student, have a minimum high school GPA of 3.0 or above, show demonstrated financial need and be a U.S. Citizen. Preference will be given to students who attended Pauls Valley High School in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma, but all applicants will be considered. Students apply for this scholarship by submitting the OU online admission application.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Marvin D. and Barbara L. Jirous Sonic Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be high school seniors, who are entering the University of Oklahoma as freshmen in the next fall semester. In addition, applicants must plan to pursue a degree in the College of Arts and Sciences as a full-time student, have a minimum high school GPA of 3.0 or above, show demonstrated financial need and be a U.S. citizen. Preference will be given to students who attended Pauls Valley High School in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma, but all applicants will be considered. Students apply for this scholarship by submitting the OU online admission application.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Mary, Nell and Louise Perkinson Endowed Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-6
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a 2.75 GPA or above and show financial need. Applicants must be on a roll of a recognized Native American tribe. Applicants must also demonstrate academic excellence, leadership ability, and potential for significant contribution to the American Indian community. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert E. and Mary E. Sturgis Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time undergraduate or graduate students who have a major in the College of Arts and Sciences. Additionally, applicants must have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Ruby M. Brakebill Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a GPA of 3.50 or above. Applicants must show demonstrated leadership and have a record of community service work. Current recipients may reapply. An interview is required.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The G.W. & Vera Dobbs Pullin and Charles A. & Janice Pullin Drake Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,200
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must be U.S. citizens, have a GPA of 3.0 or above and show financial need. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Students interested in the following departmental scholarships should contact their major department prior to the departmental deadline.

**Morris & Lucille Opler Research Awards**  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-10  
AMOUNT: $100-$3,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time Anthropology graduate student. Completion of first year of Master’s or Ph.D. coursework. Formation of the Master’s or Ph.D. committee. For more information, please contact the OU Anthropology Department.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Morris E. Opler Memorial Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-10  
AMOUNT: $100-$750  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time Anthropology major; funds to be used to pay field school fees, study abroad fees, paper presentation at a conference or a research project.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Paul E. Bowman, Jr. Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,200  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time undergraduate Anthropology major at the sophomore, junior, or senior level.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Rain Vehik Memorial Awards**  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-10  
AMOUNT: $100-$500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time Anthropology student and participating in the Plains Conference or other professional conferences. Designed to encourage Anthropology students to actively contribute to professional conferences. For more information, please contact the Anthropology Department.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
BIOLOGICAL STATION

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Gail Barnes, UOBS Norman Office
(405) 325-5391
gbarnes@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/uobs

Barbara Shirley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate residents or non-residents enrolled in courses or conducting research at UOBS. Students who maintain a 3.0 GPA or above are considered first. Financial need is also taken into consideration. Preference is given to returning UOBS attendees.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Carl and Pat Bynum Riggs Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students in the College of Arts & Sciences taking at least one class at Biological Station. Must maintain a 3.5 GPA or higher. Preference will be given to graduate students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Friends of the University of Oklahoma Biological Station Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate residents or non-residents enrolled in courses or conducting research at UOBS. Must maintain a 3.0 GPA or above.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Harley P. Brown Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate residents or non-residents enrolled in courses or conducting research at UOBS. Students who maintain a 3.0 GPA or above are considered first. Financial need is also taken into consideration.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Homer F. Timmons Biological Station Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate residents or non-residents enrolled in courses at UOBS. Must maintain a 3.0 GPA or above.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joy Brown Catron Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate residents or non-residents enrolled in courses or conducting research at UOBS. Students who maintain a 3.0 GPA or above are considered first. Financial need is also taken into consideration.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Loren G. Hill Biological Station Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $100-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must submit both course and scholarship application and be accepted for participation in one or more of the Biological Station summer session courses. In addition, students must also provide proof of financial need. Students with a GPA of 3.0 or above are considered first, but financial need is also taken into consideration.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
BIOLOGY
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Biology
730 Van Vleet Oval
314 Richards Hall,
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4821
http://biology.ou.edu

George Miksch Sutton Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-6
AMOUNT: $1,500 to $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any undergraduate or graduate student in Ornithology in the Department of Biology whose outstanding talents, intelligence, potential, and financial need warrant the help. No application; nominated by faculty and scholarship committee members. Engaged in research ornithology. Call for application, which is circulated each year in Biology.
DEADLINE: February 28, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Jane A. Quade Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Zoology/Biology majors of sophomore or junior standing.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

M. Blanche Adams and M. Frances Adams Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate student in good standing in Zoology/Biology pursuing an M.S. or Ph.D. degree. Some scholarships may also be awarded on a competitive basis to new graduate students being admitted into the Department of Biology graduate program.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

M. Blanche Adams and M. Frances Adams Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: 12-15
AMOUNT: $1,000-$3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Biology/Zoology majors who have completed at least one semester of academic work at OU minimum GPA of 3.5. Awards are made in the spring for Summer Research Scholarships and for academic year scholarships for the following academic year.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OU Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Stephenson Life Sciences Research Center
101 Stephenson Parkway
Norman, OK 73019-5251
http://chem.ou.edu

Astellas USA Foundation Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students majoring in Chemistry or Biochemistry; minimum 3.0 GPA; students interested in industrial/applied careers are strongly encouraged to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Belle W. Goodman Graduate Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated excellence in graduate studies and research.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Chemistry and Biochemistry Departmental Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200-$1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be nominated by a member of the Chemistry/Biochemistry faculty.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J.J. Zuckerman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to an outstanding graduate student in Chemistry and Biochemistry. Preference will be given to a student pursuing a Ph.D. degree in Organometallic or Inorganic Chemistry. However, the award is not restricted to these areas.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Lloyd E. Swearingen Graduate Student Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Recognizes outstanding graduate students in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Sherrill D. Christian Graduate Student Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a superior and deserving individual who is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
CLASSICS AND LETTERS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Classics Department
650 Parrington Oval
CARN 100
Norman, OK 73071
(405) 325-6921
http://www.ou.edu/cas/classics/index.html

Charles and Julie Daniels Study Abroad Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need for Study Abroad
ELIGIBILITY: Established by a former Letters major and her husband, both graduates of the University of Oklahoma, for Letters or Classics majors for Study Abroad. Program documentation required; scholarship expires 1 year after application. Junior or senior Letters major with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jean R. Herrick Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Jean Herrick was a long time faculty member in the Department of Classics and Letters. This scholarship is available to Letters or Classics majors. The intention of the donor was that this scholarship be for students pursuing a career teaching, preferably Latin. Junior or senior Classics or Letters major with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. Rufus Fears Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: J. Rufus Fears was an exceptionally gifted and respected teacher of Classics at the University of Oklahoma who influenced the lives and shaped the careers of many students. This award was established by donors to recognize Dr. Fears’ many contributions to the University of Oklahoma, the immediate community and the state. The Fears Scholarship is for deserving Letters or Classics majors with financial need who have maintained a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John H. Hansen Prize for Future Teachers of Latin
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to students who have demonstrated a commitment to teaching of Latin at the high school level in Oklahoma.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Enod Williams Scholarship in Classics and Letters
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Established by Charles Williams for his mother, Mary Enod Williams, a long-time public school teacher who graduated from OU with a degree in Latin. Awarded to outstanding senior Letters or Classics major with a minimum 3.0 GPA, preference given to students returning to school.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Peggy L. Chambers Scholarship in Letters
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Established by an OU alumnus in recognition of Peggy Chambers’ outstanding contributions to the Classics and Letters programs. Awarded to an outstanding junior or senior Letters major with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Reid Philips Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Reid Philips was a Letters major. His parents established this scholarship for a full-time Letters major in his memory. Traditionally this has been awarded to an outstanding senior. Recipient must be available for luncheon with Reid Philips family. Senior Letters major with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The Philip Nolan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-4
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Established by a former student of Philip Nolan. Awarded to full-time Letters majors with financial need; minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The Philip Nolan Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Usually $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Established by the former students, colleagues and friends of Dr. Philip Nolan for a Letters or Classics major. Traditionally this has been awarded to an outstanding senior. This award is honorific and completely merit based. Possible candidates are reviewed and chosen by the Scholarship Committee. Must be senior Classics or Letters majors with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Communication Department  
610 Elm Ave.  
Rm. 101  
Norman, OK 73019-0335  
(405) 325-3111  
http://www.ou.edu/cas/deptcomm/  

Dan and Mary John O'Hair Outstanding Graduate Student Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Besides being in their 2nd or 3rd year in the PhD program, candidates must also have already filed their plan of study with the graduate college, and meet the following additional criteria: a) they must be full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department; b) they must have a 3.50 GPA or higher.  
DEADLINE: Nominations only  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

H. Wayland Cummings Dissertation Proposal Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a Ph.D. student in Communication. Must have successfully completed a dissertation proposal from the previous calendar year. The dissertation must be quantitative in its methodology (although it can contain both quantitative and qualitative components).  
DEADLINE: Nomination only  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Josh Lee Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Presented to a Ph.D. student in their second or third year in the program with an interest in political communication broadly defined. Faculty nominate individuals for the award, which includes a copy of the student vita.  
DEADLINE: Nomination only in the Spring semester  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Michael Pfau Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Besides being in their 2nd or 3rd year in the PhD program, candidates must also have already filed their plan of study with the grad college, and meet the following additional criteria: a) they must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department; b) they must have a 3.50 GPA or higher. Priority consideration will be given to students studying social influence.  
DEADLINE: Nomination Only  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Michael W. Kramer Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Besides being in their 2nd or 3rd year in the PhD program, candidates must also have already filed their plan of study with the grad college, and meet the following additional criteria: a) they must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department; b) they must have a 3.50 GPA or higher. Priority consideration will be given to students studying organizational or group communication.  
DEADLINE: Nomination Only  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Outstanding Graduate Teaching Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding graduate teaching assistants who excel in the areas of research, teaching and service to the department.  
DEADLINE: Nomination only  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Political Communication Heritage Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $300  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior standing majoring in Communication. Student must be returning to OU in the fall and must have taken COMM 3003 or COMM 4323; GPA of 3.25 or higher; Essay demonstrating interest in Political Communication must accompany application.  
DEADLINE: January 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Ragan-Kramer-Wieder Qualitative Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Presented to a Ph.D. student in Communication who is writing an outstanding qualitative research dissertation; can be given to a graduate teaching assistant or a non-teaching assistant. The student must have successfully completed the general examination for the Ph.D. Dissertation must be qualitative in methodology. Must have submitted a dissertation proposal which will become the basis for the award.
DEADLINE: Nomination only
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Ralph E. Cooley Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $300/Undergraduate $500/Graduate
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Cash award presented annually to outstanding undergraduate Communication major in cross-cultural communication or Native American language study. Minimum of 3.0 GPA; must have taken the core communication courses. Must submit an application, current resume, unofficial transcript, letter of recommendation from a member of Communication faculty and a one-page typed essay explaining their contribution to or interest in cross-cultural communication or Native American language studies.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Roger Babich Award for Outstanding Undergraduates
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Cash award presented annually to outstanding undergraduate Communication major. Minimum 3.25 GPA; at least 15 hours of communication credits, six of them in upper division courses, and completion of 60 hours. Awarded by faculty nominations and committee. Students must submit a current resume, unofficial transcript, letter of recommendation from a Communication faculty member along with an application.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Scholarly Achievement Awards in Communication
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Cash awards presented annually to outstanding undergraduate Communication majors voted on by faculty. Minimum eligibility requirements: declared Communication major; completion of at least 15 hours in communication courses (6 hours of which must be upper-division). Students must submit a current resume, unofficial transcript, letter of recommendation from a Communication faculty member along with the application.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ted Beaird Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Besides being in their 2nd or 3rd year in the PhD program, candidates must also have already filed their plan of study with the grad college, and meet the following additional criteria: a) they must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department; b) they must have a 3.25 GPA or higher.
DEADLINE: Nominations only
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
A.J. Kondonassis Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be graduate students in Economics with an emphasis in Global Economics; must have high scholastic achievement; must have broad training in Economics as a Social Science.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate  

Alexander B. Holmes Economics Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Department of Economics; any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and has achieved a high level of academic excellence; must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate  

Chong K. Liew Memorial Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to OU students in the Department of Economics.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate  

Chairman’s Scholarship in Economics  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Established to be used for scholarships or assistance to graduate or undergraduate students as determined by the chairman of the Department of Economics on any basis the chairman deems relevant.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
ENGLISH

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of English
760 Van Vleet Oval
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4661
http://www.ou.edu/cas/english

Barbara Anne Scheffer Award in Literature
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate English majors. Awarded for the best graduate research paper submitted about women writers in American or English literature. Awarded by faculty nominations and committee.
CONTACT: No Applications
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dr. Betty Evans Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to students enrolled in English courses for superior creative writing and critical essays. Awarded by faculty nominations and committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dr. Edward Murray Clark Memorial Scholarship Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate English major who is a deserving student committed to teaching upon receipt of the degree. Awarded by faculty nomination and committee; No Applications.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Goldia Cooksey Memorial Awards
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in English courses are eligible for these writing awards for critical essays and creative writing. Awarded by faculty nominations and committee. No Applications.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James C. Benson Writing Prize in English
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Creative or Critical Writing Award for undergraduate English major.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joe Sidney Nicholson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a junior or senior English major with at least one year of residence and at least a 3.5 GPA. No Applications. Awarded by faculty nomination and committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lydia Dorthea Haag Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding performance in freshman English classes at OU. Awarded by faculty nominations and committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Margaret Castelez Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All English majors. Awarded by faculty nomination and committee. No Applications.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Pete Kyle McCarter Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate English majors. Awarded for academic achievement in American Studies. No Applications; awarded by faculty nominations and committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Roy and Florena Hadsell Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate English majors. Awarded for academic achievement and teaching. No Applications; awarded by faculty nominations and committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
C. Clay Withrow Award for Writing About Film
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any OU undergraduate. The candidate must have a cumulative GPA of 3.00 or higher at the time of application, OR must be nominated by an FMS faculty member for the award. Papers will be judged on originality, insight, clarity, and style. OU faculty may nominate students without student permission. Ted and Pam Withrow established the C. Clay Withrow Film and Media Studies Writing Award, named in honor of their son, to encourage excellent and imaginative writing about film or or other visual media. The $1,000 annual prize recognizes the best essay written on a film, television, or media studies topic by an OU undergraduate. The candidate must have a cumulative GPA of 3.00 or higher at the time of application.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Heidi Karriker Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The award is to be used for a film or media-related program/workshop or institute anywhere other than OU. It is open to FMS juniors and seniors who have a major GPA of 3.5 or higher and an overall GPA of 3.2 or higher. Applications are available in the office of FMS.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ned Hockman Filmmaking Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The award is given each spring to an OU student to help complete a film or video project. The project must be substantially underway and preference will be given for post-production and/or exhibition expenses. Any full-time undergraduate or graduate student with a film or video project may apply. Applications are available in the office of FMS.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Health and Exercise Science
Huston Huffman Center, Room 104
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-5211
http://www.ou.edu/cas/hss/

G. Michael Sims Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate degree major in HES; completion of 15 credit hours of letter-graded graduate work at OU; GPA 3.5 or above. Submit letter of application, current vita or resume, copy of graduate transcripts, a one-page report of biography and goals (both professional and academic), and a one-page typed experience (work summary and volunteer activity).
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Mary Anne Price Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate degree major in HES (junior or senior standing); completion of 90 credit hours at OU; completion of 12 credit hours in the HES core; 3.5 overall GPA. Submit letter of application; complete transcript; a one-page typed biography and goals statement; a one-page typed experience (work summary and volunteer activity).
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Virginia Morris Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have achieved junior or senior standing, must have completed 9 credit hours in HES core curriculum at the time of application, and must have earned a 3.25 GPA or above. Applicants must exhibit excellence in scholarship, and have participated in educational or community-based service in health and/or exercise related areas, or plan on pursuing a career as a school or community educator in health and/or exercise-related education. The successful candidate will demonstrate a record of current and past activity that supports and prepares him/her for the pursuit of a career in health and/or exercise-related education (school or community based). In addition, he/she should document significant contributions to the department, University and profession. A formal letter of application, transcript, current resume, biography and goals and experience statements are required.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Scholarships in this area are presented by the department or nominated by a faculty member. No application is required. For more information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

History Department
455 W. Lindsey
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-6001
http://www.ou.edu/cas/history/

A. K. and Ethel T. Christian Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate History major. Nominated by History faculty.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Alfred B. Sears Award For Outstanding Student In British History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All History majors. Must have completed 9 hours in British history; present written work dealing with British history; grades in British history; and one or more letters from faculty and other relevant documents.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ariel M. Gibson Award in Native American History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nominated by a History professor, a student who demonstrates they are making substantive progress on an outstanding dissertation in Native American history.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Bea Mantooth Estep Scholarship in Oklahoma or Latin America History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: History graduate student engaged in research and/or writing on Oklahoma or Latin American history.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Donnell M. Owings Scholarship in American History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an outstanding American History major. Faculty nominates suitable candidates.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

E.E. Dale Award in Western History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nominated by History professor, students who demonstrate they are making substantive progress on outstanding dissertation in Western American history.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Eric England Scholars Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nominated by a History professor; must be an outstanding scholar majoring in history at the undergraduate or graduate level.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Horace C. Peterson Memorial Scholarship in History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All History majors. Must have demonstrated superior scholarship in History at OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sidney Devere Brown Award in Asian History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: History professor selection committee awards to an undergraduate who demonstrates an interest in and commitment to the study of Asian History.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

William E. Livezey Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding first-year graduate student.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

William Maehl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All History majors. Must have demonstrated superior scholarship at OU. Competition includes submission of an essay.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of History of Science
PHSC Room 625
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2213
http://cas.ou.edu/hsci

- **Corliss E. and Esther C. Livesey Endowed Scholarship**
  
  NUMBER GIVEN: 1
  AMOUNT: $1,000
  TYPE: Merit/Need
  ELIGIBILITY: Must be an undergraduate major in History of Science, Technology and Medicine; must be a full-time, regularly-enrolled student; must have a minimum 3.25 GPA; must have earned at least 15 hours of major coursework credit.
  AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

- **Everette Lee DeGolyer Annual Scholarship**
  
  NUMBER GIVEN: 1
  AMOUNT: $2,500
  TYPE: Merit/Need
  ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Department of History Science at OU are eligible for this scholarship. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation. Satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0.
  AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

- **Marilyn Bailey Ogilvie Alumni Graduate Fellowship**
  
  NUMBER GIVEN: 1
  AMOUNT: $5,000 annually
  TYPE: Merit
  ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming graduate student in History of Science, Technology and Medicine demonstrating exceptional scholarly promise; must be a full-time, regularly-enrolled student; must make satisfactory progress toward graduation. Candidates are selected by the admissions committee and no special application materials are required.
  AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

- **History of Science Research Award**
  
  NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
  AMOUNT: Varies
  TYPE: Merit
  ELIGIBILITY: To encourage and assist graduate students in the preparation, presentation and publication of excellent research papers, the Department of History of Science will award a Research Award annually to an applicant drawn from the following categories: a) Travel and/or material support in the preparation of a paper; b) Travel support to attend a meeting at which the research paper will be presented; c) Recognition of research papers published in the previous calendar year.
  AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
HUMAN RELATIONS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Chair-Department of Human Relations
501 Elm Avenue
Room 730
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-1756
http://www.ou.edu/cas/hr/

George Henderson, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a degree-seeking Human Relations student.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Jack Stout Scholarship in Human Relations
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: OU Master's candidate in the University of Oklahoma Human Relations program in Tulsa.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Linda Isaacs Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: OU Master's candidate in the University of Oklahoma Human Relations program in Tulsa.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
JUDAIC STUDIES PROGRAM

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Valarie Harshaw
455 W. Lindsey
DAHT 403A
405-325-6508
http://judaicstudies.ou.edu

Esther Rose Shnier XI Chapter of Sigma Delta Tau Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have declared a Judaic Studies and/or Hebrew minor with a 3.0 GPA in minor. Must be full-time regularly enrolled and have completed 30 credit hours of college coursework during the period for which application is made. The number of hours completed in the minor will also be taken into consideration by the selection committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Rosalyn W. Price Memorial Scholarship for Judaic Studies
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The scholarship is open to any individual who is a full-time, regularly enrolled student of the University of Oklahoma majoring in Judaic Studies. Applicants must have maintained a 2.8 grade point average on a scale of 4.0. The overall grade point average may also be taken into consideration by the selection committee as well as the number of completed hours in the major. Any eligible, deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate or Graduate

Study in Israel Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT $5,000 for a summer semester
$10,000 for a fall or spring semester
Semesters can be combined
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The scholarships are open to full-time University of Oklahoma undergraduate and graduate students during the period for which application is made. Students must have completed a minimum of 15 hours of college coursework. Priority will be given to graduate students concentrating in Jewish History and undergraduate students who have officially declared a major or minor in Judaic Studies or a minor in Hebrew. Applicants must have maintained a 3.0 GPA overall.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate or Graduate

Zarrow Family Scholarship for Judaic Studies
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have declared a Judaic Studies and/or Hebrew minor with a 3.0 GPA in minor. Must be full-time regularly enrolled and have completed 30 credit hours of college coursework during the period for which application is made. The number of hours completed in the minor will also be taken into consideration by the selection committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director-School of Library and Information Studies
401 W. Brooks, Room 120
Norman, OK 73019-6032
(405) 325-3921
shardy@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/cas/slis

**Floyd Elliot Cobb Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: U.S. Citizen; minimum 3.0 GPA; full-time student (Full-time=6 credit hours for graduate assistance with 20 hours or more per week appointments; 9 hours for all other students.)
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**H. W. Wilson Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; full or part-time scholarship.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Irma Rayne Tomberlin Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have at least a 3.75 GPA; nomination by School of Library and Information Studies faculty; essay.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Jesse Lee Rader Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; full-time student (Full-time=6 credit hours for graduate assistance with 20 hours or more per week appointments; 9 hours for all other students.)
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Julian J. Rothbaum Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Part-time or full-time, regularly enrolled students in the School of Library and Information Studies with a strong preference given to students attending the Tulsa campus. Minimum GPA of 3.0.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Lotsee Patterson American Indian Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Documented enrollment in federally recognized tribe; enrollment in at least six credit hours per semester. Students applying for this scholarship must submit documentation of enrollment in a federally recognized tribe.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Mary Angus Sherman Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full or part-time student; focus on public librarianship. Students applying for this scholarship must submit an essay discussing their philosophy of service in public libraries.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Mildred Laughlin Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Focus on children’s or young adult services in school or public libraries; nomination by School of Library and Information Studies faculty; essay.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Nannie B. Trammel Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; full-time student (Full-time=6 credit hours for graduate assistance with 20 hours or more per week appointments; 9 hours for all other students.)
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
OSLA Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full or part-time student, focus on children’s or young adult services in school or public libraries, or teaching school librarianship.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

OU SLIS American Library Association Spectrum Scholarship Matching Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Recipient of the ALA Spectrum Award. More information available from ALA at http://www.ala.org/offices/diversity/spectrum/scholarshipinformation
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Roberta Rhodes Allen Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student. (Full-time=6 credit hours for graduate assistance with 20 hours or more per week appointments; 9 hours for all other students.)
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

SLIS 75th Anniversary Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; full or part-time student.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

SLIS Career Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The purpose of this/these (more than one scholarship may be available in some years) scholarship(s) is to heighten student appreciation and evaluation of career paths for students who express an interest in specialized career fields administered by the fund.
DEADLINE: March 1, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
MATHEMATICS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Math Advising Office
425 PHSC
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2727
chall@math.ou.edu
http://www.math.ou.edu/full.php

Ann B. Sheldon Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 biannually
AMOUNT: $200 - $300 (depending on availability of funds)
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mathematics major at OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Arthur Frederick Bernhart Mathematics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore or higher Mathematics major emphasizing study of geometry.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

C. Eugene Springer Mathematics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $200-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mathematics major at OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Excellence in Scholarship Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student in good standing in a graduate Math program. No Applications; nominated by faculty.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

George McNaught Ewing Mathematics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-5
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: March 3
ELIGIBILITY: High school seniors who intend to enroll as Mathematics major at OU in the following fall. Scholarship can be renewed for one year if student continues as a math major with at least a 3.25 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Graduate Fellowship in Mathematics
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-5
AMOUNT: $2,000-$5,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The Graduate Fellowships in Mathematics are awarded in honor of the memory of Professor Richard D. Resco, whose generosity made these fellowships possible. Recipients of the Graduate Fellowships in Mathematics must be graduate students in mathematics who have superior academic records and are making good progress in their programs of study. Fellowships are awarded annually, but repeated awards are possible in subsequent years to fellowship holders who demonstrate continued excellence in their academic work.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Harold Huneke Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $750-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Doctoral student in Mathematics.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Huneke Award for Excellence in Teaching
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250-$300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student in good standing in a graduate Math program and be appointed as a Graduate Assistant. No Application; nominated by faculty.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

J. C. Brixey Graduate Mathematics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $750-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student in good standing in a graduate Mathematics doctoral degree program.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Karcher Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be admitted for graduate study in Math and maintain excellence in work.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
Kenneth L. Hoving Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The appointee must also be a U.S. citizen with a GPA of 3.5 or greater. Members of the Mathematics Department nominate candidates and approve the recipient. Holders of the fellowship who are making satisfactory progress in their degree program may be considered for renewal if there are no other students eligible for the award.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Nancy Scofield Hester Mathematics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 or 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Mathematics major who is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and the student needs supplemental financial assistance. Satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA for undergraduate students and at least a 3.25 overall GPA for graduate students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Nathan A. Court Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $300-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All freshman and sophomore Mathematics majors. No application; nominated by faculty.
DEADLINE: Awarded in Spring
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Richard V. Andree Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4-10
AMOUNT: $200-$2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Mathematics major at OU. Awards will be based upon academic record, financial need and demonstrated leadership abilities. Special consideration will be given to students demonstrating an interest in computer-related mathematics and participation in Pi Mu Epsilon.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Richard V. Andree Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For graduate students and those admitted for graduate study in Mathematics, who have interests in computer-related mathematics. Selection of awardees will be based on academic record, financial need and leadership as expressed through participation in the OU Chapter of Pi Mu Epsilon.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Samuel Watson Reaves Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000-$2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mathematics major and graduating senior. No Application; nominated by faculty.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
MICROBIOLOGY AND PLANT BIOLOGY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area, please contact:

Department of Microbiology and Plant Biology
Tammy Brushwood
770 Van Vleet Oval Room 136
Norman, OK 73019-0245
(405) 325-4321
http://mpbio.ou.edu/

George L. & Cleo Cross Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Up to 4
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore level and above with GPA of 3.0 or higher; must have completed the equivalent of 30 undergraduate hours of academic credit during the calendar year prior to the award (Spring, Summer, Fall). must be a Microbiology and Plant Biology student at the OU with firm intentions of pursuing a career in Microbiology and Plant Biology. Applicants must request one letter of recommendation from a faculty member from the Department of Microbiology and Plant Biology. Sophomores may request their letter from a faculty member from Microbiology and Plant Biology, Chemistry & Biochemistry, Physics & Astronomy, or Biology Departments.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lois Pfeister Women in Science Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time regularly enrolled female graduate students working toward an advanced degree in the life sciences. Preference is given to students working toward an advanced degree in Microbiology and Plant Biology. Scholarship based on merit in both teaching and research, and is to be awarded on a competitive basis. Two letters of recommendation from a faculty member at the OU.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

George L. & Cleo Cross Endowed Scholarship - Graduate
NUMBER GIVEN: Up to 4
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Microbiology and Plant Biology graduate students in good standing who are not on fellowships in the Department of Microbiology and Plant Biology. The award will be based on merit in teaching and/or research.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Margaret Root McKinley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All Microbiology majors. Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in good academic standing; must be a U.S. citizen; must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA. No applications; must be nominated in writing by an OU faculty member.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Paul G. Risser Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Up to $1500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students majoring in Microbiology and Plant Biology. Must be a native of Oklahoma. Preference given to Kay County residents. Any eligible, deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial or a subsequent award. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation and demonstrate financial need. Must achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Harrison L. Chance Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Only Microbiology majors. Must have a 3.0 GPA with firm intentions of pursuing a career in microbiology; preference given to undergraduates. Applicant must request one letter of recommendation from a faculty member, preferably from the Department of Microbiology and Plant Biology. Sophomores may request their letter from a faculty member from Microbiology and Plant Biology, Chemistry & Biochemistry, Physics & Astronomy, or Biology Departments.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
MODERN LANGUAGES,
LITERATURE AND
LINGUISTICS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Modern Languages, Literature and Linguistics
Department
Michael Lantelme, mlantelme@ou.edu
780 Van Vleet Oval
Room 206
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-6181
http://modlang.ou.edu

Besse A. Clement Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-5
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Contact the Modern Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics office for specifics. All undergraduates and graduates majoring in French.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Dorothy and John Bernard Faust Award in Linguistics
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Linguistics majors with at least two years in the major.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

German-American Heritage Association of Oklahoma Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $150-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduates or graduates with at least two years of German.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

German-American Society of Tulsa Graduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students in German.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Gerlinde Miess Thompson Memorial Scholarship in German Studies
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate and graduate students in German. Undergraduate students must have declared a major or minor in German, with at least two years of German study at the college level, and have a GPA of 3.5 in the major or minor and a 3.0 GPA overall. Graduate students must be in good standing in the M.A. program in German.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Gui Cankun Memorial Chinese Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $100-$300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Chinese minor with at least two years of Chinese, with the highest GPA.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Hazel Brakebill Perreault Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Female students majoring in French or Spanish, in their sophomore or junior year, and preparing for a career teaching French or Spanish in public schools. Need a 3.5 GPA in major and 3.0 overall.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ivar Ivask Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$700
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in German or French.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

James Abbott Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $150-$250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students in Spanish.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
Jim Artman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $100-$300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Languages major or minor.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John Dunn Linguistics Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nominated by Linguistics faculty.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Julia Kathryn Gilbert Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate juniors or seniors with a major or minor in French.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lowell and Frances Dunham Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$900
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Languages or Linguistics major with at least sophomore standing. Need a 3.5 GPA in major and 3.0 overall.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lupita Thompson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Language major in the certification program or Spanish major who has completed at least 24 hours of class work in the major language with a minimum GPA of 3.5 in that language.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Madland-Thompson German Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in German with junior standing and a GPA of 3.0.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Enod Williams Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200-$300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Languages undergraduate or graduate major; must have a 3.0 overall GPA and a 3.5 GPA in the major.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

McMillan Memorial Fund Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200-$300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Language or Linguistics undergraduate major (NOTE: for this award, a 4.0 GPA overall is required).
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Melvin B. Tolson, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Russian majors, particularly students who plan to pursue a career in teaching. Special consideration is given to students who intend to study abroad.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Muller-Miess Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: German major with at least two years of German.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Nikolai Pavlovich Antsiferov Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Language or Linguistics major.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Olive Hawes Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $300-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Modern Language or Linguistics major.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
major with junior or senior standing and an overall GPA of 3.5.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**OU German Club Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students with at least two years of German.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Owen Hartley Faust Award in Modern Non-European Languages**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students pursuing a major or minor in Modern Non-European Languages, and have completed two years in the language (Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Hebrew).
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Patricio Gimeno Memorial Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Spanish majors; must be a senior; highest overall GPA in Spanish.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Poston-De La Torre Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Spanish majors with junior or senior standing. Need a 3.5 GPA in the major and a 3.0 GPA overall.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Russian Club Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $100
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any applicant currently enrolled in at least the third semester of Russian and who will have continued enrollment in Russian during the scholarship tenure. Need a 3.5 GPA in the major and a 3.0 GPA overall.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Barbara Hobson, Assistant Director
633 Ellison Hall
Room 216
Norman, OK 73019

http://cas.ou.edu/nas

Please visit the Native American Studies website at http://cas.ou.edu/nas to learn about Native American scholarship opportunities.
PHILOSOPHY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Philosophy
455 W. Lindsey, Room 605
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-6324
http://www.ou.edu/ouphil/

Clayton Feaver Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Philosophy and Ethics/Religion majors. Recipients are chosen by the Department of Philosophy, chiefly on the basis of academic record.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Elizabeth Wade Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled Philosophy or Ethics and Religion major. Preference will be given to students who have an emphasis in logic.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Kenneth R. Merrill Graduate Teaching Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be Graduate Assistants who are making good progress toward their degree and who had full teaching responsibility for a Philosophy course during the year for which the award is presented. Evidence of excellent teaching is required. Undergraduate students are invited to submit letters supporting the candidacy of a graduate student for the award. Recipient will be selected by the Department of Philosophy Graduate Studies Committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Homer L. Dodge
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Nielsen Hall
Room 131
440 W. Brooks
Norman, OK 73019-2061
(405) 325-3961
http://www.nhn.ou.edu

A.T. Stair Fellowship for Physics & Astronomy Graduate Students
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly-enrolled student in Physics in the Department; must have a minimum 3.0 GPA; must have demonstrated financial need; must be either a graduate teaching assistant or research assistant in the department.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Cuba and Ted Webb Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,600
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be majoring in Physics, Engineering Physics, Astrophysics, or Astronomy, and have already completed their first year of studies in their major at OU by the time of the application. They should have at least a 3.0 GPA overall and a 3.25 in their major. Relevant criteria include: academic standing, research experience, activity within the department, and need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dr. George Randolph Kalbfleisch Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are full-time, regularly enrolled students working toward a Doctor of Philosophy in physics, with preference given to what is known currently as High Energy Physics.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fowler Prize
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: To provide a monetary prize for the top undergraduate in the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Homer L. Dodge Endowed Student Support Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The Homer L. Dodge Endowed Student Support fund is used to provide scholarships, fellowships, and other scholastic awards, as well as to support research.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

J. Clarence Karcher Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 20+
AMOUNT: $700-$1,400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Astronomy, Physics, Astrophysics, and Engineering Physics majors – Freshman through senior. The scholarship is in the amount of $1,400 ($700 per semester) unless the student has received a general university administered scholarship in the amount of $600 or more in which case the Karcher scholarship is in the amount of $700 ($350 per semester).
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. Rudd Neilson Physics Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Recognition for outstanding students in physics who show promise of developing into productive physicists.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lin Graduate Research Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated excellence in undergraduate education showing great promise for Ph.D. research in Physics. Restricted to incoming graduate students. One-year award. Fellowship will be combined with regular teaching assistantship or research assistantship.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Neil E. Shaffer-Ray Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only. To be eligible for the award, candidates must meet the following criteria: a. Must be a full-time, regularly-enrolled graduate student in the department; b. must have a minimum 3.0 grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

The Road to Excellence
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: General support for the Department of Physics and Astronomy, including faculty, graduate, and undergraduate student support, travel, and equipment purchases.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Support fund is used to provide scholarships, fellowships, and other scholastic awards, as well as to support research.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Political Science
455 West Lindsey, Room 205
Norman, OK 73019-2001
(405) 325-2061
fax (405) 325-0718
jvaughn@ou.edu
http://psc.ou.edu/

Allan Saxe Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Political Science and Public Administration majors. Must have 3.5 GPA and 60 college hours, including current enrollment. Must have completed at least 6 hours of major credit in Political Science at OU.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Carl Albert Center Undergraduate Research Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,600 paid in four installments
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The Carl Albert Center sponsors a variety of research opportunities, including a limited number of semester length fellowships for undergraduates. The number of fellowships depends on the projects available in a given semester. Those interested in applying for a fellowship should provide their name, address and phone number and will receive an application for available positions.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Christopher A. de Jong Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Student must be majoring in Political Science and have at least a 3.0 overall GPA. Selection criteria shall include a demonstrated extraordinary love of learning, either (1) by efforts to pursue education that rise far above the efforts made by typical students, or (2) by overcoming obstacles and challenges that make it more difficult for the student to achieve his or her educational goals.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Cortez A. M. Ewing Public Service Fellowship (Washington, D.C. Internship)
NUMBER GIVEN: 4-6
AMOUNT: $4,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a sophomore, junior, or senior. Preference is given to students expecting to return to the OU Campus in the fall following the summer intern experience.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

David R. Morgan Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Doctoral students at the end of their second year in the program or later. A student may be recognized for distinguished research on his or her dissertation in the year the dissertation is completed and in the following year.
DEADLINE: Students must be nominated by faculty member; self-nominations are not accepted.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

George B. Williams Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
Amount: $300
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The award will be presented for the outstanding graduate research paper, thesis, or dissertation completed during the calendar year, with a preference for, but not limited to, work in state and local government.
DEADLINE: Faculty nomination
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Hugh MacNiven Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduating MPA student. Award is for the outstanding MPA research paper for the calendar year.
DEADLINE: By nomination only
CONTACT: Programs in Public Administration
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

John Halvor Leek Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Political Science and Public Administration majors. Must have 3.5 GPA and 60
college hours including current enrollment. Must have completed at least 9-12 credit hours in the major field.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**John Halvor Leek Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student with at least a 3.5 GPA; currently enrolled in coursework for MA, MPA, or Ph.D. in Political Science, Public Administration, or Congressional Studies. Recipients must be enrolled full-time in coursework (i.e. a minimum of 6 credit hours both fall and spring semesters) or engaged in full-time dissertation research under an approved prospectus for the full academic year in which the award is given. For those students who have recently taken general exams, the approved prospectus would be required within one year of taking the exams.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**June and Oliver Benson Undergraduate Paper Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Political Science and Public Administration majors; also students pursuing a minor in the department. Given for most outstanding undergraduate research paper. No application; nominated by faculty.
DEADLINE: Not Applicable
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Kelly Sullivan Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Political Science and Public Administration majors. Must have a 3.5 GPA and 60 college hours, including current enrollment. Must have completed at least 6 hours of major credit in Political Science at OU.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Robert Dean Bass Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-10
AMOUNT: $1,000-$2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be sophomores or juniors with a minimum 3.65 cumulative GPA, at least 40 hours completed at OU, and no more than 90 completed hours. Applicants must be majoring in Political Science, Public Affairs and Administration, or Economics. These scholarships are for students interested in public service careers as well as the promotion of the American political and economic system.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ronald M. Peters Jr. Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any political science graduate teaching assistant appointed during the preceding calendar year. Preference will be given to students who have
yet to take their comprehensive exams.
DEADLINE: By nomination only
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Ruth Coble Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Master of Public Administration student with a minimum GPA of 3.50. Award based on GPA, letters of recommendation, career accomplishments or other evidence of academic promise.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**V. Stanley Vardys Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The award honors scholarly excellence and commitment by recognizing and encouraging outstanding research and writing by students in the Ph.D. program. Articles submitted for publication to professional journals, papers delivered or accepted for delivery at professional meetings, or other scholarly papers nominated by members of the faculty are eligible for consideration. The paper must have been written while the student is still enrolled in course work before the completion of the General Examinations. The award is open as to field of study and topic of research; however, the quality of work being equal, preference will be given to work in comparative politics and international affairs. The award need not be given if no eligible work satisfies the standard of excellence.
DEADLINE: Not applicable
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Walter F. Scheffer Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students must be currently enrolled in the Master of Public Administration program, have completed a minimum of 8 hours of OU graduate work, have no more than 24 hours and have a GPA of 3.5 or better. The award will be based on merit as indicated by: GPA, letters of recommendation, career accomplishments, or other evidence of academic promise. Students may self-nominate by submitting a statement and one faculty recommendation letter.
DEADLINE: January 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
PSYCHOLOGY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Psychology
Davetta Geimasaddle
455 W. Lindsey
Dale Hall Tower, Room 710
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4640
davetta@ou.edu

http://www.ou.edu/cas/psychology/

The Chuck Gettys Award for Outstanding Research in Graduate School
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any Ph.D. student in the Department of Psychology who will be completing their degree in this academic year and will be seeking employment. Established by Dr. Gettys to aid deserving young research psychologists in the development of their careers, the award recognizes outstanding quality and quantity of research effort completed by a doctoral student while enrolled in the graduate program in the Department of Psychology at OU.
DEADLINE: February
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

The Outstanding Psychology Student TOPS Statistics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior status; 3.0 GPA or above. Must complete upper-level requirements for the Psychology undergraduate program; letter of recommendation from the OU faculty-Department of Psychology faculty preferred.
DEADLINE: End of February
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The Outstanding Psychology Student TOPS General Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior status; 3.0 GPA or above. Must complete upper-level requirements for the Psychology undergraduate program; letter of recommendation from the OU faculty-Department of Psychology faculty preferred.
DEADLINE: End of February
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROGRAM

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

804 Dale Hall Tower
Norman, OK 73019
rels@ou.edu

http://www.ou.edu/religiousstudies/

Angus Family Religious Studies Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Religious Studies major with an overall GPA of 3.0; must demonstrate financial need. RELS application form, essay and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bernita L. Thompson Scholarship in Religious Studies and Journalism
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior student in Religious Studies and Journalism. RELS application form, essay, and letters of recommendation from Journalism and RELS faculty required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

David D. LeNorman Scholarship in Religious Studies
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Religious Studies major at junior or senior level with an overall 3.0 GPA. RELS application form, essay, and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Heather Nicole Stephenson Academic Excellence Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Religious Studies major who is a senior by credit hours earned with the highest overall GPA in the program. RELS application form and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

“Make A Difference” Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Religious Studies major at junior or senior level with an overall 3.0 GPA. RELS application form, essay and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty member required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Rev. Larry and Gloria Angus Scholarship in Religious Studies Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Senior majoring in Religious Studies planning to pursue religious/vocational training after graduation. Must have at least a GPA of 3.0. RELS application form, essay, and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty member required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Timothy Cole Stephenson Academic Excellence Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Religious Studies major who is a junior by credit hours earned with the highest GPA in the program. RELS application form and letter or recommendation from RELS faculty required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tom W. Boyd Scholarship in Religion and Education
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Religious Studies with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher planning to to into teaching or a religious field at any level. RELS application form, five-page essay stating intent regarding vocational goals, and letter of recommendation from RELS faculty member required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Chess-Norlin Social Systems/Human Behavior Graduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The scholarship shall be based on academic evidence of superior intellectual ability and interest in social systems, as judged by the Selection Committee. To be eligible for scholarship(s), candidates must meet the following criteria: a. Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled second-year graduate student in the School who is interested in and capable of pursuing doctoral work in the area of theory and practice; b. Must have earned a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale in undergraduate education; c. Must have a 3.8 grade point average in the first year of graduate education; d. Must have an expressed interest in doctoral work; e. Must be recognized by faculty and other students as outstanding; f. Must have the ability to think in abstract terms; and g. Must not be the Donors or an immediate family member of the Donors.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Clifford E. Burns Education Endowment
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an Oklahoma resident who is pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree in Social Work or a related field at OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Deborah Grace Toops Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a commuting Social Work graduate student.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Eloise Evans McCurtain Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly-enrolled graduate student in Social Work, must have a demonstrated financial need, and must be a single mother.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Eloise Reynolds Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Social Work student; Enrolled full-time.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Heritage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to undergraduate or graduate students in Social Work who are in need of financial assistance.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Julia M. Norlin, Ph.D., Social Work Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based first on academic and professional standards and second on need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Man K. Ho Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a minority student in Social Work based on need and ability to succeed academically.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Man Keung Ho Minority Student Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: In memory of Dr. Man K. Ho, longtime member of the Social Work faculty at the University of Oklahoma, this scholarship will be awarded to a
minority student seeking a degree in Social Work. The student must demonstrate their ability to succeed academically.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Michael Flanagan Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Social Work graduate student who is a single mother.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Michael W. Brose Endowment Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for scholarship(s), candidates must meet the following criteria: a) Must be enrolled as a full-time undergraduate or graduate student in the Anne and Henry School of Social Work and pursuing a career in social work; b) Must file a Free Application for Federal Student Aid applicable for the period of the scholarship award; must be Pell eligible (or the equivalent if a non-US citizen); must be eligible for need-based financial assistance at the University based upon the cost of the institution minus the Expected Family Contribution (EFC); c) Must have a minimum 2.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale; d) First-time candidates must write and submit an essay explaining why a college education is important to him/her and why this scholarship assistance is needed (not required beyond the first-year application).
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Owen Pollard Courage Memorial Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible for scholarship(s), candidates must meet the following criteria: a. Must be an enrolled undergraduate or graduate student in the Anne and Henry Zarrow School of Social Work; b. Must demonstrate a current and continuing commitment to improving the lives of youth and young adults. Such a commitment could include, but not be limited to, community outreach, work, advocacy, volunteer work or community service aimed at issues relevant to youth and young adults; c. Must have demonstrated current or past work with youth and young adults. This may include community outreach, work, advocacy, volunteer work or community service aimed at issues relevant to youth and young adults.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Rev. Key and Anna Ketcher Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an American Indian graduate student in Social Work. Student must be in good standing and with demonstrated financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Sherri Cone Graduate Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled graduate student in Social Work; have a minimum 3.0 GPA; must submit an essay addressing each of the following topics: the applicant’s understanding of God and how it influenced their desire to go into the field of Social Work, the applicant’s desire to work in drug, alcohol, or substance abuse counseling, and how the applicant has worked to live a moral life the last year.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Sherri Cone Undergraduate Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate student in Social Work; have a minimum 3.0 GPA; must submit an essay addressing each of the following topics: the applicant’s understanding of God and how it influenced their desire to go into the field of Social Work, the applicant’s desire to work in drug, alcohol, or substance abuse counseling, and how the applicant has worked to live a moral life the last year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wayne and Nancy Chess Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student in Social Work. Based on excellence in scholarship and leadership potential.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Sociology
903 PHSC, 601 Elm
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-1751
http://www.ou.edu/soc/

David T. Wright Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded annually in the spring to a student majoring in Sociology/Criminology who has at least one more semester before graduating. Preference will be given to students who are military veterans or are active duty members of the armed forces or plan to pursue a career in the military or law enforcement or plan to pursue a career in public service or spouses or dependents of military veterans or active duty members of the armed services. To apply, students must write an essay in which they express their desire to provide service to their country, their community, and their fellow men and women.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sociology graduate student in last year of the M.A. or Ph.D. program.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Last semester senior Sociology major who has shown extraordinary efforts throughout his/her academic career; the overall outstanding undergraduate student. No Applications; nominations made by professors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Awards

M.A. Student of the Year
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have declared a Sociology major with a 3.4 GPA in the major. Be a full-time, regularly enrolled student and have completed at least 90 hours of college coursework during the period for which the application is made. The number of hours completed, GPA and student performance in sociology courses are taken into consideration by a four-member faculty selection committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Most Outstanding General Sociology Student
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have declared a Sociology major with a 3.4 GPA in the major. Be a full-time, regularly enrolled student and have completed at least 90 hours of college coursework during the period for which the application is made. The number of hours completed, GPA and student performance in sociology courses are taken into consideration by a four-member faculty selection committee.
WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Women's and Gender Studies Program
731 Elm, Robertson Hall, Room 101
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3481
wgs@ou.edu
http://wgs.ou.edu/

Betty Baum and Norman Hirschfield Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $4,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a single mother and enrolled full-time at OU. Must have completed within the previous five years, the equivalent of two semesters of full-time study (30 hours). Must have at least a 3.0 GPA for completed coursework.
DEADLINE: March 15
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

EOS Empowerment of Spirit Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a single mother and enrolled full-time at OU, Norman campus. Must have completed within the previous five years, the equivalent of two semesters of full-time study (30 hours).
DEADLINE: March 15
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Dr. Darren Purcell
Department of Geography
Room 684, Sarkeys Energy Center
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-5325
dpurcell@ou.edu or fshelley@ou.edu
http://geography.ou.edu

James Davis Early Career Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Geography major and have completed nine hours of Geography coursework.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Behru and Lila Sukhwal Political Geography Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a doctoral student pursuing a dissertation focused on Political Geography. Nomination only.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Bollinger Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a senior.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Pugh Pioneer Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Preference will be given to residents of Oklahoma. Must have a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ralph E. Olson and Margaret Olson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Will be presented to a graduate student after successful completion of one academic year in the Geography graduate program and/or to an undergraduate Geography major after completion of the junior year. Based on merit, talent, skills, social awareness, and need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Melissa Scott
301 David L. Boren Blvd., Ste. 3120
Norman, OK 73019
msbrown@ou.edu

http://csa.ou.edu/content/scholarships

**Undergraduate Intelligence and Defense Enrichment Fund**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Career and Education Interests in Geospatial Intelligence
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduates with career and education interests in geospatial intelligence.
Application online.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Geospatial Summer Institute Fellowship Program**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 minimum; Varies
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students from all Oklahoma NASA Space Grant Consortium affiliate institutions are eligible to apply. Applicants must be a U.S. citizen and currently enrolled in good standing at an OSNG institution (OU, OSU, Southern Nazarene, Cameron, Langston, SOSU, SWOSU, ECU) or admitted for the 2012/2013 academic year as an incoming student. Current students must continue enrollment for the 2012/2013 academic year, students graduating in spring or summer 2012 are not eligible. Criteria include academic performance, motivation, potential, and likelihood of continued endeavors in geospatial science. Please go to http://csa.ou.edu/content/information for additional details about the fellowship.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Oklahoma NASA Space Grant Geospatial Workforce Development Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore STEM majors or junior science or math education majors. Minimum 3.0 GPA. US Citizen. Application online.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Spatial Energy Scholarship in Honor of Richard Crews**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students at the University of Oklahoma studying the use of GIS or remote sensing in any discipline. Must have sophomore standing and have completed at least 24 credit hours with a minimum GPA of 3.0 by the end of the spring semester.
Application online.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
SCHOOL OF METEOROLOGY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

School of Meteorology
National Weather Center
120 David L. Boren Blvd
Norman, OK 73072
(405) 325-6561
http://som.ou.edu/

Eric Nguyen Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: School of Meteorology student who is involved in developing and maintaining weather displays and visualizations as part of the HOOT Development Lab.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

E.W. (Joe) Friday Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a female undergraduate meteorology major. Criteria include completion of at least 45 credit hours of coursework and a minimum of a 3.2 OU retention GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fawbush-Miller Scholarship for Excellence in Forecasting
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship awarded to School of Meteorology student who performs best in the Oklahoma Weather Challenge.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Forrest W. Johns Memorial Meteorology Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship awarded to School of Meteorology student based on the quantity and quality of contributions to the Oklahoma Weather Laboratory. Those contributions include leadership, forecast skills, and overall participation.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Kelvin and Lisa Droegemeier Endowed Scholarship for Excellence in Meteorology
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time undergraduate students in the School of Meteorology who have completed at least 45 hours of coursework and maintained at least a 3.5 GPA in their meteorology courses as well as direct pre-requisites.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

School of Meteorology Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000-$2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: This scholarship is intended for incoming freshmen meteorology majors, and high-achieving upper-classmen. The continuation of this scholarship is contingent upon superior academic performance and will be evaluated annually.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Thomas Julian Lockhart Scholarship in Meteorological Measurements & Observing Systems
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: At least junior status in the School of Meteorology and interested in Meteorological Measurements and Observing Systems.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

307 West Brooks Street
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3611
http://www.ou.edu/price.html

Austin D. McKaig Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Individuals who are residents Oklahoma and are enrolled full time in the PCB and who are making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Must achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Billy Gerald Malone Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students enrolled in the PCB who are residents of Oklahoma. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA and is in need of financial assistance.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Burke Family Business Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student enrolled in the PCB with a minimum 3.25 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

C.V. Wood, Jr. Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $600
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior or senior Business major; 30 hours per academic year; minimum 2.8 GPA. Need is the overriding criteria.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Charles B. Ryan Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students enrolled in the PCB who are residents of Oklahoma and a graduate of Tulsa, Oklahoma County High School. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation and maintaining at least a 3.5 overall GPA. Need is the overriding criteria.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Chesapeake Energy Corporation General Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students enrolled in the PCB and have declared a major are eligible for this scholarship. Must be enrolled in 12 hours per semester and maintain a minimum 3.25 GPA. Must have a record of significant extracurricular activities.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ConocoPhillips Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior/senior enrolled in the PCB with a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Denver Mills Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student must be a resident of Oklahoma and a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the PCB. Scholarship is open to either a junior or senior maintaining a 3.0 GPA. Preference will be given to students majoring in Accounting.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Don and Betty Frensley Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Need is overriding criteria
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business; 30 hours per year; junior or senior in year awarded; minimum 2.8 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Doris Okerson Shelton Endowed Scholarship in Business
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a sophomore with at least 30 hours or a junior or senior who is enrolled full-time (12 hours) in the PCB making satisfactory progress toward graduation with a minimum GPA of 2.75 from OU.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James B. and Dorella K. Logan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduating senior enrolled in the PCB with a 3.0 or better GPA; and must have a record of outstanding service in the community of Norman, their home community and on the OU campus.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dr. Burt K. Scanlan Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Residents of Oklahoma who are full-time regularly enrolled in the PCB making satisfactory progress towards graduation with a 3.0 GPA and in need of supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James R. Moede Enrichment Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student enrolled in the PCB making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Must achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dwain Hughes Memorial Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior/senior enrolled in the PCB, majoring in Accounting or Finance with a 3.2 GPA. Student must exemplify qualities of leadership and high moral character. Additionally the recipient must be involved in extracurricular/community activities.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jon R. Withrow Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship awarded to a full-time student in the PCB who has graduated from a high school in Seminole County, Oklahoma. If no Seminole County student applies or is qualified, then selected recipient must be a graduate from a high school in Oklahoma and an Oklahoma resident.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Hugh Reynolds Armed Forces Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in the PCB making satisfactory progress towards graduation with a 3.0 GPA or higher. Recipient shall be either active military, a veteran and/or member of the ROTC program.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Keith Alan Copeland Memorial Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business, junior or senior in year of award, 3.0 GPA, participation in campus and PCB activities. Financial need is the overriding criterion, may be renewed if criteria continues to be met.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. Edgar Heston Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need, need is overriding
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business, 3.0 minimum GPA. Financial need as determined by Financial Aid Services is the overriding criterion.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James R. Moede Enrichment Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student enrolled in the PCB making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Must achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Linda R. Dunham Business Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 6  
AMOUNT: $2,000  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business; must be from a city with a population less than 25,000 and have a total family income of less than $50,000 per year.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Steve and Susan Smith Scholarship in Business  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are U.S. Citizens and full-time, regularly enrolled students in the PCB making satisfactory progress toward graduation and is in need of supplemental financial assistance. Satisfactory progress is the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 GPA.  
DEADLINE: December 30  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

May M. Walker Business Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 5  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Business major; 3.0 minimum GPA; demonstrated financial need, academic achievement, leadership and prospects for success in a business career.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The OAEC Neita Culwell Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business; Jr. or Sr. standing in the year for which the scholarship is awarded; demonstrated financial need according to the guidelines established by Financial Aid Services; maintain 2.8 minimum GPA. Financial need will be the overriding criterion.  
DEADLINE: December 30  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

O. L. “Ted” Taylor Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time junior/senior enrolled in the PCB; must demonstrate financial need and have excellent leadership.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Rath Foundation Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $12,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Student will be a U.S. citizen who is a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the PCB and making satisfactory progress towards graduation; achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA. Student will be a junior in the semester in which the scholarship is first awarded. This is a two year commitment and will be renewed in the student’s senior year if the student continues to meet the criteria for selection.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sooner Federal Scholarship in Business  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student; junior or senior majoring in Business; outstanding leadership ability; 3.2 minimum GPA; Oklahoma resident; must show financial need.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tom and Marye Kate Aldridge Business Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $5,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Business; junior or senior in year of award; 3.0 minimum GPA; demonstrated participation in significant campus activities. Preference will be given to Oklahoma residents. The overriding criterion will be participation in campus activities and academic achievement.  
DEADLINE: December 31  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Toys R Us Business Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Marketing or Management, preferably having completed a retail management course. Jr./Sr. in year of award; 2.8 minimum GPA.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
STEED SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:
Steed School of Accounting
200 Adams Hall
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4221
http://www.ou.edu/content/price/accounting.html

Berry Holmes Memorial Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major at OU enrolled in six hours of accounting per semester. Available to junior or senior.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

BKD Accounting Education Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major at OU enrolled in six hours of accounting per semester. Available to a junior, senior or graduate student with an interest in a career in public accounting. Preference given to students from Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri or Texas.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Browning Family Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students; Oklahoma resident and currently enrolled in the PCB and making satisfactory progress towards graduation (3.0 GPA). Preference given to students majoring in Accounting.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Charles and Gloria Billingsley Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major at OU enrolled in six hours of accounting per semester. Available to junior or senior.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ConocoPhillips Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting majors at OU.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

David C. Steed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Accounting.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Deborah A. Kitchens Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in the Master’s of Accounting Program in the PCB. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award. Satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Deloitte and Touche LLP Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU; senior.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Denver Mills Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student must be a resident of Oklahoma and a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the PCB. Scholarship is open to either a junior or senior maintaining a 3.0 GPA. Preference will be given to students majoring in Accounting.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Dwain Hughes Memorial Business Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $2,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior/senior enrolled in the PCB, majoring in Accounting or Finance with a 3.2 GPA. Student must exemplify qualities of leadership and high moral character. Additionally the recipient must be involved in extracurricular/community activities.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Eide Bailly LLP Leadership Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major. Must have a GPA of 3.25 or higher. Preference given to Beta Alpha Psi members.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ernst and Young LLP Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU; junior or senior.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Garold Bowlby Accounting Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gladys & James Lepley Accounting Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major at OU enrolled in six hours of accounting. Must be junior or senior, Oklahoma resident, U.S. citizen with financial need and no continuing source of scholarship assistance.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Glenn Clayton Stinchcomb Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.

Grant Thornton LLP Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Halliburton Accounting Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student who is an Accounting major with a future interest in Halliburton opportunities.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

John F. Y. Stambaugh Accounting Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Accounting major at OU.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

John T. Steed Accounting Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshmen only. Based upon high school GPA, class ranking, and ACT and PSAT scores. For an exceptionally talented, well-rounded person with a strong commitment to receive a degree in Accounting at OU.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Kailas and Becky Roa Scholarship in honor of Homer Brown  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time graduate students enrolled in the PCB. Must be in good academic standing and maintain a 3.0 GPA.  
DEADLINE: December  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Kailas and Becky Roa Scholarship in honor of William McGrew  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time graduate students enrolled in
the PCB with a major in Accounting. Must be in good
academic standing and maintain a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

KPMG LLP Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Linda Weddle Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU; female; U.S.
citizen; and demonstrated excellence in the classroom.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Maude Elizabeth Steckler Scholarship in Accounting
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student at OU majoring in
Accounting and enrolled in a degree program that
will make them eligible to sit for the Certified Public
Accountant Exam. Students must have a minimum 3.0
GPA and be pursuing either the Master of Accountancy
or the combined Bachelor of Business Administration
and Master of Accountancy.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Nicholas Addy Adwon Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior Accounting major at OU
with preference given to those in the Joint Bachelor
of Business Administration/Master of Accountancy
(BMacc) degree program.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Norman Public Schools Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a resident of Oklahoma enrolled
full-time with a major in Accounting. Preference will be
given to students who have graduated from a Norman
Public School. Must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Oklahoma Chapter of Tax Executives Institute Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student pursuing a graduate
degree in taxation with an interest in working in
Oklahoma.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Phillip D. Nelson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled
minority student in the PCoB; must be majoring in
Accounting; must have a demonstrated financial need.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Robert Kelley Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled
student in PCoB. majoring in Accounting; must have a
minimum 2.0 GPA; must have a demonstrated financial
need. Preference given to single mothers/fathers.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Quang Nguyen Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student at OU majoring in
Accounting; must have a minimum 3.0 GPA; must have successfully completed
30 or more college credit hours.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Wayne Garrison Scholarship in Accounting
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Recipient must be an Oklahoma resident and a full-time student at OU majoring in Accounting with a minimum 3.0 GPA. Preference will be given to a student from a small community.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Holder Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate students who have gained acceptance into the Joint Bachelor of Business Administration/Master of Accountancy (BMacc) degree. Must have at least 30 hours and a 3.0 GPA from OU; individuals chosen must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 hours for both the fall and spring semesters. Need may be a factor in the selection.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

William C. McGrew Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

William K. Newton Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Accounting major at OU.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Zody Accounting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in PCoB, majoring in Accounting; must have a minimum 3.0 GPA; must have a demonstrated financial need.
DEADLINE: December
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Price Hall Room 1036
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-7363

http://www.ou.edu/content/price/management_entrepreneurship.html

GDL Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or Senior with a major or minor in Entrepreneurship in the Price College of Business. Must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. Must have financial need.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joe R. Love Scholarship in Entrepreneurship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled business student majoring in Entrepreneurship in good academic standing. Must have completed 30 or more college credit hours. Must have financial need.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Marvin R. Osborne, John T. McCharen, Jr., & Osborne Electric Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student in Entrepreneurship showing an interest in starting and running their own business.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

L. Thomas Dulaney, Jr. Entrepreneurship Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled business student majoring in Entrepreneurship in good academic standing. The scholarship recipient will receive $500 per semester.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Roger and Sherry Teigen Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled junior or senior business student with a major or minor in Entrepreneurship. Must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ron and Joan Yagoda Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled junior or senior business student with a major or minor in Entrepreneurship. Must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. Must have financial need.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Stanley White Entrepreneurship Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 8
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled junior or senior business student with a major or minor in Entrepreneurship. Must maintain at least a 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tom E. Rose and C. Warren Fatheree Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled business student majoring in Entrepreneurship in good academic standing.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Winnie Freshour Entrepreneurship Study Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student in Entrepreneurship in good academic standing.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
ENERGY MANAGEMENT

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

307 W. Brooks
Room 105-K
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-7499

http://www.ou.edu/content/price/management_entrepreneurship/energy_management/bba.html

Anadarko Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

B.P. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Chesapeake Energy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ConocoPhillips Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Devon Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need

Don Key Leadership Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher; participating in the William M. Majors Mentoring Program; student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dorsey T. Roach Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and paid member of Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Energy Cup Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Horizon Energy Group Leadership Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jim and Sandra Stafford Endowed Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma resident, financial need, 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 19
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Number Given</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
<th>Available To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Julian J. Rothbaum Award</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Highest ranking graduating Senior majoring in Energy Management; 3.0 GPA or higher; Student Member of AAPL; Member of Energy Management Student Association (EMSA).</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keown Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse Family Foundation Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Hornett Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>$100-$500</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxy USA Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samson Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SandRidge Energy Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management; GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Williams Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior female in EMGT who demonstrates leadership through campus involvement. Must have at least a 2.5 GPA.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William M. “Bill” Majors Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Senior majoring in Energy Management with the highest cumulative GPA and must have completed at least two-thirds of their degree hours from the University. Student member of the AAPL and member of Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William N. Khourie II Endowed Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Sophomore, junior or senior in Energy Management with at least a 2.75 GPA.</td>
<td>December 19</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William T. Rapp Memorial Award (Ward Petroleum Corporation)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Junior or senior majoring in Energy Management. GPA 3.0 or higher and student member of AAPL and Energy Management Student Association.</td>
<td>December 17</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Division of Finance
Adams Hall Room 205 A
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-5591
http://www.ou.edu/content/price/finance.html

---

**Elmer R. Burns, Jr. Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Finance with field of concentration in banking; junior, for use in senior year; 3.0 minimum GPA. must be a resident of the state of Oklahoma; in need of financial assistance as determined by Financial Aid Services.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**William A. Schaper Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Finance major; junior or senior.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Zack M. Lang Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Finance major, preferably property and casualty insurance; junior or senior.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
MANAGEMENT

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director-Division of Management
206 Adams Hall
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2651
http://www.ou.edu/content/price/management_entrepreneurship/management_hrm.html

Daniel Wren Student Support Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Ph.D. student in the PCB Management Division.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Patrick A. O’Bannon Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student majoring in Finance or Management or any combination of the two; 3.4 minimum GPA; need; satisfactory progress toward degree.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ramon C. Alonso Business Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are residents of the State of Oklahoma and are full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate students majoring in Management in the Michael F. Price College of Business. Satisfactory progress of at least a 3.25 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale must be maintained.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Coordinator-MIS Program  
Rm. 307 Adams Hall  
Norman, OK 73019  
(405) 325-5721

http://www.ou.edu/content/price/mis/mis_undergraduate.html

Management Information Systems offers other scholarships, but the amounts and donors vary from year to year. Please complete the Price College of Business scholarship application in December to become eligible for all scholarships.

---

**Chesapeake Energy**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: MIS major.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**ConocoPhillips**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: MIS major.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Devon Energy**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: MIS major.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Phillips 66**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: MIS major.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Schwarzkopf Memorial**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: MIS major.  
DEADLINE: December 17  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Division of Marketing & Supply Chain Management
Adams Hall, Room 1J
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3561
http://www.ou.edu/content/price/marketing_supplychainmanagement/marketing_marketing.html

**Bud Hebert Marketing Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior/senior undergraduate student who is enrolled in the Marketing or the Supply Chain Management major and is making satisfactory progress towards graduation. Satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be achievement of and maintaining at least a 3.00 GPA and enrolled in at least 12 credit hours for each semester of the award.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**C. Stephen and Milah Lynn Marketing Endowment**
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior/senior majoring in Marketing or Supply Chain Management. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Dr. James A. and Wanda Constantin Business Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student, regularly enrolled in the Price College of Business; Marketing major; must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation with at least a 3.0 GPA; must have financial need.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Fred Smith Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student, regularly enrolled in the Price College of Business. Marketing major.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Neva Loving Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies: $1,000-$2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An upper-division student at the junior or senior level with a demonstrated financial need according to guidelines established by Financial Aid Services.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ralph and Frances McGill Delta Sigma Pi Endowed Business Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior or senior in the Price College of Business who is an active member in good standing of Delta Sigma Pi and making satisfactory progress toward graduation. Must have at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Rodney E. Evans Marketing and Supply Chain Management Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time junior or senior in the Price College of Business majoring in Marketing or Supply Chain Management. Must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation and maintain at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
OFFICE OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Graduate Programs
Price Hall, Room 1040
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4107
http://www.ou.edu/content/price/aud/current_graduates.html

Dr. Alice J. Watkins Bulgarian Connections Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are Bulgarian citizens and are full-time, regularly enrolled graduate students in the College of Business.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Ben Barnett Memorial Fund Scholarship - MBA
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The award is given to full-time MBA students. Must have high GMAT scores and GPA. Must be making satisfactory progress to receive the award for the second year.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Ben Barnett Memorial Fund – Ph.D.
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time Ph.D. student with high GMAT and GPA. Must be making satisfactory progress to receive the award for the second and third year.
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Chesapeake Energy Scholars MBA Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled MBA student with at least a 3.25 GPA. Demonstrate previous energy-related education and must be pursuing an energy specialization in the MBA program.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Cleo B. Clemons Murney Endowed Scholarship Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled doctoral student with at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Eric & Bonnie Polak Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a professional part-time MBA student making satisfactory progress toward graduating with at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Exxon Mobil Controllers Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a resident of Oklahoma; a graduate student in the PCB; Making satisfactory progress toward graduation with at least a 3.0 GPA; and have financial need.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Ford Scholars Partnership
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $10,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduating senior or alumni from Langston University and meet all admission requirements of the Price College MBA program.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Heatly MBA Scholar Endowed Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled MBA student with at least a 3.25 GPA. Must be pursuing an energy specialization in the MBA program.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Jon R. Withrow MBA Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled MBA student with at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference given to students who are Oklahoma high school graduates and/or students who received their undergraduate degrees from the College of Engineering or the Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy at OU.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Mel Penn MBA Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the MBA program; Must maintain a 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. Must demonstrate leadership and will serve as an ambassador for the Price College MBA program.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Michael F. Price College of Business MBA Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time MBA student making satisfactory progress toward graduation and in need of supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: July 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Michael F. Price Finance Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to top performing MBA students pursuing an interest in Finance.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Russel and Margaret Frakes Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first year, full-time MBA student enrolled in the College of Business.
DEADLINE: December 17
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
THE MEBBOURNE COLLEGE OF EARTH AND ENERGY

100 East Boyd Street
Room 1510
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3821
mcee@ou.edu

Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy website:
http://www.ou.edu/content/mcee/.html
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in the academic area please contact:

Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy
100 E. Boyd, SEC, Room N118
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4005
ceestudentservices@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/content/mcee/undergrad_studentservices/scholarships.html

Because of the generous support of the Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy alumni, friends and industry, there are significant scholarships available to Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy students. These scholarships are merit-based, need-based, and/or for non-traditional students. Scholarship amounts vary from $500 to $5000 and as many as 40 to 50 scholarships are given each year.

General MCEE Scholarships
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students, sophomore level, admitted into the MCEE College of Earth and Energy, majoring in Petroleum Engineering, Geology or Geophysics
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
The Mewbourne School of Petroleum and Geological Engineering has a strong scholarship program where scholars are recognized for their academic achievement and commitment to the oil and gas industry. Incoming freshmen, transfer students, current students, as well as upperclassmen who change their major to Petroleum Engineering are eligible to apply for scholarships that are competitive based on academic performance, leadership and involvement on campus in the school and the industry. All undergraduate petroleum students complete one application to be considered for all awards made by the Mewbourne School. Incoming Freshmen that complete the MPGE General Scholarship Information Form are eligible to apply for the prestigious Mewbourne Leadership Scholarship Program.

The Mewbourne Leadership Scholars Program is the school’s premiere scholarship award requiring a supplemental application for incoming freshmen only. It is an annual renewable scholarship starting at $4,000 a year for up to five years.

General MPGE Scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
AMOUNT: Varies/average is $3,000 a year at the upper-class level.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students admitted to or registered at OU and majoring in Petroleum or Geological Engineering.

AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
AMOUNT: $1,000-$10,000
TYPE Merit
ELIGIBILITY: M.S. or Ph.D. students in Petroleum or Geological Engineering; U.S. citizen or applied for citizenship or permanent resident visa. Candidates for scholarships are selected in the graduate recruitment process.
CONOCOPHILLIPS SCHOOL
OF GEOLOGY AND
GEOPHYSICS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

100 East Boyd Street
Suite 710
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3253; FAX: (405) 325-3140
http://geology.ou.edu/

General CPSGG Scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students who formally declare a major in geology or geophysics. Must be enrolled in one regular, letter-graded geology or geophysics course. Must complete GEOL 1114 and one other 1000 level geology course not required by the major degree by the end of the freshman year. Must enroll in GEOL 4970 (one hour credit) which is the department’s colloquium series meeting weekly.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
JEANNINE RAINBOLT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Elaine Masters
College of Education, Dean’s Office
Collings Hall, Room 108
Norman, OK 73019
(402) 325-2221

Undergraduate website: http://www.ou.edu/education/resources/undergraduate-scholarships

Graduate website: http://www.ou.edu/content/education/resources/graduate-scholarships.html

A. E. Clark Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be doctoral-level graduate students with first priority given to those students at the dissertation stage. Students must demonstrate financial need and academic promise.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

B. H. Taylor Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Early Childhood Education majors. Available to undergraduates with a GPA of 2.50; must be a full-time student and an Oklahoma resident; sophomore standing or higher. JRCoE majors enrolled at OU only.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Blanche Honaker Brakebill Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to one or two young women who plan to work with children as an elementary teacher in a public school. Sophomore standing or higher. JRCoE majors enrolled at OU.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Carl P. and Erma W. Dunifon Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Regularly enrolled full-time students in the College of Education. Must achieve and maintain a 3.0 overall GPA. Must demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance as certified by the OU Office of Financial Aid Services. Preference will be given to relatives of Carl P. Dunifon or Erma Whitmore Dunifon and to unmarried students without children.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Cathey A. Simmons Humphreys Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate student in one of the college’s teacher preparation programs. All individuals who are full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education are eligible; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Any eligible deserving undergraduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Cathey A. Simmons Humphreys Endowed Study Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For education students in one of the college’s teacher preparation programs who wish to study abroad through one of the OU’s international partnerships. All individuals who are full-time regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education are eligible for this scholarship; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Any eligible deserving undergraduate student is qualified for an award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and
needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of an maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Clara Rusk Hastings Scholarship Trust**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** Varies
**TYPE:** Merit
**ELIGIBILITY:** Secondary Education majors: Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies. Recipients are to be juniors or seniors and Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education majors enrolled at OU only.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**College of Education Associates Awards Scholarship**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** Varies
**TYPE:** Merit/Need
**ELIGIBILITY:** Applicants must be students who are/will be scheduled to do their student teaching/internship. Awarded on a basis of academic performance; must be majors in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; minimum GPA of 3.0; must demonstrate financial need.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate/Graduate

**College of Education Graduate Scholarship**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** $500
**TYPE:** Merit/Need
**ELIGIBILITY:** Applicants must be master’s or doctoral-level students. Awarded on basis of academic performance in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; majors enrolled at OU only; minimum GPA of 3.0; must demonstrate financial need.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate/Graduate

**College of Education Undergraduate Scholarship Award**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** $500
**TYPE:** Merit
**ELIGIBILITY:** Awarded on basis of academic performance in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; majors enrolled at OU only; minimum GPA of 3.0; sophomore standing or higher; must demonstrate financial need.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Dallas Area Education Alumni Scholarship**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** Varies
**TYPE:** Merit/Need
**ELIGIBILITY:** Must be full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate/Graduate

**Dawn M. Glitsch Memorial Scholarship**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** Varies
**TYPE:** Merit
**ELIGIBILITY:** The recipient should be aggressive, show a keen interest in the education process, and have a desire for a career in the teaching field. Additional requirements are: (1) Must be a full-time student in good standing enrolled in a Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education teacher certification program (sophomore standing or higher); (2) must be a U.S. citizen; (3) must maintain a GPA of at least 3.0; (4) must have completed at least 30 hours of course work at OU.

**DEADLINE:** March 1
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate/Graduate

**Dr. Boleslaus S. Kurpiewski Scholarship**
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies
**AMOUNT:** Varies
**TYPE:** Merit/Need
**ELIGIBILITY:** All individuals who are residents of the state of Oklahoma and are full-time, regularly enrolled students in Counseling Psychology in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education are eligible for this scholarship; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the Donor or any member of the immediate family of the Donor. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and the student needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to
be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Dr. Glenn Snider Education Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time regularly enrolled Ph.D. students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education who are studying secondary school administration.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dr. Herbert Hengst Scholarship in Administration in Higher Education
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Administration in Higher Education majors. Applicants must be regularly enrolled in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dr. Tillman “Tim” Ragan Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education’s Instructional Psychology and Technology programs with an emphasis in instructional design-development or closely related area are eligible for this scholarship; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Priority will be given first to an exceptional full-time doctoral student, followed by an exceptional full-time master’s student in his/her final year. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Elizabeth Raye Hazlewood Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Preference is given to any qualified education major or nursing major; must have achieved and maintained a 3.0 or higher overall GPA; demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance; and possess either artistic or musical talent. Applicants should submit samples of talent (art samples, a video, or a tape) and a short written introduction of themselves and their plans for the future.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Erin and Mary Reed Scholarship Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be Early Childhood Education major enrolled at OU only; must show future potential as an early childhood teacher; must have received a “B” or better as the student teaching grade in EDEC 3213; junior standing or higher.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Eunice Lewis Mathematics Education Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education who are majoring in Mathematics Education. Must achieve and maintain at least a 3.0 overall GPA and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Frances Ranson Dunham Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: A graduate student seeking a master’s degree in English Education or an undergraduate student seeking certification in Language Arts with either a B.A. or a B.S. Must be a resident of Oklahoma and enrolled full-time in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education. Must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Frank and Dyan Agar Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be regularly enrolled in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; Must achieve and maintain a 3.0 overall GPA and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fred Kierstead Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all individuals who are residents of Oklahoma and are full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education’s Educational Studies program; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the Department or any member of the immediate family of the Department. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of an maintenance of at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Future Teacher Scholarship Program (Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: (1) Must be an Oklahoma resident who graduated in the top 15 percent of his/her high school graduating class or have scored at or above the 85 percentile on the ACT or similar battery of tests; (2) must be eligible for admission to or be making satisfactory progress in a professional education program at OU; (3) priority will be given to full-time students but part-time students who have completed 30 semester hours in their teacher education program are eligible; (4) must plan a teaching career in a critical teacher shortage area identified in the state of Oklahoma (contact the College of Education or the State Regents office for current year content areas).
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Gearldine Henderson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students who are training to become classroom teachers, or current teachers returning to OU to pursue an advanced degree. A resident of Oklahoma, from a small town (population of around 10,000 or less) in Oklahoma, and are full-time (or part-time for graduate students who are current teachers), regularly-enrolled students in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; provided, however, that no scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. The donor would prefer that the scholarship be awarded to an undergraduate student and be made available to the same student throughout his/her time in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education; however, any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. For purpose of this scholarship, satisfactory progress shall be deemed to be the achievement of and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Hannah Foreman Davis Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be residents of Oklahoma and full-time regularly enrolled in the Jeannine Rainbolt College of Education. Must achieve and maintain a 3.0 overall GPA; demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance as determined by qualification for either a grant or subsidized student loan through the FAFSA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Jeanne Reeder Perkins Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students at OU. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Students must be committed to completing the elementary education program and becoming a fully certified teacher; making satisfactory progress toward graduation and demonstrate financial assistance as determined by qualification for either a grant or subsidized student loan through the FAFSA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
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need. Must maintain at least a cumulative GPA of 3.0.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Jeannine T. Rainbolt Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students at OU. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Students must be committed to completing the elementary education program and becoming a fully certified teacher; making satisfactory progress toward graduation; demonstrate financial need; maintain at least a cumulative GPA of 3.0; submit a one-page report to the donor of his/her activities at the end of each academic year during which he/she is receiving the scholarship.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Joanne Hendrick Early Childhood Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an undergraduate, single parent majoring in Early Childhood Education; have a GPA of 3.0 and have demonstrated promise as a teacher of young children. Sophomore or higher Education majors enrolled at the OU only.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Judith Bratcher Crockett Scholarship in Education
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be residents of Oklahoma; regularly enrolled full-time in the College of Education; achieve and maintain a 3.0 overall GPA; and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance as certified by Financial Aid Services. Preference will be given to students majoring in Teacher Preparation.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Kern and Ruth Chastaine Johnson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Residents of Oklahoma and current classroom teachers wishing to pursue a graduate degree as regularly enrolled students in the JRCoE on the Norman campus. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any members of the immediate family of the donor. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Student must have achieved and maintain at least a 3.0 combined GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Landra and Grant Rezabek Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Science Education majors; full-time education students; residents of Oklahoma; and have at least a 3.5 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Leah Copass Brakebill Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Be a young woman with high ideas and broad interests who enjoys painting and is preparing to teach in a public school; must provide two letters of recommendation from persons familiar with her artistic talents and also other supporting evidence of artistic talent. Open to JRCoE majors only.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lila M. Welch/Garnette L. Fittro Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Early Childhood Education majors; must have at least a 2.5 GPA; sophomore standing or higher.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Marie Cunningham Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Early Childhood Interns. Applicants must be assigned to work with children, who range in age from 2 to 5, in the College’s Institute of Child
Development and demonstrate a need for financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Michael Langenbach Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Education Administration and Curriculum Supervision majors. Must be regularly enrolled in the JRCoE; maintain a 3.0 overall GPA; and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Nadine R. Vincent Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students in the teacher education program who have achieved and maintained at least a 3.0 combined retention GPA; must demonstrate financial need.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Parks Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: (1) Preference is given to applicants direct descendants of Oklahoma pioneers. In the event no qualified candidate can be found, the selection committee will select a qualified second generation Oklahoma-born student; (2) the recipient must also be a full-time student in good standing enrolled in the College and of sophomore standing or higher.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Patricia Elaine Rigney Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled OU students. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Must be committed to completing a degree in Education and becoming a fully certified teacher; must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; demonstrate financial need; and maintain at least a cumulative GPA of 3.0. Preference given to candidates from homes where both parents are teachers; however, in the absence of such qualified candidates, the selection committee shall make the award on its own discretion while honoring the donor’s basic intent.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Paul F. Kleine Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be doctoral-level graduate students at the dissertation stage majoring in Educational Psychology.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**R. Steven Hsu Special Education Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled post-graduate student in the College; have a minimum 3.5 GPA; have a demonstrated financial need; is not the donor or an immediate family member of the donor; and must have completed one year of post-graduate studies in special education. From those candidates who meet the selection criteria, priority consideration will be given to students with specific interests in autism research.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Richard P. Williams Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s or doctoral students in Reading Education in the College. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donor or any member of the immediate family of the donor. Any eligible deserving graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if, in the opinion of the selection committee, the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and the student needs supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Rosa Brink and Shirley Brink Holladay Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students with a minimum of 90 hours completed and a declared
Education major at OU. Must achieve and maintain an overall GPA of at least a 3.0; be students who are children of active or retired Oklahoma public school teachers; secondary preference will be given to students who are children of active or retired Texas public school teachers. Preference will be given to students who plan a career in disciplines in Reading, Science or Mathematics Education.

DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Ruby Grant Reading Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Regularly enrolled in JRCoE. Teacher education students who will be responsible for teaching children to read. Must maintain an overall 3.0 GPA and demonstrate financial need.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sandra L. O’Brien Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Special Education majors. Applicants must be regularly enrolled in the JRCoE; achieve and maintain a 3.0 overall GPA, and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sherry S. Steele Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time regularly enrolled women students majoring in the TE-PLUS Program; achieve and maintain a 3.0 GPA; and demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Teach America Tomorrow Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students who are scheduled to intern or student teach during the Fall 2012 or Spring 2013 semesters should apply. Applicants must meet Graduate College admission requirements with plans to complete the graduate certification component in the next academic year.

DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

University of Oklahoma College of Education Alumni and Friends Association
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Seniors currently enrolled in the JRCoE. Must have a GPA of 3.25 or higher. Funds are to be used for the intern semester and will be disbursed at the beginning of the intern semester.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Virginia Hallum Trust Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Open to all education majors. Student must be fully admitted to teacher education program and in good standing. Sophomore standing or higher.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

William B. Ragan Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students in the area of Administration, Curriculum, Supervision and Educational Technology at the JRCoE. Awards are available to provide assistance in graduate study for research, tuition, materials, or professional travel. Awards will be made competitively on the basis of likelihood of future scholarly and professional contribution to education in one or both of the targeted specialties.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

William Jeffrey Argo Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Educational Psychology majors who are pursuing a master’s or doctoral degree; Are residents of the United States; full-time regularly enrolled graduate students in the JRCoE; and have achieved and maintained at least a 3.0 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Jackie Foos
Recruitment & Outreach Coordinator
OU College of Engineering
850 S. Jenkins Ave., EPF
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3445
jfoos@ou.edu

http://www.ou.edu/coe/wssc/scholarships.html

Students who complete and submit the OU Freshman Scholarship Application and who declare a major in Engineering, Computer Science, or Environmental Science, will be considered for all College of Engineering freshman scholarships including those supporting diversity and multicultural engineering initiatives. Although there are many individual awards listed here in the Guide to Scholarships, students only need to complete and submit the OU Common Scholarship Application (Application for Admission) in order to be considered for all freshman scholarships. Awards are based primarily on academic achievement as demonstrated by ACT/SAT performance, GPA and class rank, but many awards will also take into account leadership, community involvement, and achievements related to math, science or technology. Deadline for these scholarships is February 1, 2014.

Transfer students should fill out the University Transfer Scholarship Application to be considered for any available scholarships. Deadline for these scholarships is March 1, 2014. Students may receive only one scholarship from this program.

Sophomores, juniors and seniors should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any available scholarships. Most school deadlines are either March 1st or April 1st each year. Check with your school to find out the exact deadline.

National Merit finalists qualify for a major scholarship award from the University. For more information call the National Scholars Program at (405) 325-1290 or natlscholars@ou.edu.

A number of scholarships awarded are subject to availability of funds. Students may also contact their individual school for additional scholarship opportunities.

NOTE: Freshmen will be considered for all awards by filling out the OU Common Scholarship Application, transfer students by filling out the University Transfer Scholarship Application, and upperclassmen by applying through their individual school.

AFA Aerospace Education Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Alex H. and Delores Massad Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Billy and Mary Crynes Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in a program in the College of Engineering who have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 3.00 GPA. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Board of Visitors Freshmen Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

C.H. Guernsey and Co. Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Carl A. Bentley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Engineering students who are in good standing, have earned the varsity letter “O” as a student-athlete, and who have completed their intercollegiate eligibility are eligible to be nominated by the Athletic Director. Preference is to be given to
these student athletes. However, if during any year no candidate has qualified for the scholarship then the Dean of the College of Engineering may consider other Engineering students for this scholarship award. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Charles C. and Maxine W. Ingram Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Charles E. Foster Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Charles L. Blackburn Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Clyde J. Cecil Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in a program in the College of Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ConocoPhillips Leadership Scholarship Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students who have completed 60 hours of coursework toward a degree in the College of Engineering are eligible for consideration for these scholarship awards. Students must have a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or above, and show significant evidence of exceptional leadership ability in the classroom and/or in extra-curricular activities. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Darryll G. Prince Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in a program in the College of Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dean’s Advisory Board on Diversity Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student with a minimum 3.60 GPA who are active in the Multicultural Engineering Program
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Dick and Shirley O’Sheilds Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Dorothy Grace Barkow Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students. Preference will be given to female students. To be considered, students should apply through the college of their major.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Dusty and La Fawn Biddle Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Edna Neil Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in a program in the College of Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships. AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Edward A. and Nancy K. Blair Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Elbert Ferrell McMullin, Sr. Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: College of Engineering students that have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 3.25 GPA. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

El Paso Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Petroleum Engineering junior or senior students who are U.S. Citizens and are in good academic standing.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Engineering Dean’s Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: One-time award for entering freshmen who major in programs in the College of Engineering. Based on ACT or SAT scores and high school GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Engineering Dean’s Scholarship for Transfer Students
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: One-time award for transfer students with at least 24 transfer hours who major in programs in the College of Engineering. Based on ACT or SAT scores and college GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Engineering Distinguished Alumni Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: One-time award for entering freshmen who major in programs in the College of Engineering. Based on ACT or SAT scores and high school GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Engineering Distinguished Alumni Scholarship for Transfer Students
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: One-time award for transfer students with at least 24 transfer hours who major in programs in the College of Engineering. Based on ACT or SAT scores and college GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Engineering Discovery Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student in good academic standing.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Fred and Norma Ackman Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students who have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 2.75 GPA; preference will be given to married students enrolled in the School of Petroleum and Geological Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fred Wilson and Gertrude Hayes Close Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Glenn W. Okerson Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
**TYPE:** Merit/Need  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Any full-time College of Engineering student who is an Oklahoma resident with a minimum 2.75 GPA.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate/Graduate

**Harold K. Bone Memorial Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students enrolled in the School of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering who have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better. Preference will be given to students who are graduates of Oklahoma high schools that are considered “small” schools by state standards. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Harry W. Denton Memorial Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit/Need  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Full-time regularly enrolled student majoring in a program in the College of Engineering with GPA of at least 2.5. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Henry B. Wilson Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Engineering students who are in good academic standing are eligible for consideration for this scholarship. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Honda of America Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen

**Huddleston Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Any College of Engineering student in good academic standing.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Jack H. Abernathy, Sr. Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen

**Jack L. and Medora Blanton Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit/Need  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students must have completed 30 semester hours, and preference will be given to Oklahoma high school graduates. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**James R. Lesch Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen

**Jerry D. Holmes Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen

**John A. Brock Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen

**John H. Moore Engineering Scholarship**  
**NUMBER GIVEN:** Varies  
**AMOUNT:** Varies  
**TYPE:** Merit  
**ELIGIBILITY:** Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
**AVAILABLE TO:** Incoming Freshmen
**John M. Houchin Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Engineering students who are in good academic standing are eligible for consideration for this scholarship. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships. May be renewable.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**John T. Stupka Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering. Preference will be given to a female student who has specifically indicated an interest in Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Jon R. Withrow Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering. Preference will be given to a student who is a graduate of an Oklahoma high school who has specifically indicated an interest in Petroleum and Geological Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Judith K. Pearson Memorial Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students. Preference will be given to students pursuing a degree in Chemical Engineering. Scholarship may be renewable. To be considered, students should apply through the college of their major.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Kendall Carrol Purgason Endowment Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Mechanical or Chemical Engineering who have completed at least 30 semester hours at OU and who are in good academic standing. Preference will be given to students who evidence an interest in pursuing a career in the areas related to natural gas, natural gas liquids or other gaseous fuels and feedstocks. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Kenneth L. Smalley Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Lawrence A. Warzel Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Chemical or Petroleum Engineering students with a minimum 2.75 GPA and active in the Multicultural Engineering Program.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Lawrence G. Rawl Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Lew and Myra Ward Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Linda R. Dunham Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Engineering from a city with a population of less than 25,000 and from a family with total income of less than $50,000 per year and is in good academic standing. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Loyle P. and Velma Miller Engineering Scholarship**  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore, junior or senior majoring in Engineering with a minimum 3.0 GPA; or an incoming freshman graduating the top 20% of their high school class may be considered for this award. May be renewable.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Louis C. Bailey Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students in the College of Engineering who maintain at least a 3.0 GPA or higher. To be considered, students should apply through the school of their major.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Malcolm P. O’Haver Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student in excellent academic standing. Committee must approve selection.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen, Undergraduate/Graduate

**Maples Family Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering. The amount of the award will be the approximate total cost of attending OU for an Oklahoma resident. Preference will be given to students who are graduates of Oklahoma high schools from a rural or small school system. Also financial need will be a consideration. May be renewable.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Mary Ann Phelps Knowles Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Upperclass female students majoring in programs in the College of Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Max H. Post Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student who is full-time with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Mike Stice Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: College of Engineering students in good standing are eligible for this award. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Milton J. Gordon Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Morris Butkin Memorial Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in a program in the College of Engineering who have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 3.0 GPA. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Morris R. Pitman Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate student in good academic standing in the College of Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**MRE Consulting Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Computer Science or Computer Engineering who have completed at least 30 semester hours with a minimum 3.0 GPA. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Patti Johnson Wilson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Majors in Engineering, part-time employment desirable.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Paul L. Laws Memorial LKOT Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student who is an Oklahoma resident and has completed 60 or more semester hours with a minimum 2.75 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Pickering Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student in good academic standing.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Prokesh Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering student in good academic standing.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Rainbolt Family Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering who are graduates of Oklahoma high schools.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Ray G. Collins Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students in the Schools of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science and Petroleum and Geological Engineering who have completed at least 30 semester hours with a minimum 2.75 GPA. Further consideration will be given to students who are active in campus activities and organizations. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Richard G. Askew Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Richard L. O’Shields Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled student majoring in a program in the College of Engineering with GPA of at least 3.0. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert G. Fowler Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Robert W. Hughes Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Rudolph Alexander Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

S. J. Cerny Engineering Scholarship
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma resident; Engineering student
with at least a 3.0 overall GPA; preference to Petroleum and Geological Engineering majors. May be renewable. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.

**AVAILABLE TO:** Undergraduate

**Sam A. Wilson Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ted L. Sandridge Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Sam A. Wilson Memorial Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: U.S. citizen; full-time Engineering student with at least a 3.0 overall GPA; preference to graduates of Oklahoma high schools who are majoring in Chemical Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ted S. and Cuba Webb Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Engineering, Engineering Physics, or Physics; high SAT or ACT score; preference given to students who have graduated from an accredited high school in the greater Fort Worth and/or Tarrant County, TX, or adjacent geographical area; may be renewable.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Sam J. Cerny Freshman Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Society of American Military Engineers, New York City Post**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Engineering. Must be a member in good standing of a University of Oklahoma military science group for entire scholastic year in which they are being considered with a demonstrated potential for continued scholastic performance.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Terry and Ruth Shyer Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering full-time student in good academic standing. Preference will be given to non-resident from Illinois or Midwest U.S.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Steven and Lynn Fisher Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Ted S. and Cuba Webb Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Engineering, Engineering Physics, or Physics; high SAT or ACT score; preference given to students who have graduated from an accredited high school in the greater Fort Worth and/or Tarrant County, TX, or adjacent geographical area; may be renewable.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Terry and Ruth Shyer Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Any College of Engineering full-time student in good academic standing. Preference will be given to non-resident from Illinois or Midwest U.S.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Thomas H. McCasland, Jr. Engineering Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Van Gowdy Scholarship**

NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit and Financial Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Any full-time College of Engineering student who is an Oklahoma resident with a minimum
3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Wayne Steen Memorial Multicultural Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any full-time student in the Multicultural Engineering Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

W. D. Owsley Scholarship Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: College of Engineering students with preference given to students majoring in Chemical, Mechanical or Petroleum Engineering. Students should apply through the school of their major to be considered for any CoE scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Walter A. and Claire E. Bork Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

William E. and Susan F. Nasser Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students qualifying for the Distinguished Scholars Program in the College of Engineering.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

William G. Weppner Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled student in the College of Engineering who has a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher; preference is given to American Indian students; scholarship may be renewable. To be considered, students should apply through the school of their major.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

William H. Carter and Marion Smythe Carter Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma resident, regularly enrolled student in the College of Engineering with a 3.0 GPA or above; preference is given to students who are Hispanic children or grandchildren of Immigrants, who are U.S. citizens, first generation to attend college that have financial need. May be renewable.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
AME Chevron Texaco Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Mechanical Engineering students with a 3.00 GPA or greater. Students should have specific interest working with the petroleum industry; must be U.S. citizens.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bennie and Audrey Shultz Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior Mechanical Engineering students. Selection based on academic achievement and moral character.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bert Family AME Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All full-time Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering students who have successfully completed 30 hours or more OU credit hours with a 3.00 GPA are eligible to be considered for this scholarship.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bob Lenz Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mechanical Engineering students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Conoco Phillips
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mechanical Engineering major with a 3.00 GPA. Special consideration given to female or minority candidates.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Douglas L Henry Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: U.S. Citizen, Mechanical Engineering sophomore, junior, or senior with 30 credit hours at OU in good academic standing.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dr. Tom J. Love - Jim Palmer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500 - $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in AME in good standing with 90 or more credit hours are eligible for this award.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ellis and Bernice Sims Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 8
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior in Aerospace or Mechanical Engineering with a 3.00 GPA and 30 OU credit hours.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Eugene Dawson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $800
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: AME major in Mechanical Engineering with 30 OU credit hours and a 3.00 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Franklin J. Appl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore, junior, or senior Mechanical Engineering major based on scholarship, leadership, and character.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jennifer Scott Smith Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time outstanding undergraduate female majoring in Mechanical Engineering; must have at least 45 OU credit hours at the time of the award; must have earned no grade less than a B in any course.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Jim and Bee Close Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: AME students with a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or better.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John E. Francis Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Mechanical Engineering with dual criteria of financial need and academic performance; cumulative GPA of 3.00 or better.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Maurice L. Rasmussen Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $350 - $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students in AME with 30 OU credit hours and 3.00 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tom J. Love Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: AME majors with 30 OU credit hours and a 3.00 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Madena McGinnis
100 E. Boyd, Sarkeys Energy Center, Room T-335
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4393
mmcginnis@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/content/coe/cbme.html

Several of the following scholarships are part of the Program of Excellence Scholarship.

Students may receive only one scholarship from this program. Incoming Freshmen may apply online at http://go2ou.edu to be considered for any scholarship that is stated as a Program of Excellence Scholarship. http://www.cbme.ou.edu/undergraduate/scholarships.htm

Seniors, juniors and sophomores should fill out only one general scholarship/current OU student application to be considered for any scholarship that is stated as a Program of Excellence Scholarship. http://www.cbme.ou.edu/undergraduate/scholarships.htm

National Merit finalists qualify for a major scholarship award from the University. For more information call the National Scholars Program at (405) 325-1290 or natlscholars@ou.edu

Chemical Engineering Faculty/R.G. Askew

Chemical Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering, have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better and show significant participation in extracurricular student activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Couch Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. resident, full-time CBME student, have financial need, 3.0 overall GPA, leadership skills, and participate in extracurricular activities.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

David and Christina Kendrick Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CBME student in pre-med/bio-med option, 3.25 overall GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gwen Campbell Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CBME student, needs supplemental financial assistance, 3.0 overall GPA required.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Haley Miles Finkelman Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CBME student, United States citizen, 3.0 GPA required.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. D. Holbird/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering; have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better; and shows significant participation in extracurricular student activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jerrikaye Savage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 6
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Upper-classmen majoring in Chemical Engineering and/or Chemistry who have basic objectives in life and are of good moral character. Southwestern Oklahoma applicants are given first
preference.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**John M. Campbell Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CBME student; must need supplemental financial assistance; 3.0 overall GPA required; freshmen or sophomore students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Kathleen Lorengo-Sultan Memorial Chemical Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering; have completed 30 or more semester hours; and have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better. Students should show evidence of exceptional leadership ability and/or character in the classroom and/or in extracurricular activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Laurance S. “Bud” Reid Memorial/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Chemical Engineering students who have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better and demonstrate significant participation in extracurricular activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Mildred Philips Kerr Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 6-8
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: U.S. resident; full-time CBME student; 2.75 overall GPA required.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Phillip J. Doerpinghaus, Jr. Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled juniors or seniors majoring in Chemical Engineering in good standing. Preference given to those who have previously worked in a research lab for at least one year.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Pipkin Family Chemical Engineering Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering; have completed 30 or more semester hours; have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better. Students should show significant participation in extracurricular student activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Mr. and Mrs. Spencer N. Knapp Chemical Engineering Scholarship**
R. L. “Doc” Huntington Memorial/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering; have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better; show significant participation in extracurricular student activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ray and Libby Daniels/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be majoring in Chemical Engineering; have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better; show significant participation in extracurricular student activities. Students may be considered for a subsequent award. Interested students should complete the Program of Excellence application form.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Rick Clawson Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be U.S. citizens enrolled full-time majoring in Chemical Engineering; must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; maintain at least a 3.25 GPA; and have need for supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert and Cynthia Dye/Apache Corporate Leaders #1
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. resident and full-time CBME student; 3.0 overall GPA required; need supplemental assistance and exhibit leadership skills and programs.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert and Cynthia Dye/Apache Corporate Leaders #2
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. resident and full-time CBME student; 3.0 overall GPA required; need supplemental assistance and exhibit leadership skills and programs.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Susan and Steve Raybourn Leadership Scholarship #1
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. resident and full-time CBME student; 3.0 overall GPA required; need supplemental assistance and exhibit leadership skills and programs.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Susan and Steve Raybourn Leadership Scholarship #2
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. resident and full-time CBME student; 3.0 overall GPA required; need supplemental assistance and exhibit leadership skills and programs.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Susan K. Mallinson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time student pursuing a degree from CBME; maintain at least 3.0 overall GPA and making satisfactory progress toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director-CEES
202 W. Boyd Street
Room 334
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-5913
http://www.ou.edu/content/coe/cees.html

ASCE Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have 30-45 hours (freshman going into sophomore year); must be active member of ASCE.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

BP Corporation North America Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Environmental Engineering or Environmental Science undergraduate in good academic standing. Students should be interested in the oil and gas industry. Recipients cannot be receiving any other corporate scholarships.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

C. A. “Bud” Stoldt Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: $800
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/involvement
ELIGIBILITY: Juniors and seniors in Civil Engineering, high level of student involvement in activities supporting CEES.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

CEES Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Freshmen or sophomores are preferred but can include transfer students who are upperclassmen. Civil and/or Environmental students are eligible.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Class of 1994-95 Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE/ES students in good academic standing.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

CEC Infrastructure Solutions Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Resident students including CE students based on academic achievement and financial need.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dillard S. Hammett Civil Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore, junior or senior majoring in Civil Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Eckart-Pontius Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE students of at least sophomore level; at least 3.0 GPA; U.S. residents; preference given to students who have participated or are making application to participate in a COOP program and/or internship program with a CE firm; recipients considered for subsequent awards if satisfactorily progressing toward graduation and need supplemental financial assistance.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Ebeling Family Ltd. Partnership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: CE students in good academic standing; born in Oklahoma; graduate of Oklahoma high school; recipients considered for subsequent awards if satisfactorily progressing toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Fred and Katie Cobb and Robert H. Cobb Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma residents majoring in Civil Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

George W. Tauxe Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE students in good academic standing who might otherwise find it difficult to continue their education; recipients considered for subsequent awards if satisfactorily progressing toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Georges Yannieh Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE undergraduate students in good standing.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Guy Bradford Treat Memorial
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Top two juniors majoring in Civil Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J.F. Brookes Memorial Endowment Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Civil Engineering or Environmental Science.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James M. Robertson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Civil Engineering and Environmental Science.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jimmy F. Harp Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Civil Engineering or Environmental Science.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joakim G. Laguros Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Dual criteria of financial need and academic performance. U.S. citizens and Oklahoma residents in good academic standing. The CE student who is selected for the award should be considered for a subsequent award as long as the student continues to make satisfactory progress toward graduation as determined by the selection committee.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joe Keeley Endowed Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE/ES students; at least junior or senior with definite need; at least 2.5 GPA for last four semesters.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John and Delores Owensby Family C.E. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Five scholarships divided into 3 types; the 5 scholarships need not be awarded in any particular order, but all 3 types must be awarded before starting the next 5 scholarships:
Scholarship types 1-3: CE; based on financial need and academic performance; cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better, however, students with GPA of 2.65 or better who have shown overall evidence of outstanding potential for future success may be considered.
Scholarship type 4: Oklahoma resident with desire and ability to earn degree in CE but requiring financial assistance.
Scholarship type 5: Oklahoma resident whose parent
is member or deceased member of Masonic Lodge; desire and ability to earn degree in CE but requiring financial assistance; if none of applicants meet these criteria, may be awarded to students qualifying under type 4. Recipients considered for subsequent awards if they continue to meet scholarship criteria.

DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**John H. Marsh Family C.E. Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Dual criteria of financial need and academic performance; CE/ES; preference to students whose interests include the development and application of waste water treatment processes that both treat and recycle waste water; recipients considered for subsequent awards if progress is satisfactory.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Larry A. Lowrance Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE students with minimum 2.75 GPA; preference to students from Tulsa area or Muskogee high schools; recipients considered for subsequent awards if satisfactorily progressing toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Larry W. Canter Endowed Graduate Fellowship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: A fund to support graduate students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**OK Structural Engineers Association Robert Conforth Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE full-time students in good standing; preference given to Structural or Architectural Engineering students; at least 3.0 GPA; recipients considered for subsequent awards if satisfactorily progressing toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Oklahoma General Contractors**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Support Oklahoma students whose interest is highway/heavy construction industry.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ronald L. Sack Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Civil Engineering students who have completed at least 30 semester hours with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher; must be a U.S. Citizen and completed sophomore, junior, and senior year in an Oklahoma high school.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Rory Victor Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Geotechnical undergraduate or graduate in good standing. Recommendations to come from the Geotech faculty.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Society of American Military Engineers Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Student in good standing, enrolled full-time; Civil, Architectural, or Environmental Engineering or Environmental Science student; 3.5 GPA or higher; any type of military background; prefer AFROTC, NROTC or ROTC students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Steve Amos Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: CE student who wins OU ASCE paper writing competition.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ted A. Kritikos Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: $1500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time, regularly enrolled student in the School. Must have completed more than 26 hours (be a sophomore level student) towards a degree program in the School of Civil Engineering and Environmental Science. Must have a demonstrated financial need. Must be a graduate of a high school in the State of Oklahoma. Must be a United States citizen. Must not be a contributor to the Fund or an immediate family member or a contributor. If there are no candidates who meet the selection criteria, consideration will be given to graduates of high schools outside the state of Oklahoma.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Terracon Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The Terracon Foundation has committed to fund an annual scholarship of $5,000 per year for five years to OU starting in 2010. The scholarship should be awarded to a student pursuing a Master’s degree in Civil Engineering, emphasizing Soil Mechanics/Geotechnical Engineering. The Geotechnical Engineering faculty nominate outstanding students and then the Terracon leadership interviews each of the nominees and makes the final selections.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Wylie Hamilton Barbour Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provide financial assistance for the development and improvement of the OU College of Engineering with special but not exclusive interest in civil engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
COMPUTER SCIENCE

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director - School of Computer Science
110 W. Boyd Street
Devon Energy Hall 150
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4042
cs@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/content/coe/cs.html

CS Alumni Graduate Fellowship/Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CS student in good academic standing, financial need with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Devon Energy Corporation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time CS student in good academic standing, with a minimum 3.0 GPA. US citizen or permanent resident.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Exxon Education Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be of junior standing and demonstrate high academic achievement.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

MB Lampl Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

MRE Consulting
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma resident, full-time student in good standing, financial need. Must have a minimum 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Paul Witt Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have completed 30 or more semester hours with a minimum 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Phillips Petroleum Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: To promote professional development in CS society meetings and speakers.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Charlie and Jean Smith EE Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Electrical or Computer Engineering undergraduate students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Clyde Farrar Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 5-10
AMOUNT: $200-$3,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Clyde Farrar Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Electrical Engineering majors.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dale and Betty Furlow Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students majoring in Electrical and Computer Engineering. Must be making satisfactory progress with at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Fagan Creativity and Innovation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, enrolled in ECE, minimum 3.0 GPA; financial need.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gerald Tuma Scholarship in EE
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James and Margaret Palmer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students majoring in Electrical and Computer Engineering. Must be making satisfactory progress with at least a 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

James Royce Graham Electrical and Computer Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Keys Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Marjorie Haskell Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-5
AMOUNT: $200-$3,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Merle Ward Lucas Memorial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OG&E ECE Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $250-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

P. H. Robinson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200-$3,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert T. Gilmore Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled in ECE, at least 2.0 GPA. Preference given to sophomore or a student with a physical disability and financial need.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Schlumberger Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Electrical or Computer Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Cuba and Ted Webb Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,600
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be majoring in Physics, Engineering Physics, Astrophysics, or Astronomy and have already completed their first year of studies at OU by the time of application; should have at least a 3.0 GPA overall and a 3.25 in their major; relevant criteria include: academic standing, research, experience, activity in the department and university and need.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. Clarence Karcher Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 20+
AMOUNT: $700-$1,400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Astronomy, Physics, Astrophysics, and Engineering Physics majors; freshman through senior.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Roy B. Adams Engineering Physics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000-$2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Engineering Physics major with at least 30 semester hours, and cumulative GPA of 3.00 or better. May be considered for subsequent award.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director - Industrial and Systems Engineering
Carson Engineering Center
202 W. Boyd, Room 124
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3721
http://www.ou.edu/content/coe/ie.html

David F. Bradley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial Engineering undergraduates regularly enrolled full-time in IE curriculum each semester. Must be in good standing and making satisfactory progress toward graduation with a degree in Industrial Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Director’s Undergraduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial Engineering majors with a minimum GPA of 3.25.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Director’s Graduate Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students majoring in Industrial Engineering with a minimum GPA of 3.5.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dunavant Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000 ($500 Fall/$500-Spring)
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.25 GPA on coursework at OU; minimum 27 on ACT for incoming students.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Earl J. Rogers Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Resident of Oklahoma. Industrial Engineering undergraduate enrolled full-time in IE curriculum each semester and must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher. Graduate enrolled full-time as set by Graduate College and must maintain a 3.50 GPA or higher. Must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Exxon/Mobil Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a U.S. citizen, Industrial Engineering major, enrolled full-time in IE curriculum. Graduate student must be enrolled as set by Graduate College. Undergraduates must maintain a minimum 3.25 GPA, and graduates must maintain a minimum 3.5 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

George T. Gibson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior (60-89 curriculum hours) with GPA of 3.0 or junior who works 15 hours or more per week, carrying at least 9 credit hours and minimum GPA of 2.75.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

George T. Gibson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Senior (90+ curriculum hours) who will be enrolling in MSIE program with at least a 3.5 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Gerry Lopez Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate majoring in Industrial Engineering, regularly enrolled, full-time in IE curriculum each semester, completed 30 semester
hours and of Hispanic descent. Must maintain a minimum 2.75 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Geis Family Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in Industrial Engineering who meet the qualifications for the CoE Distinguished Freshman Scholarship Program (see the College of Engineering Distinguished Scholars scholarship in the CoE section), or a successor program, or have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better are eligible for consideration.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Graduate Liaison Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2 - upon availability of funds
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: GPA 3.50 and enrolled full-time in the School of Industrial & Systems Engineering as set forth by the Graduate College.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Hank Grant Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students, including transfer students, majoring in Industrial Engineering; with a GPA of 3.0 or better; have financial need; and take a leadership role in school activities, student organizations, professional societies, etc; with future potential in the Industrial Engineering profession and future professional plans.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ISE Faculty/Staff Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial and Systems Engineering undergraduate students, including new freshman and transfer students, with at least a 3.0 GPA. Industrial Engineering graduate students must have an overall GPA of 3.5 or higher.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Industrial and Systems Engineering Advisory Board Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
ELIGIBILITY: All undergraduate students enrolled in the School of Industrial and Systems Engineering are eligible for consideration.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Industrial and Systems Engineering Emeritus Faculty Endowed Scholarship Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student in the School; must be in good academic standing; must have a minimum 3.0 grade point average on a 4.0 scale; must have a demonstrated financial need; and is not a contributor to the Fund or an immediate family member of a contributor.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies (1-25)
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students majoring in Industrial Engineering: high school seniors with minimum ACT of 25 and high school GPA of 3.5; continuous OU GPA of 3.0 or better required. Transfer students with 3.0 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jennifer Hayes Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students majoring in Industrial Engineering, regularly enrolled, full-time in IE curriculum each semester, preference to African American, Hispanic, Native American or Asian female. Must maintain a 3.25 GPA or better.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John T. Stupka Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-4
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an Industrial Engineering undergraduate student enrolled full-time (12 credit hours) for each semester of the academic year, except
the summer semester; must have a 3.0 GPA or better; have leadership role in school activities, and student organizations, professional societies, etc.; have financial need; future potential in the IE profession and future professional plans.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joseph R. McClure Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial Engineering undergraduate regularly enrolled full-time in IE curriculum each semester; and must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lee Gilchrest Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial Engineering undergraduate regularly enrolled full-time in IE curriculum and working more than 25 hours per week. Must maintain a 3.25 GPA or higher.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lindsey F Harkness Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates must meet the following criteria: be a full-time, regularly enrolled undergraduate in IE; must have a minimum 3.25 GPA; must have demonstrated financial need. Priority consideration will be given to those students not already receiving substantial scholarship or financial aid packages.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ryan Burge Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Industrial Engineering undergraduate student who is a resident of the United States and is regularly enrolled full-time in Industrial Engineering curriculum each semester. Must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher and be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; and evidence of significant participation in extracurricular student services.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Schultz Family IEMBA Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled in ISE participant in the IEMBA curriculum, not the Donor or immediate family member of the Donor, making satisfactory progress toward graduation, need supplemental financial assistance, and making satisfactory progress by the achievement and maintenance of at least a 3.0 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarship decisions are made in late Spring and awarded the following Fall and Spring. For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

College of Fine Arts
540 Parrington, Room 122
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-7370
http://www.ou.edu/content/finearts.html

Ben Barnett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Fine Arts majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Doc Tate Nevaquaya Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Native American Fine Arts majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Lucile Snider Parks Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $100-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Fine Arts majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Mary Clarke Miley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-4
AMOUNT: $500 - $1,000 (payable by semester)
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Art, Dance, Drama or Music majors; African or Native American.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Rubins Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students or incoming freshman; Major in Art, Music, Drama or Dance.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
Scholarships in the School of Musical Theatre are contingent on a number of factors including grades and growth that meets the standards of the Musical Theatre faculty. Specifically, our minimum criteria include:

- Students must maintain full-time enrollment and complete at least 12 credit hours in the B.F.A Musical Theatre Performance curriculum each semester.
- Students must maintain a 3.0 or higher cumulative GPA at the end of each semester.
- Students must audition for all Musical Theatre productions and accept assignments as cast including special events and performances.
- Students must demonstrate artistic development through end of year assessment from Musical Theatre faculty.

Aileen Simms Calvert Musical Theatre Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000

Harold and Ann Powell Scholarship
An endowed fund established in the names of Harold and Ann Powell to provide a scholarship as determined by the Director of the School of Musical Theatre.
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000

Harris Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000-$3,000

John Scamehorn Award
Award based on artistic performance in Musical Theatre.
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000

Greg Kunesh Scholarship
Upperclassman from Texas will be given preference.
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
SCHOOL OF ART AND ART HISTORY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

520 Parrington
Suite 122
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-7370
http://www.ou.edu/finearts/art_arthistory.html

Amy West Strain Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ben Barnett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Clyde Clack Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students studying Art at OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dan Kiacz Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art majors with an emphasis in printmaking, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Frances Weitzenhoffer Memorial Fellowship in Art History
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $8,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students in Art History.
AVAILABLE TO: Grad

Glennis Horn Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art majors with an emphasis in sculpture, 3.0 GPA, and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Kim and Paul Moore Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art majors admitted to studio program with an emphasis in figurative sculpture, based on GPA and portfolio.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Madeline Colbert Steed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art and Art History majors, 3.0 GPA, non-residents to the state of Oklahoma.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Paul and Kim Moore Family Sooner Schooner Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art History majors with an emphasis in Native American Art or Art of the American West, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA, residents of the state of Oklahoma.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Robert H. Monroe Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Robert S. and Grayce B. Kerr Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art History majors with an emphasis in art of the American West, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Roger B. Sprague Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art majors with an emphasis in painting, Oklahoma residents, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Selma Naifeh Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art majors with an emphasis in painting, Oklahoma residents, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Teresa Carrig Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time Art or Art History majors, 3.0 GPA and making satisfactory progress toward the degree.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
School of Dance

Students awarded any scholarship through the School of Dance must audition for program acceptance. Once accepted, they must audition for Oklahoma Festival Ballet and/or Modern Repertory Dance Theatre in accordance with degree requirements. For additional information on dance scholarships, audition dates and deadlines, please contact:

School of Dance
Donald W. Reynolds, Performing Arts Center
560 Parrington Oval, Room 1000
Norman, Oklahoma 73019
Phone (405) 325-4051
Fax (405) 325-7024
http://www.ou.edu/finearts/dance

Angel Morris Okerson Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500-$3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore, junior or senior with at least 30 hours enrolled in a minimum of 12 hours for the fall and spring semesters. Must have an OU cumulative GPA of 2.75.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ben Barnett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-10
AMOUNT: $250-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Modern or Ballet majors in Dance. Must be and maintain a full-time 12 credit hour status each semester with a 2.75 cumulative GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dance Graduate Assistant Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Based on credit hour enrollment
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Admitted to graduate college, full-time status in good standing, and satisfactory progress towards a MFA degree in Dance. School of Dance appointment of a 0.50 graduate assistantship. Tuition waivers may be applied to any course listed in the Course Schedule as a Norman-campus course. Waivers may not be applied to courses offered through College of Continuing Education, Intersession courses, etc.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Dance Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 - 30
AMOUNT: $500-$5,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared School of Dance majors who are non-residents of Oklahoma. Must maintain a full time 12 credit hour status each semester with a 2.75 cumulative GPA. The Non-Resident Tuition Waiver is only applied to non-resident tuition costs and only to Norman-campus courses listed in the Course Schedule.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dance Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-6
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared School of Dance major who is a resident of Oklahoma. Must maintain a full-time 12 credit hour status with a 2.75 cumulative GPA. The Resident Tuition Waiver is only applied to resident tuition costs and only to Norman-campus courses listed in the course schedule.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Euuval E. Charles Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,500-$3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in at least 12 hours for the fall and spring semesters. Must maintain a 3.0 overall cumulative GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Indian Ballerina Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared dance majors. Must maintain a full-time 12 credit hour status each semester with a 2.75 cumulative GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Juli Busken Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000-$2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: For junior or senior ballet majors exhibiting a love and commitment to ballet maintaining a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher. Given in memory of a young talented dancer with a BFA degree in Ballet from OU.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Mark Allen Everett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared male ballet majors. Must maintain a full-time 12 credit hour status with a 3.0 cumulative GPA or higher.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
SCHOOL OF DRAMA
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Director-School of Drama
563 Elm, Room 209
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4021
http://www.ou.edu/finearts/drama/

A. Max Weitzenhoffer Scholarship for Design
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 per year
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Drama majors; full-time 12 credit hours; 3.0 GPA or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Ben Barnett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 14-16
AMOUNT: $200-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/talent
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Drama majors; full-time 12 credit hours; GPA 3.0 or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Drama Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: 15
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Out-of-state students; declared Drama majors (Code 1007F); full-time 12 credit hours; 3.0 GPA or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Drama Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: 8-12
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Drama majors; full-time 12 credit hours; 3.0 GPA or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible. Student must be a resident of the State of Oklahoma.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Larry Gallagher Directing Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,200
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Drama majors; full-time 12 credit hours; GPA 3.0 or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Theatre Guild Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 8
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Drama majors; full-time 12 credit hours; 3.0 GPA or higher at the end of each semester; any incompletes that bring the student below 12 credit hours must be made up immediately, otherwise the student may become ineligible.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
All of the following scholarships offered in the School of Music are awarded on the basis of an audition and are based on merit and talent. All students who audition for admission to the School of Music are considered applicants for all scholarships for which they qualify. No additional specific application forms are necessary. Tuition waivers make up the vast majority of financial support offered to incoming students and may be renewed annually provided the student fulfills all terms of their award contract. Further information on all music scholarships, including audition dates, deadlines, and instructions, are available by contacting:

Office of the Assistant Director-School of Music
500 West Boyd
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3856
http://music.ou.edu/

Alice Allen Everett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1500
ELIGIBILITY: Cello majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick General Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Composition
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding music majors in composition.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Piano
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding music majors in piano.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Violin
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding music majors in violin.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Alton Cole Education
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time music education student, 3.0 GPA, financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Baker - Renfroe Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Alto saxophonists in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band, 3.0 GPA, Full-time, Completed 30+ hours.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Band Service Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 40-50
AMOUNT: $250-$1,000
TYPE: Audition
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Barbara Tuttle Graduate Scholarship in Music
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled graduate students in good standing in Music. Graduate students eligible for admission may be considered. Excellence in artistic talent and academic work. Area of emphasis in voice or organ.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Ben Barnett Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$800
ELIGIBILITY: Music majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Benton-Schmidt Vocal Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Junior, senior or graduate voice majors, 2.5 GPA required for undergraduates, 3.0 GPA required for graduate students, awarded by special audition. DEADLINE: Varies (spring semester)
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Bratton Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano or string majors, 3.0 GPA, Oklahoma Resident, full-time student.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
Buford Green Memorial Scholarship in Music Education
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music Education majors in voice or instrumental; 2.0+ GPA; junior or senior; African American, Native American, Hispanic students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Burns College Fund Trust and Valorie Page Tatge
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Cello students, full-time, 3.0+ GPA, junior or seniors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Carol Brice Carey Acknowledgement of Excellence Assistance Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: African American students with financial need and a 2.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Carolyn Zachritz Harp Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
ELIGIBILITY: Harp students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Celia Mae Bryant Memorial Piano Pedagogy
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

C. E. Springer Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Audition
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Colbert Hackler Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band and be a music education major.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

D. Kent Anderson Drum Major Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the Pride of Oklahoma Drum Major each year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dame Eva Turner Award in Voice
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Voice students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Dame Eva Turner Prize for Best Vocal Performance
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $750
ELIGIBILITY: Voice students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

David Etheridge Memorial Endowment Scholarship for Clarinet
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Clarinet Student, full-time, 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

David Etheridge Memorial Endowment Scholarship for Clarinet
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Clarinet Student, full-time, 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

David Schimmel
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student, 3.0 GPA, financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Derdeyn Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
ELIGIBILITY: Voice, Piano, Organ majors, upper level, 3.5 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Dewey Connally Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Vocal music education student, junior or senior.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Digby Bell Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time piano student, 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Donna Vandiver Knapp Vocal Music Education Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
ELIGIBILITY: Vocal music education students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Donna Turner Smith Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano or cello, full-time student.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Dorothy Detrick Kendall Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Female piano student.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Dr. Colbert Hackler Scholarship for the Pride**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, or Graduate
Music Education Instrumental students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Elaine George Ehlers Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 per year
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student in the organ performance
program or a church music student with an emphasis
in organ; 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Elaine Marie Scott Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students, non-music major, and
member of the Pride of Oklahoma.
DEADLINE: May 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ellsworth Dungan Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Applied Music or Music Theory student;
junior or senior; female; Mu Phi Epsilon Member.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Ernest Trumble Award for Outstanding Graduate Term Paper in Music History or Ethnomusicology**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: For a graduate student with an outstanding
paper in Ethnomusicology or Music History.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Evelyn A. Swan Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student, non-music major,
member of the Pride of Oklahoma.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Music Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding Music majors, full-time
student with 3.5 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Music Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding Music majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Piano Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding piano majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Strings Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding strings majors with a 3.30+
GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Voice Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding voice majors with a 3.30+
GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Frieda Derdyn Bambas Woodwinds Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding woodwinds majors with a
3.30+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Friends of Music Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time student, 3.0+ GPA, financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gene A. Braught Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Audition
ELIGIBILITY: Students playing in a band and taking the applied lessons on their principle instrument for the semester awarded. Must have a 2.5+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gene P. Thrailkill Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Audition/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Genevieve Vliet Piano Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

George Giaquinto Flute Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Flute Students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Hector & Sylvie Derdyn Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Organ or piano students, 3.5+ GPA, full-time students with expressed interest in classical music.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Hiawatha Estes Pride of Oklahoma
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students in the Pride of Oklahoma; 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Holmberg Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music majors, prefer entering freshman.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

I-IV-V-7 Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: For a student who shows significant progress in lower division music theory class.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

James and Diana Croft Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time trumpet students; 3.0+ GPA; Oklahoma Resident.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

James “Gig” Giglio Prize in Jazz Performance
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Students active in jazz performance.
ELIGIBILITY: Voice majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jane Fenner Hengst Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time female soprano students; 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jeanne Steele Potts Opera Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Opera students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Jerold Norman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Voice majors, full-time.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jewel Nelson Luccock Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano majors, full-time, 3.0+ GPA, US citizens with residence in either OK or TX.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Jewel Nelson Luccock Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding students in Piano department.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Number Given</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Available To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jimell Badry Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Full-time students with a 3.0+ GPA, must hold a church music job.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimy Brady Rose Vocal Music Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Full-time voice students with a 3.0+ GPA, Oklahoma residents.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoAnna Newman PRIDE Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Affiliated with the University Band.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. (Jack) Renner</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Trumpet player in the University band.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Williams Scholarships</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Freshman bass student.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Benton Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Voice students.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamas L. and Carlye G. Rooney</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Full-time students affiliated with the University Band, 3.0+ GPA.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Haug Award</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Playing in a band and taking the applied lessons on their principle instrument for the semester awarded; 2.5+ GPA.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd B. Curtis Award</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Boucher Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>1+</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Keyboard majors.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Horne Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Exceptional voice students.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Horne Voice Fellowship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Exceptional voice students.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Martin Caylor Scholarships</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Keyboard majors.</td>
<td>Undergraduate/Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjory L. Cornelius Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Full-time cello students; 2.0+ GPA.</td>
<td>Undergraduate/Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Carol Gilbert Voice Performance Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Exceptional vocal performance.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jo Ruggles Award in Ethnomusicology</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Ethnomusicology students.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mary L. Finley Memorial Vocal Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Voice students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Martha M. Boucher
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Maxine Appleman-Fagin Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Exceptional as a musician (composition-performing arts); financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Mel Penn Outstanding Pride Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Michael Hennagin Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Composition majors by decision of the composition faculty. 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Mildred Andrews Boggess Organ Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Organ students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mildred Carr Wolfard Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2+
AMOUNT: $400
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding students in Vocal Music Education.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mildred Kerr Anderson
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time sophomore, junior, or senior student; 3.0+ GPA, Oklahoma resident.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Music Undergraduate Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music majors; out-of-state residents.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Music Undergraduate Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music majors; Oklahoma residents.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Myra Jo Moon Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Participants in Marching Band and a Spring Concert Band; Female Brass player; full-time.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Nancy Neal Memorial Pedagogy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano Pedagogy students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Norm Stephenson Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music theory students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Norman Music Club Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students; Good background in Music.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Opera Guild Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding performers in Opera/Music Theater programs.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Oscar J. Lehrer Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Playing in a band and taking the applied lessons on their principle instrument for the semester awarded.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
OU Club of Tulsa: Wayman Tisdale Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full time, junior or senior in the School of Music, majoring in guitar or double bass with a preference for Jazz. Student must have at least a 3.0 and must demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ruth Moore Memminger Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Piano students, female, resident of Oklahoma and graduate from an Oklahoma high school; junior, senior, or graduate students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Pauline Huneke Memorial Award in Composition
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students in composition; 3.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

R. Dale Vliet Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate bass or baritone voice choral students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Pride of Oklahoma Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Affiliated with the University Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Robert Tyler Logan Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students accepted to a summer music festival or program, preferably to Round Top.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert and Mildred Wolfard Music Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music Education/Vocal Music Education.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Robert Hale Vocal Music Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time voice students; 3.0+ GPA; financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Ronald J. Dyer Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Percussion students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

R. W. Brock Memorial Scholarship Choral Conduct
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Choral conducting student.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Schaefer Choral Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Choral students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Spencer Norton Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Term Paper in Music History or Ethnomusicology
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music History or Ethnomusicology students; Outstanding undergraduate term paper.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Stephen J. Paul Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students; member of the Pride of Oklahoma; 2.5+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Thomas Carey and Carol Brice Carey Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: African American students; 2.0+ GPA; financial need, voice students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tweedy Family Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students; Affiliated with the University Band.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wade Oboe Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time oboe students; 3.0+ GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Wayne Crouse Viola Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $750  
ELIGIBILITY: Viola students  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wayne Crouse Viola Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time students affiliated with viola and University orchestras.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wellnitz Scholarship Fund**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $2500  
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma residents; 3.0+ GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**William Henry Brakebill Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Tenor or Baritone voices; males; financial need (must be working).  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**William Lytle Powell, III, and Ruth Roberts Powell Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time piano students; 3.0+ GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**William R. Wehrend Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-5  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Audition  
ELIGIBILITY: Students playing in a band and taking the applied lessons on their principle instrument for the semester awarded; 2.5+ GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Zelby Family Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 per year (1 voice & 1 string)  
AMOUNT: Varies  
ELIGIBILITY: Juniors or seniors; voice-string majors; 3.0+ GPA; financial need.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr. Outstanding IAS Student Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have a 3.75 GPA or above and exhibit dedication to international awareness and action. Graduating seniors who distinguish themselves in terms of character, leadership, and outstanding contribution.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEADLINE: February 13

Cleo Cross Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum enrollment for undergraduate students is 12 hours per semester. Graduate students must be enrolled in a minimum of 9 hours per semester; a minimum of 5 hours if applicant has a graduate assistantship. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for graduates.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEADLINE: February 13

Cole Frates Endowed Study Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: This scholarship supports studies abroad. Available to full-time students, pursuing an undergraduate or graduate degree in the College of International Studies. Minimum GPA of 3.0. Must have demonstrated financial need. Must not be donor or immediate family member of donor.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

College of International Student Athlete Travel Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For undergraduate students, junior level standing and a minimum one year study at OU by the time of participation. For graduate students, nine credit hours of graded coursework. Priority given to OU athletes. Supports studies abroad.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

College of International Studies Student Support Grant
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For undergraduate IAS majors, junior level standing or above with a minimum of one year study at OU by the time of participation. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.0. For MAIS graduate students, nine credit hours of graded coursework with a minimum GPA of 3.5.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

College of International Studies Research Paper Prize
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: The winning paper will receive a $250 cash prize and will automatically be submitted for consideration to the SCMLA for the organization's annual conference. If the winning paper is accepted to the conference, the recipient will receive up to $750 in travel expenses to attend the conference and to present her or his paper.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: For IAS majors, minors and graduate students. Papers should be in the areas of African, Arabic, East Asian, or Luso-Brazilian literature, language, and/or culture. Interdisciplinary perspectives are especially welcome.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

College of International Studies Student Internship Support Grant
NUMBER GIVEN: Five per year. Three awards will be granted for the summer term; one award for the fall semester; one for the spring semester.
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The awards support travel and housing expenses related to international internshp activities. Students receiving a grant must enroll in IAS 3910 or IAS 5913 for International Internship credit. For undergraduate IAS students, a minimum of one year of study at OU by the time of participation. For MAIS students, nine credit hours of graduate coursework. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for undergraduates.
DEADLINE: Summer internship applications due by April 15; Fall internship applications due by August 15; and Spring internship applications due by November 15.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
College of International Studies Ambassador Edward J. Perkins Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For full-time, regularly enrolled students at the University of Oklahoma with a minimum GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale. Preference is given to students planning to travel to Africa, though proposals for travel to other strategic areas of the world are eligible. Strategic areas include Africa, the Middle East, Asia, South and Central America.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEADLINE: February 13

College of International Studies Board of Visitors Study Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be regularly enrolled undergraduate or graduate with a minimum 3.0 GPA on a scale of 4.0. Preference will be given to IAS majors and Oklahoma residents.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEADLINE: February 13

International Activism Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: This award recognizes IAS undergraduate students who have a distinguished record of academic achievement and have demonstrated significant commitment to international affairs and who are involved in international activism.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jim Grillot Photographer International Photo Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to current OU students who have lived, studied, worked, or interned abroad. Must not be donor or immediate family member of the donor.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEADLINE: February 13

Latin American Studies Best Paper Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: This award is open to undergraduate majors and minors in the College of International Studies. The award will go to the best paper on any Latin American topic. Papers will be judged on strength and originality of research, argument, method, writing, and insight. Papers must be at 12 pages, typed, and double-spaced. Papers originally written for classes are eligible. One hard copy of the paper must be submitted in Prof. Alan McPherson’s mailbox in Hester Hall, and an electronic copy must be sent to mcpherson@ou.edu. Students must include their contact information. Winners will be announced during the Spring semester.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary & Don Sherman International Networking Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to full-time students, pursuing an undergraduate or graduate degree in the College of International Studies. Minimum GPA of 3.0. Must have demonstrated financial need. Must not be donor or immediate family member of donor.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Mehdi Firoozabadi Iranian Studies Language Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to full-time students, pursuing an undergraduate or graduate degree in the College of International Studies. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0. Applicants must be seeking to further language education in Parsi, Farsi, or other Persian languages.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Millie Schafer Sitzman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: This award was created to assist OU students to pursue studies in Africa. For undergraduate students, junior level standing and a minimum one-year of study at OU by the time of participation. For graduate students, nine credit hours of graded coursework. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduate students and 3.5 for graduate students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Molly & David Boren Study Abroad Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: This scholarship provides funding to study abroad for undergraduate and graduate students in the College of International Studies.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Paul & Rose Sharp Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum enrollment for undergraduate students is 12 hours per semester. Graduate students must be enrolled in a minimum of 9 hours per semester; a minimum of 5 hours if applicant has a graduate assistantship. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for graduates.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Percy Buchanan Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the most deserving student in International and Area Studies, specializing in Asian studies. Individuals may be nominated by the faculty in the department.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Philip Farish Study Abroad Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: This scholarship was created to assist OU students pursuing studies abroad on Education Abroad approved programs. Priority will be given to applicants who study abroad for a semester or academic year and are in the fields of science, technology, engineering and math.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Prepare for International Giving (P.I.G.) Study Abroad Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: The Prepare for International Giving (P.I.G.) scholarship was created to assist IAS students pursuing studies abroad. Awards will be given on a competitive basis to qualified undergraduate and graduate students, based on factors such as student’s education objectives, cost of the overseas trip, and financial need. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduate students; 3.5 GPA for graduate students.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

St. Elijah’s and Anthony Shadid Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: For undergraduate students, junior level standing and a minimum one-year study at OU by the time of participation. For graduate students, nine credit hours of graded coursework. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for graduates. Study abroad destinations are limited to the Middle East.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Stuart Family Foundation Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: For current full-time students at OU. Minimum GPA of 3.0. Must have demonstrated financial need. Special consideration will be given to students majoring in IAS and to students studying in Arezzo during the fall and/or spring semesters. Must not be donor or immediate family member of donor.  
DEADLINE: Application for fall semester studies due February 15. Deadline for spring semester studies due in the fall; date varies. Please refer to college website for specific date.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sue Williams Service Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: This award is given to an international student at OU for his or her service to the community on or off campus. Minimum enrollment for undergraduate students is 12 hours per semester. Graduate students must be enrolled in a minimum of 9 hours per semester; a minimum of 5 hours if applicant has a graduate assistantship. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for graduates.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Thomas W. Adams Best Paper Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $750  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the best paper that addresses any aspect of conflict resolution, affecting any country that borders the Mediterranean Sea. Any OU graduate or undergraduate student is eligible to compete for the award. Submissions can be prepared especially for this competition, or they can be based on term papers, Honors research projects, or graduate thesis.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

William W. Talley II Award  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $2,500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Available to students who have graduated
from the Department of International & Area Studies and who are, or will be enrolled in the MAIS program at the University of Oklahoma. Students should have a distinguished record of academic achievement and have demonstrated significant commitment to international affairs. Undergraduates must have a 3.5 GPA or above and graduates and BA/MA students must have a minimum 3.75 GPA.
DEADLINE: March 15 of even-numbered years.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Yoshi & Koko Sasaki Japanese Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: This scholarship was created to support Japanese students at OU. Minimum enrollment for undergraduate students is 12 hours per semester. Graduate students must be enrolled in a minimum of 9 hours per semester; a minimum of 5 hours if applicant has a graduate assistantship. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0 for undergraduates, 3.5 for graduates. Must not be the donor or immediate family member of the donor.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
GAYLORD COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please go to our website at:

395 West Lindsey Street
Room 3000
Norman, OK 73019
http://www.ou.edu/content/gaylord.html

The scholarships listed are part of the Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication’s Scholarship Program. The application deadline for all scholarships/assistantships is posted on the application online.

Arney Brown Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-4
AMOUNT: $750-$2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students who are residents of Oklahoma are eligible for this scholarship. Students must major in Advertising or Public Relations and maintain a 3.0 GPA or above.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Brad Edwards Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in Gaylord majoring in Broadcasting/Electronic Media are eligible for this scholarship. Junior or senior undergraduate students are qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. The student must maintain a 3.0 GPA. Preference is given to a student who had a desire to use his/her degree and talent to serve as an advocate for their community.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Byron L. Abernathy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4-6
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Preference to Stephens County, Oklahoma resident; demonstrate outstanding scholastic ability and profess sound basic objectives in life and of good moral character.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Carol J. Burr Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.25 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

C. Joe Holland Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Good standing in the Gaylord College.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

C. Renzi Stone Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Public Relations majors; minimum 3.25 GPA; committed to community involvement, with regular volunteer activities. Must submit an essay addressing the following question of interest: “Why should someone consider a career in PR in the state of Oklahoma?”
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Charles T. House “Man Bites Dog” Daily Honorarium
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior; paid staff member of The Oklahoma Daily; 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Chester H. Westfall Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-4
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s candidate in Gaylord College.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Davie Belle Eaton Mercer Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Dorrance D. Roderick Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Preference given to students from the Southwest, especially El Paso, Texas.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Elmer J. and Juanita S. Thrower Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Erik Logan Toppenberg Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all majors; minimum 3.0 GPA; for female students. Priority consideration given to students graduated from high school in the OKC Public Schools District; secondary consideration to those from OKC metro area.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fayette Copeland Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s candidate in Gaylord College.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Foote Scholarship for International Study
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate and graduate students are qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student has demonstrated satisfactory academic progress toward an undergraduate or graduate degree and the student needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Foster-Harris Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Professional Writing majors. Application must include writing samples.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Fred L. Cook Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarships are used to support Journalism and Mass Communication students.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gary McKinney Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College are eligible for this scholarship. Any eligible deserving undergraduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and the student needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA or higher.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gaylord College General Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-7
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism & Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gaylord Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10-15
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Deserving graduate and undergraduate students who have expressed an interest in or are majoring in Journalism and Mass Communication. Priority is given to freshman students in an effort to recruit outstanding high school seniors who have excelled in their school’s newspaper, yearbook or broadcast programs.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Harold Belknap Journalism Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: In-state students only; minimum 3.0 GPA; related proven newspaper involvement required; Print Journalism majors only. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors only.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Heaston/Bryson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA cumulative; minimum 3.5 GPA in Gaylord College; advertising majors only. Participation in two outside activities. Seniors only.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Hold the Johnson Land Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: In-state or out-of-state students; minimum 3.5 GPA; public relations or sports print or broadcast journalism majors only. Students who receive this scholarship during their junior year are eligible to automatically receive it during their senior year unless they are awarded a scholarship of greater value.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J.W. and Gracie Muckle Kaysar Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding sophomore-level students with interest in Journalism and Mass Communication.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jane & Howard F. Price Broadcasting Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; broadcast journalism or broadcasting and electronic media majors only.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jarita Bicknell Askins Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum 3.0 GPA; journalism majors only; active in various Student Media outlets. Priority consideration given to students with major emphasizing print journalism sequence and working for the OU Daily.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jeannett Baumert Turner Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Annual award in journalism. Preference given to students active with the Oklahoma Daily (fine arts news stories, commentaries, or reviews are evaluated).
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Jim Biggerstaff Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jim Dolan International Study Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidate must be full-time, regularly enrolled students in Gaylord College, have a 3.0 GPA, and demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jim Miller Journalism Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Must have 3.0 overall GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

John Scott Graduate Fellowship in Energy Communication
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s candidate in Gaylord College intending to pursue a career in Energy Communication.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Journalism Merit Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Must have 3.0 overall GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joyce M. Taylor Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Journalism majors; minimum 3.0 GPA; incoming freshmen; may receive award in consecutive years if criteria is maintained. Priority consideration given to minorities, first-generation college students or individuals from a disadvantaged background.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Julie Blakely Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism & Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lachenmeyer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
Larry Wade Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Print journalism majors; minimum 3.25 GPA. Preference given to students interested in career in community journalism.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Laura Hamilton Billingsley Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s candidate in Gaylord College. Must have 3.0 GPA. Preference given to students of Native-American descent.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Leslie Rice Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Advertising majors. Most promising student in advertising.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lyman L. Bryan Journalism Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-3
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Ellen Hipp Doyle Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: An undergraduate student in his/her junior or senior year enrolled in Gaylord College.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Maureen Taylor Graduate Research Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates must be full-time, regularly enrolled graduate students in the college; a minimum 3.75 GPA; have passed an M.A., Project or PhD dissertation proposal and have a clear need for support to complete the research project. Of those students, priority consideration will be given to doctoral students.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

McMahon Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 20 per year (5 per class)
AMOUNT: $10,000 (over four year period)
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming freshman Journalism and Mass Communication major in either print or broadcast journalism; Must be full-time student at the University of Oklahoma enrolled in a minimum 12 hours each semester. The selection committee chooses recipients based on high ACT/SAT scores, high school grade point average, and personal interview. The total scholarship awarded will be $10,000 paid over 4 years ($2,000 freshman year and $2,000 sophomore year; $3,000 junior year and $3,000 senior year), subject to the recipient's continued eligibility. A total of twenty (20) McMahon Memorial Scholarships are awarded per school year (five per class). Scholarship recipients must maintain an overall GPA of 3.0, a journalism GPA of 3.25, and be majoring in Journalism with a focus on either print or broadcast Journalism in order to continue to receive scholarship awards for the sophomore, junior and senior years. McMahon Scholarship recipients are also required by the McMahon Foundation to take, during their first four years at the University of Oklahoma, the following coursework: ECON 1113, “Macro-economics,” ECON 1123, “Micro-economics,” and two courses in Political Science beyond PSC 1113, “Government of the US.”
AVAILABLE TO: Freshmen - seniors (four-year scholarship if criteria are met each year)

Michael Tod Lilburn Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College. Preference will be shown for students of Native American descent and expressing an interest in the field of photo-journalism. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 2.5 GPA or higher and have no outstanding disciplinary issues with the University.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Mike W. Hammer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-4
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College, with preference to Oklahoma residents. Special preference is given to students who exhibit the qualities indicative of an individual who might pursue a career as an investigative reporter. The
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Number Given</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Available To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Nichols Hamilton Scholarship</td>
<td>20 per year</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>In- or out-of-state students; minimum 3.0 GPA; five awarded to each major;</td>
<td>Undergraduate/Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5 per class)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>priority consideration given to female students. Recipients are eligible to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>receive awards for four consecutive years of undergraduate study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnie and Robert Rubenstein Family Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College. The award</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is based on involvement in college-sponsored activities/organizations and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>potential for future success in the student's chosen field. Any eligible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>progress toward graduation and the student needs supplemental financial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>assistance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Walter B. Ferguson Memorial Award</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Master's candidate in Gaylord College.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Danelley Public Relations Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Master's candidate in Gaylord College specializing in Public Relations.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Massad Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Full-time, regularly enrolled students in Gaylord College. Students must</td>
<td>Undergraduate/Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maintain a 2.75 GPA or higher and must have demonstrated financial need.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Priority consideration will be given to students majoring in Public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Marchant Rutland Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Female Oklahoma resident.</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Sewell Scholarship in Political Reporting</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>$500-$1,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>All Journalism and Mass Communication majors; awarded to students with</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interest and aptitude in political reporting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard L. and Lee Reynolds Senior Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Full-time, regularly enrolled in-state students in the Gaylord College. Any</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>eligible deserving undergraduate in-state student entering his/her senior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>year is qualified for the award if, the student is making satisfactory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Kelley Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$1,000-$1,500</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Deserving student from the Broadcasting &amp; Electronic media sequence.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. and Allie Malvina Stephenson Political Journalism Scholarship</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>$2,500-$4,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Juniors and seniors majoring in Journalism &amp; Mass Communication in the</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>journalism sequence. Contact the Gaylord College for specifics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert V. Peterson Scholarship</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>$500-$1,000</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>All Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Awarded to an outstanding</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>news communication student who anticipates a career in community journalism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference is given to seniors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Frizzell International Study Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>International study scholarship for journalism majors.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates must be full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College; have a minimum 3.0 GPA; and have demonstrated financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Sherry Family Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Stanley Vestal Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Must be a professional writing student who has completed at least 4 hours in professional writing sequence with an overall GPA of 3.2 and a 3.5 GPA in JMC courses.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Stewart Harral Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,000-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Public Relations sequence at the junior or senior level. High potential for success in Public Relations.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Sue Rainbolt Van Natta Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: 1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in the Gaylord College.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Tripp Hall Scholarship in Public Relations**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Public Relations sequence are eligible for this scholarship. Any deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain an overall GPA of 3.0 or above.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Wagley Family Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Public Relations majors; minimum 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wheeler Mayo Scholarship in Community Journalism**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All Journalism and Mass Communication majors. Must have good scholastic records, professional promise, need, and interest in a career in community journalism.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Wilbur Rice Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Advertising majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Will Hancock Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled Journalism and Mass Communication students. Must have at least a 2.75 GPA and be a full-time OU student for both the fall and spring semesters. Priority consideration given to students pursuing a career in community journalism. Secondary consideration given to those pursuing a career in sports public relations.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**William C. “Bill” Boren Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
ELIGIBILITY: Must be in Broadcasting & Electronic Media or Journalism sequence and demonstrate commitment to broadcast news or sports.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For applications and information concerning scholarships in this section please contact:

Admissions and Records Law Center
300 Timberdell Road
Rm. 2123
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4726
http://www.law.ou.edu/

The following scholarships are available only to currently enrolled law students.

Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first year minority students who demonstrate academic achievement.

A.E. & Jaunita Richardson Charitable Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time law student, Oklahoma Resident, preference for student from a small town.

A. L. Jeffrey Municipal Law Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must write a paper on municipal law.

Alan George & Anita Lynne Holloway Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third year law student with demonstrated financial need and at least a 7.5 grade point average on a 12.0 scale. Preference given to an Oklahoma resident with an undergraduate degree in Accounting who earned a 3.5 grade point average on a 4.0 scale in the undergraduate program.

Albert G. Kulp Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students who are in good standing at the College of Law and are in need of financial assistance.

Allen Harris Scholarship in honor of John G. Hervey
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving law student with demonstrated financial need.

Allie M. and Robert E. Stephenson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving students at the discretion of the Dean.

Anadarko Petroleum Corporation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship and intern opportunity for a student with an interest in energy-related field of law.

Andrew M. Coats Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving students attending the OU College of Law.

Aubrey M. Kerr, Sr., Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a U.S. Citizen, preferably an Oklahoma resident. Priority consideration given to students from Ada, OK with demonstrated interest in energy and natural resources, merit and demonstrated financial need.

Bennie and Audrey Shultz Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second- or third-year student who indicates promise of leadership in government.

Bess Zeldich Ungerman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the outstanding third-year minority female student.
Bill Powell Guest Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a deserving law student with demonstrated financial need.

C.D. Northcutt Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving law students with demonstrated financial need.

Carl P. & Erma W. Dunifon Law Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student who has demonstrated academic achievement. Preference will be given to relatives of Carl P. Dunifon or Erma Dunifon.

Cecil L. Hunt Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,250 in the fall, $1,250 in the spring
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second-year Law student to be used during his/her third year on the basis of depth of character, breadth of interests, scholastic achievement, financial need and a demonstrated promise of making an important and useful contribution to the legal profession and community.

Centennial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a deserving OU College of Law student.

Charles B. Memminger Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,200
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Third-year student in need of financial assistance with an interest in practicing law in a small town.

Charles B. Memminger Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Academic performance
ELIGIBILITY: Second- or third-year student with outstanding record in property law.

Chesapeake Energy Corporation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first- and second-year law students with an interest in oil and gas.

Cindy Foley Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the clinic student who, in the opinion of the clinic faculty, most exhibits passion, competence, determination, and commitment in the representation of clients.

Clarence M. Mills Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750 in the fall; $750 in the spring
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: First-year student; child of district or associate district judge.

Cole Adwon Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second year law student with financial need. Must have advanced to the quarter finals or better during first year moot court competition. Must maintain a 5.0 overall GPA on a 12.0 scale.

College of Law Second Century Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving first year law students.

Comfort Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Through a generous endowment from William T. Comfort, Jr., and James T. Comfort, the College of Law awards tuition scholarships to incoming students with exemplary academic qualifications and LSAT scores. Scholarships are awarded without regard to financial need. The scholarship continues for the second and third years of study provided the student maintains a minimum GPA. In addition, the top 10 students in each of the second- and third-year classes receive Comfort “Top Ten” scholarships. Recipients are those with the highest cumulative GPA in classes.
Crowe and Dunlevy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first-year minority students who have exhibited significant academic promise. Scholarship is recurring second and third year.

Dean’s Leadership Fellow Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a deserving first year law student.

Doerner, Saunders, Daniel and Anderson, L.L.P. Dickson M. Saunders Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student who demonstrates academic excellence and selfless dedication to the College of Law.

Downer Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Deserving law students who are residents of Oklahoma. Must have demonstrated financial need and have the potential of success in the study of law.

Ed Shipp Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based on financial need and merit; special consideration given to students from the 17th Judicial District consisting of Pushmataha, McCurtain and Choctaw counties. Recipient may receive a subsequent award if making satisfactory progress and has financial need.

Financial Aid Law Tuition Waiver Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based on financial need and awarded by Financial Aid Services as part of a student’s total financial aid package.

Frances Paterson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a single parent with custody of child/children and demonstrated financial need.

Frank & Edna Asper Elkouri Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a deserving first year law student.

Frank C. Love Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Second-year law student who has demonstrated proficiency in legal writing and who has a good academic record. Selection is made on the basis of the best paper submitted.

GableGotwals First Amendment Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third year law student to recognize outstanding performance in First Amendment course.

GableGotwals Oil and Gas Practice Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third year law student to recognize outstanding performance in the Oil & Gas Practice course.

GableGotwals Supreme Court Decision Making Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third year law student to recognize outstanding performance in the Supreme Court Decision Making course.

George B. Fraser Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student showing need and outstanding performance in Civil Procedure I.
George J. Fagin Municipal Law Endowment
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student writing the best municipal law paper dealing with public finance.

George Miskovsky, Sr. and Nelly Miskovsky Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: A law student with good academic standing and need; must have been a resident of Oklahoma for 15 years.

Hartzog Conger Cason and Neville Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second year student with well-rounded and fully developed character, integrity, and financial need.

Henry Kent Anderson Human Services Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student whose leadership, creativity, and vision have been demonstrated through exemplary accomplishments that showed appreciation for the history, culture, welfare, and economic development of our nation’s first people. Preference given to an enrolled member of a federally recognized tribe.

J. Marshall Huser Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500 in the fall, $500 in the spring
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second-year student with a good academic record, diligence, seriousness of purpose, and positive contribution to the College of Law and community.

J. Roy Thompson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student who demonstrates high academic achievement through GPA and LSAT score; the recipient must also qualify as a Native American.

James W. Cochran Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Either a resident of Oklahoma or an honorably discharged veteran or both. Preference is given to first-year students, although others may be considered.

John McHenry Mee Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student with the highest grade in the fall Corporations class.

John Shipp Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based on financial need and merit; special consideration given to students from the 17th Judicial District consisting of Pushmataha, McCurtain and Choctaw counties. Recipient may receive a subsequent award if making satisfactory progress and has financial need.

Jones, Givens, Gotcher and Bogan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a third-year student in the top-25% of his/her class who has contributed the most to the professional and student body activities while a student at the College of Law.

Joseph F. Rarick American Indian Law Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a third-year American Indian law student based on outstanding participation in student organizations and activities while a student at the College of Law. Must be 1/4 blood Native American.

Judge John Brett and Robert D. Hudson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first year student with financial need and who has a good undergraduate GPA and LSAT score.
Judge W. A. and Mabel Woodruff Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to students that are married, in need of financial assistance, whose personality, industry, character, selflessness and patriotism indicate exceptional promise as lawyers and citizens. High academic standing is not a prerequisite.

Justice Harry L. S. Halley Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000 per year and renewable if student maintains 6.5 GPA
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student with a high LSAT score, outstanding undergraduate academic and non-curricular performance indicating an interest in the political process who plans to practice in Oklahoma and who has financial need.

Justice Marian P. Opala Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving law student with demonstrated financial need.

Kailas and Becky Rao Scholarship in honor of Leo Whinery
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The scholarship is intended to assist a student with demonstrated financial need, involvement in community service, and exemplary character.

Kappa Beta Pi Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third-year female law student. Selection made on basis of academic achievement, moral character, participation in activities of the COL and other evidence of potential success as a lawyer.

Lee B. Thompson, Sr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student on the basis of both merit and need. Other criteria include excellent character, leadership, unselfish service to others, and scholarship.

Leon J. York, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Selected on the basis of need and professional promise.

Marjorie P. Maute Memorial Pro Bono/Public Services Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded as a summer stipend for students engaged in substantial pro bono or public service work and under the auspices of students for Access to Justice or a successor law student pro bono program.

Mark & Jacque Albert Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second or third year law student with demonstrated financial need and at least an 8.0 grade point average on a 12.0 scale.

Maurice H. Merrill Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded in the spring to a second-year student on all elements of merit with special consideration to interest in the field of public law.

May M. Walker Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a full-time student who shows evidence of ability to succeed and has financial need.

McAfee & Taft Gary F. Fuller Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student with demonstrated interest and competence in tax law.
McAfee & Taft Theodore M. Elam Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student with demonstrated interest and competence in securities law.

Moyers, Martin, Santee, Imel and Tetrick Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student to assist with financial need.

Nathalie Pierrepont Comfort Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first-year law students with exemplary academic qualifications and LSAT scores.

Oklahoma Bar Association Tax Section Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second-year student with demonstrated interest in pursuing tax law and has either taken individual income tax or is taking it during their 2L year. Priority is given to a student with an interest in tax law over the student with the highest grade in individual income tax.

Oklahoma Bar Foundation Chapman Rogers Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student on all elements of merit and financial need.

Oklahoma Bar Foundation Fellows Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second- or third-year law student who is a resident of Oklahoma with an interest in the field of public law or promise to give back to the community and the profession. Must demonstrate financial need. Preference given to students with parents and/or grandparents who are/were members of the Oklahoma Bar Foundation Fellows Program.

Oklahoma City Real Property Lawyers Association Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500 in the spring
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the second-year student with the highest grades in Property I and II.

Oklahoma Scholars Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a deserving first year law student.

OU Law Merit Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student who is in the top-20% of their class; based upon aptitude and performance in the study of the law and qualities that indicate the capability of achieving a succesful career in law.

Rayburn L. Foster Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student who has demonstrated financial need and maintained a 5.0 GPA on a 12.0 scale.

Robert B. Looper Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Third-year student who has attained the
highest academic record for the first four semesters in the College of Law.

Robert J. Emery Student Support Fund Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second-year student who shows superior academic performance and has financial need.

Robert T. Rennie Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to law students working through law school due to financial necessity.

Royce H. Savage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a full-time Oklahoma resident. Can be awarded to same student for following years if student is making satisfactory progress and has financial need.

Samuel E. Hooper Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to law students who demonstrate an interest and competence in labor and employment law, work through undergraduate and law school, and have a reputation for candor and integrity.

Samuel E. Laycock Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second-year married male student with a grade point average of 4.0 or better and has demonstrated financial need.

Savage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a worthy second-year student on the basis of merit with special consideration of financial need.

Senator Jeff Johnston Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Either a second- or third-year student with good academic performance, demonstrated financial need, some indication of interest in governmental affairs and some association with eastern Oklahoma.

Sequoyah Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year minority law student. Preference given to Native American law students. The scholarship is renewed each year if the recipient maintains a 5.0 or higher GPA.

Steve Stack Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student with possible consideration in areas of business and/or tax.

T. Ray Phillips Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to second- or third-year law students with demonstrated financial need.

Tannell A. and Madelyn Shadid Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to any worthy first-year student in need of financial aid during their first year at the College of Law.

Thomas L. Hieronymus Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second- or third-year student engaged in the study of Oil and Gas Law.

Vivien McConnell Hood Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $400
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second-year female student who is in the top 1/3 of her class.
Walter D. Hanson Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student on the basis of merit and need.

Warren P. Taylor Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $300
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a law student with demonstrated financial need and an interest in pursuing a career in JAG.

William and Ruth Farmer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to deserving incoming law students. Must be a resident of the state of Oklahoma with preference from Pauls Valley or Garvin County.

William G. Paul Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year student on the basis of merit and need.

William L. Bruce Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first-year minority students who demonstrate academic achievement.

William R. Bandy Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based on financial need.
AWARDS

American Association for Justice National Appellate Advocacy Team
NUMBER GIVEN: 8
AMOUNT: $400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Supported by Norman and Edem. Awarded to AAJ team members.

Captain Brian Wheeler Write-On Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student with the most outstanding written note on the OLR.

Class of 1960 Client Counseling Competition Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded on Law Day. Award supports the client counseling team.

First Year Appellate Advocacy Competition
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 first place/2 second place
AMOUNT: $1,000 first place/$500 second place
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first year law students with outstanding performance in the First Year Appellate Advocacy Competition.

GableGotwals First Amendment Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a top student in the First Amendment course.

GableGotwals Oil & Gas Practice Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a top student in the Oil & Gas Practice course.

GableGotwals Supreme Court Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a top student in a Supreme Court Decision Making course.

Gene H. and Jo Ann Sharp Law Review Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a student making the most significant contribution to the OLR. Awarded on Law Day.

James F. Hawes Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Name engraved on a silver cup, which remains at the Law School
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to an outstanding member of the second-year class based on highest cumulative GPA, a member of OLR, active in SBA or faculty committees and have received other honors and awards for academic excellence.

Joe G. Wolfe Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The award is intended to assist students representing the College of Law in Moot Court Competitions.

Joel Jankowsky Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a member of the third-year class whose combined leadership, scholarship and selfless service to others exemplifies a standard of overall excellence deserving of the highest honor, committed to future service to state and nation as he/she leaves the COL to embark upon a professional career. Recipient’s name will be added to a bronze plaque to be displayed in a prominent place in Andrew M. Coats Hall.

John B. Cheadle Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: A worthy second-year student in recognition of outstanding service to the College of Law, with some consideration for academic achievement.
Joseph F. Rarick “Just Deserts” Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a third-year student who has not received any other significant awards, but has contributed to making the College of Law more beneficial to all.

Judge Albert C. Hunt Oral Advocacy Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the students who demonstrate the most careful and thorough preparation for the trial of their case.

Kelly Beardslee Criminal Defense Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the outstanding student in the Criminal Defense Clinic.

Larry Siria Community Service Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a second- or third-year student who has completed at least two semesters in the Legal Aid Clinic or the Criminal Defense Clinic and who shows compassion in dealing with the underprivileged and underrepresented populations.

McAfee & Taft Advocacy Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the third-year student who has excelled in trial practice and procedure.

Nathan Scarritt Prize
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Gold medal presented at Convocation
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the third-year student who has the highest academic record at the time the award is presented.

Oklahoma Bar Association Business Association Section Award
NUMBER: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student making the highest grade in Corporations during the fall semester.

Oklahoma Bar Association Outstanding Third Year Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: No Monetary Award
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the outstanding third-year law student as selected by the faculty.

Order of Barristers Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: Certificate
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded on Law Day to the student who has participated in at least two trial or moot court advocacy competitions or has participated on the national level.

Order of Solicitors Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Certificate
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded on Law Day to students who have demonstrated extraordinary performance and leadership in competitions, primarily trial and skills competition.

OU Legal Clinic Distinguished Student Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 3-6
AMOUNT: Certificate
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students enrolled in the Legal Aid Clinic and the Criminal Defense Clinic.

Paul K. Frost II Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750 fall; $750 spring
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: A student who is a resident of Oklahoma, holds a distinguished rank in the second-year class and promise of future involvement in the governmental affairs of Oklahoma and the nation.

Phillips A. Porta Memorial Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit

Oklahoma Bar Association Bankruptcy & Reorganization Award
NUMBER: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the top student in Bankruptcy.
ELIGIBILITY: Third-year law student with the highest grade in Professional Responsibility.

**Professional Responsibility Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: Engraved plaque presented at Convocation  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: The member of the graduating class each year who, by vote of the class, most clearly exemplifies the spirit and attitude of professional responsibility and leadership.

**S. T. Bledsoe Memorial Prize**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Based on all elements of merit in a third-year student’s record for the entire three-year curriculum.

**Salem Civil Rights Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student who writes the best paper on the subject of Civil Rights.

**Student Bar Association Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: Engraved plaque presented at Convocation.  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the student rendering the most valuable and significant service to the student body.

**W. DeVier Pierson Memorial Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the third-year student with the highest GPA in Evidence, Civil Procedure I and Civil Procedure II.
OUTREACH

Collings Hall
Room 108
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2221

University of Oklahoma OUTREACH:
http://www.ou.edu/content/outreach.html

COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

College of Continuing Education
1700 Asp Avenue
Norman, OK 73072-6400
(405) 325-4414

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL STUDIES

College of Liberal Studies
1610 Asp Avenue, Ste 108
Norman, OK 73072-6400
(405) 325-1061
For more information concerning scholarships in aviation please contact:

Department of Aviation
(405) 325-7231

Flight Time Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to sophomores, juniors and seniors. Must have completed one full year as an OU Aviation major. Must be in good academic standing with a minimum of a 2.5 overall GPA and a 3.0 major GPA. Must be of high moral character with a history of integrity. Flight fees cannot be covered by another scholarship or program. Professional Pilot or Aviation Management major currently enrolled in a credit flight course.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

James M. Cook Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Aviation major. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.00. Must display leadership and initiative as evidenced by extracurricular activities, awards and honors. Not eligible if flight fees are paid by other scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joe Coulter Aviation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE:Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Aviation major. Minimum of 2.80 GPA. Display leadership and initiative as evidenced by extracurricular activities, awards, honors. Not eligible if flight fees are being paid by other scholarships.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Margie Richison Women's Aviation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a female student enrolled in the OU Aviation Program; must be a holder of a Class III Medical at time of application; must have completed a solo flight; must not be the donor or an immediate family member of the donor.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU SATCA Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 during the Spring semester only
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum overall combined retention of 3.00; minimum overall combined retention major GPA of 3.50; declared OU Aviation Air Traffic Management major, or ATC Minor who has completed AVIA 1013 and is currently enrolled in a course that is part of the AT-CTI Core Curriculum; this scholarship is being awarded on behalf of OU SATCA, so membership in OU SATCA is considered a plus.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Tom Clark Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time OU Aviation major. Minimum of 2.50 GPA. Leadership activities and need will factor in the selection.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Van Horn Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500 Tuition Waiver
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Aviation Flying major for one year at the University of Oklahoma and enrolled in a credit flight course at the time of application. Minimum of 2.80 GPA. Display leadership and initiative as evidenced by extracurricular activities, awards, honors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Winifred Adams Holland Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Declared Aviation major for one year at the University of Oklahoma. Minimum 2.80 GPA and a 3.0 major GPA. Display leadership and initiative as evidenced by extracurricular activities, awards, honors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL STUDIES

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Missy Mitchell
1610 Asp Avenue
Ste. 108
Norman, OK 73072-6400
(405) 325-1061 or 1-(800) 522-4389
mjmitchell@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/cls/

BLS/Administrative Leadership Concentration Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-4 annually
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Completion of at least 12 hours of graded BLS/ALC courses and currently enrolled fulltime in the BLS/ALC program. Applicants must have a 2.5 cumulative grade point average and must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation. Applicants should also demonstrate strong academic, leadership, and citizenship qualities.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

BA Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4 per year
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must meet all criteria to be eligible for consideration. Students must have completed at least 12 Liberal Studies (LSTD) hours in the undergraduate program. Students must have a minimum 3.0 GPA in LSTD hours and be enrolled in the awarding semester.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

BA Start Up Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10 per year
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must meet all criteria to be eligible for consideration. Must be in their first semester in CLS undergraduate program; enrolled during awarding semester; must have a minimum 2.75 GPA; demonstrated financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate students in their first semester of the College of Liberal Studies

MA Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3 per year
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need

ELIGIBILITY: Students must meet all criteria to be eligible for consideration. Students must have completed at least 12 Liberal Studies LSTD hours in the graduate program. Students must have a minimum 3.25 GPA in LSTD hours and be enrolled in awarding semester.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

MA Start Up Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4 per year
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must meet all criteria to be eligible for consideration. Must be in the first semester in the CLS graduate program; enrolled during awarding semester; must have a minimum 3.25 GPA; demonstrated financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate students in their first semester of the College of Liberal Studies.

Osher Reentry Scholarship Program Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: For students with a minimum 2.0 cumulative GPA in previous coursework; a cumulative gap of at least 5 years out of school from the time a student began undergraduate students until present; full-time or part-time enrollment. At least 50% of the awarding semester’s enrollment or at least 50% of the sum of previous OU enrollment, including the awarding semester, is in on-site or hybrid coursework. Demonstration of academic promise and commitment to obtaining an undergraduate degree; demonstrated financial need. Student is expected to participate in the workforce following graduation.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The Olga Thresa Brioli Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4 per year
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Degree-seeking, single mothers. Undergraduates must have a 3.0 GPA or higher in at least 12 Liberal Studies (LSTD) hours. Graduates must have a 3.25 or higher in at least 6 Liberal Studies hours. Students are eligible for only one Olga Thresa Brioli Scholarship.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Undergraduate FBINAA Achievement Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 (1 each fall and spring semester)
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate of the FBI National Academic Academy; must be currently working in a criminal justice field; must have completed at least 12 Liberal Studies (LSTD) hours in undergraduate program; must have a minimum 3.25 GPA in LSTD hours; enrolled in awarding semester.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
UNIVERSITY WIDE SCHOLARSHIPS
UNIVERSITY WIDE SCHOLARSHIPS

Academic Achievement Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Resident: $1,000 partial tuition waiver per year over four years; Non-Resident: $5,000 partial tuition waiver per year over four years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants with a 26-27 ACT or 1170-1240 SAT and 3.50 GPA. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. However, updated test scores are accepted through April test dates. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: OU Scholars Program, David L. Boren Hall, Room 120, 1300 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2851
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Alumni Scholars Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Direct-from-high-school admits to OU. Must be full-time students, completing at least 12 hours in both their Fall and Spring semesters. Additionally, students must have earned a 3.80 or better cumulative GPA at the end of their sophomore semester to be considered for the program. Alumni Scholars are awarded scholarships donated by generous alumni and friends, ranging from $1,000 to $2,500 a year. No application is required for the Alumni Scholars Program; rather, the OU Alumni Scholars committee will review all students who meet the eligibility requirements and determine awards.
CONTACT: OU Scholarship Office at scholarships@ou.edu or http://www.ou.edu/scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Amy Taylor Sewell Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Top 10% of junior class are eligible to apply. Preference will be given to juniors elected into Alpha Chapter (OU) of Phi Beta Kappa.
CONTACT: Alpha Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship Chair. See website. http://www.ou.edu/pbk/chapter.htm#scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Award of Excellence
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $3,000 partial resident tuition waiver per year for 4 years; $8,000 partial non-resident tuition waiver per year for 4 years
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants with a 31 ACT or 1360 SAT and 3.75 un-weighted GPA or top 10% class rank. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. However, updated test scores are accepted through April test dates. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: OU Scholars Program, David L. Boren Hall, Room 120, 1300 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2851
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Curtis W. Mewbourne Nu Omega Scholarship (Phi Gamma Delta)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $450-$1600
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to members of Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity. Applicants must be full-time, currently enrolled students with a minimum GPA of 3.5. Applicants must be of good character as determined by the Selection Committee and be in good standing with the fraternity according to chapter by-laws.
CONTACT: Ken Carson, (405) 325-7017; kencarson@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduates

Distinguished Scholar Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,500 partial resident tuition waiver per year for four years; $7,000 partial non-resident tuition waiver for four years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants with a 29-30 ACT or 1290-1350 SAT and 3.75 un-weighted GPA or top 10% class rank. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. However, updated test scores are accepted through April test dates. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: OU Scholars Program, David L. Boren Hall, Room 120, 1300 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2851
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Edward Grisso Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Male; Oklahoma residents who are juniors at OU and who have made substantial academic improvement since their freshman year. No separate application necessary. Recipients will be selected by committee.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Harriet Harvey Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to current University of Oklahoma students on the basis of demonstrated high scholastic ability and standards of personal conduct. Students must be nominated by University departments, schools, colleges, or other advisory units.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
The Henderson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies between 20-30
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Top 15% of graduating class; 26 ACT or 1170 SAT preferred; 3.25 GPA; must have leadership, and community service.
CONTACT: Angie Wright, (405) 325-0850; 900 Asp Ave., Suite 370, Norman, OK 73019
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen only

James L. Nicholson Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Direct-from-high-school admits to OU. Must be full-time students, completing at least 12 hours in both their Fall and Spring semesters. Additionally, students must have earned a 3.80 or better cumulative GPA at the end of their sophomore semester to be considered for the program. Alumni Scholars are awarded scholarships donated by generous alumni and friends, ranging from $1,000 to $2,500 a year. No application is required for the Alumni Scholars Program; rather, the OU Alumni Scholars committee will review all students who meet the eligibility requirements and determine awards.
CONTACT: OU Scholarship Office, scholarships@ou.edu.
http://www.ou.edu/scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Legacy Scholars Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000 (Non-resident partial tuition waiver for freshman year. May be combined with other academic-based tuition waiver.)
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Admissible non-residents whose parent or grandparent graduated from OU and who have at least a 26 ACT or 1170 SAT. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. However, updated test scores are accepted through April test dates. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Esther Selby Saxon Awards
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduating senior elected to the Alpha Chapter (OU) of Phi Beta Kappa and planning to pursue graduate work in either the Humanities or the Social Sciences.
CONTACT: Alpha Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship Chair. See website. http://www.ou.edu/ pbk/chapter.htm#scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Seniors

Melvin B. Tolson, Jr. Achievement/Leadership Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all full-time, currently enrolled students with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 who have completed a minimum of 36 hours. Applicants must show evidence of community service/leadership engagement and must complete an essay as part of the application process.
CONTACT: Angie Wright, (405) 325-3163; arwright@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Non-Resident Merit Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $3,000 partial tuition waiver per year for four years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants with a 24-25 ACT score of 1090-1160 SAT score and a 3.5 GPA. All students who submit their application for admission by February 1 will be reviewed by the selection committee. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Union Administrative Office, 900 Asp, Room 428, Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2121; union@ou.edu; http://www.union.ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Oklahoma Memorial Union Board of Trustees Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-5
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have completed 48 hours of coursework at time of application or be a graduate student; Must be enrolled full-time, 12 credit hours of undergraduate work or 9 hours of graduate work. Maintain superior academic progress (at least a 3.0 overall GPA for undergraduates or a 3.5 overall GPA graduates). Apply through the 2014-2015 Financial Aid and General OU Scholarship Application.
CONTACT: Union Administrative Office, 900 Asp, Room 428, Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2121; union@ou.edu; http://www.union.ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Paul Shanor Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all full-time, currently enrolled students who are juniors or seniors. Applicants must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 and be able to show community involvement and volunteerism. An essay must be completed as part of the application process.
CONTACT: Teresa Schuster, (405) 325-3161
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Pay-It-Forward Loan Replacement Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled undergraduate students majoring in a Physical Science, Biological Science or Engineering (including Petroleum/Geological). Student must be on track to graduate within a total of 48 months (consecutive or non-consecutive) and has a minimum 3.5 grade point
average in technical courses (math, science, etc.). Students must have completed at least two years of study at the University of Oklahoma and have student loan debt. Award will be applied to student’s loan debt. Students will be contacted via OU email if eligible to apply.

CONTACT: OU Scholarship Office, (405) 325-4864; scholarships@ou.edu or http://www.ou.edu/scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Patrick Frensley Excellence Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to members of the OU RUF/NEKS. Applicants must be full-time students with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5 who are able to show University and community involvement, leadership, knowledge and respect of OU tradition, and a love of life. An essay must be completed as part of the application process.
CONTACT: Teresa Schuster, (405) 325-3161; teresaschuster@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Association
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Partial tuition waivers of $1,000 resident & $2,500 non-resident for one year
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Based on academic performance and demonstrated leadership, the PTK Scholarship recognizes transfer students who participated in Phi Theta Kappa at their transferring institution. Verification of Phi Theta Kappa membership is required. Student must be enrolled full-time to be considered for this award. Phi Theta Kappa is a two year award.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

President's Community Scholars
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000 partial Resident Tuition Waiver for freshman year and some cash scholarships/$20,000 partial Non-resident Tuition Waiver over four years and some cash scholarships.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Selection is highly competitive and is based on information from the admission/scholarship application about volunteer and community involvement, leadership, and achievements. All students who submit their application for admission by February 1 will be reviewed by the selection committee. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

President's Leadership Class
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Residents: $2,250 (partial tuition waiver for freshman year, plus cash stipend); Non-Residents: $20,750 (partial tuition waiver over four years, plus cash stipend)
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Selection is based on information provided in your admission/scholarship application about leadership, volunteer activities, and honors/awards. All students who submit their application for admission by February 1 will be reviewed by the selection committee. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

President’s Leadership Class - Continuing Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: 60+
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Various scholarships are available for President’s Leadership Class members upon completion of the program. Selection process for each award varies, and are based on scholastic achievement, proven leadership abilities and volunteer experience. Scholarships include the Anona Adair Scholarship, Ditmars Family Scholarship, Fae Rawdon Norris Second Century PLC Scholarship, Tripp Hall and Rudy Hymer Endowed Scholarship, the Gasaway/Kraettli PLC Adviser Scholarship, David A. Burr Scholarship, and the Jane E. Lawton Intern Scholarship.
CONTACT: PLC Advisor, Nanette Hathaway, (405) 325-2894; nshadid@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: Sophomore, Junior, and Senior PLC Student Alumni

R. Boyd Gunning Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Direct-from-high-school admits to OU. Must be full-time students, completing at least 12 hours in both their Fall and Spring semesters. Additionally, students must have earned a 3.80 or better cumulative GPA at the end of their sophomore semester to be considered for the program. Alumni Scholars are awarded scholarships donated by generous alumni and friends, ranging from $1,000 to $2,500 a year. No application is required for the Alumni Scholars Program; rather, the OU Alumni Scholars committee will review all students who meet the eligibility requirements and determine awards.
CONTACT: OU Scholarship Office, scholarships@ou.edu
Alumni Scholars Program
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Regents Scholar
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $3,000 tuition waiver per year for 4 years
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students must be awarded either the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education Academic Scholar Award or the Oklahoma Academic Scholars Institutional Nominee Award. Please see “National Merit & State Regents Scholarship Programs” in this publication for information on these scholarships.
Savio Lottinville Prize
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: To be eligible, must be elected into the Alpha Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa as a junior.
CONTACT: Alpha Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship Chair. See website. http://www.ou.edu/pbk/chapter.htm#scholarships
AVAILABLE TO: Juniors

Sooner Distinction Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000 partial resident tuition waiver for freshman year
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students with demonstrated financial need (must complete FAFSA), plus 25-27 ACT (or SAT equivalent) and 3.5 GPA.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Sylvia Lewis General Scholarship Fund Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicant must demonstrate strong academic, leadership, and citizenship qualities. Be enrolled full-time (12 hours undergraduate and 9 hours graduate). Maintain satisfactory academic progress (2.75 cumulative GPA for undergraduates and 3.0 cumulative GPA for graduates).
CONTACT: Center for Student Life, 900 Asp Ave., OMU 370, Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-3163 or 325-6873.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Transfer Academic Achievement Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Non-resident: Partial non-resident tuition waiver of $5,000 per year for 2 years; Resident: Partial non-resident tuition waiver of $2,000 per year for 2 years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have a 3.25+ Transfer GPA and must maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA annually in order for the scholarship to be renewed. Must be enrolled in 24 credit hours per year. Students must submit an application for admission by March 1 to be considered. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Transfer Leadership Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Partial tuition waiver of $1,000 resident & $2,000 non-resident for one year
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Based on academic performance and demonstrated leadership. Applicants must have completed a minimum of 24 (non-remedial) hours and have a minimum GPA of 3.0. Must be enrolled full-time. Students must submit an application for admission by March 1 to be considered. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Transfer Housing Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Housing account credit for non-resident or resident students up to $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Based on performance and demonstrated leadership and cultural/community involvement. Must be enrolled full-time and must stay in on-campus housing in order to receive this credit. On-campus housing only includes the residence halls and Traditions Square for this award. Headington Hall is not considered part of the residence halls.
CONTACT: Prospective Student Services, Jacobson Hall, Norman, OK 73019; ou-pss@ou.edu; (405) 325-2151
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Transfer Academic Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Non-resident: Partial non-resident tuition waiver of $9,000 per year for 2 years; Resident: Partial non-resident tuition waiver of $3,000 per year for 2 years.
University Scholar
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,500 partial resident tuition waiver per year for four years; $6,000 partial non-resident tuition waiver per year for four years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants with a 28 ACT or 1250 SAT and 3.50 un-weighted GPA or top 10% class rank. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. However, updated test scores are accepted through April test dates. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: OU Scholars Program, David L. Boren Hall, Room 120, 1300 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2851
http://www.ou.edu/honors/ouscholars/
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Valedictorian/Salutatorian Scholar
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,500 partial tuition waiver per year for four years.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Oklahoma residents ranked 1 or 2 in their class will be considered. Due to limited funding ACT/SAT scores will also be used to make final selections. Students must submit an application for admission by February 1 to be awarded. Scholarship begins with the academic year in the fall semester.
CONTACT: OU Scholars Program, David L. Boren Hall, Room 120, 1300 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-2851
http://www.ou.edu/honors/ouscholars/
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
GRADUATE COLLEGE GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area, please contact:
731 Elm, Robertson Hall
Room 213
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3811
http://gradweb.ou.edu/

Auditing of Classes by Senior Citizens
OU will waive the resident tuition for auditing classes for residents of Oklahoma who are 65 years of age or older. Such students may be admitted without charge to classes on a space available basis.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

The following scholarships are available only to graduate students

Graduate Assistantships
Departments and colleges employ graduate students as graduate teaching assistants or graduate research assistants. The amount of the stipend paid and the number of graduate assistantships available vary from department to department. Those interested in a graduate assistantship should contact the chair of the academic department in which they would like to be employed.

Graduate Fellowships and Grants are available at various times during the year. Students should contact the specific academic unit for further information.

Eddie Carol Smith Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate student on the Norman campus; carry at least a 3.60 grade point average in all coursework for the degree; be approaching the final year of the graduate degree; be engaged in either a doctoral dissertation, master’s thesis, or master’s capstone project; be recommended for the award by the major professor; have the endorsement and support of the department and the budget college dean. For nomination materials visit: http://gradweb.ou.edu/

Kenneth L. Hoving Graduate Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: The award includes a stipend supplement of $5,000; a 0.50 FTE Graduate Teaching or Research Assistantship; a full tuition waiver for the total number of hours required to complete the degree; a subsidy for the basic student health insurance plan. Continuation of the award is contingent upon the student making satisfactory progress toward the degree and the academic unit’s ongoing commitment to provide a 0.50 FTE.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming doctoral student in developmental psychology, history, instrumental music with preference for piano or violin, physics, or vocal music with preference for opera; must be a U.S. citizen; Must have at least a 3.50 GPA.

McNair Graduate Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: The award includes a stipend supplement of $5,000 for PhD students for four years and $2,500 for master’s students for two years; a 0.50 FTE Graduate Teaching or Research Assistantship; a full tuition waiver for the total number of hours required to complete the degree; a subsidy for the basic student health insurance plan. Continuation of the award is contingent upon the student making satisfactory progress toward the degree and the academic unit’s ongoing commitment to provide a 0.50 FTE.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Be an incoming graduate student; successfully have completed an undergraduate McNair Scholars Program; have at least a 3.50 admission grade point average.

T. H. Lee Williams International Travel Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: One each month for nine months
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an active presenter at the conference/exhibition; must be sole or first author on the paper presented at the conference; must be in good academic standing and have an OU grade point average of 3.50 or better; must have completed at least 9 graduate credit hours at OU, in the current degree; will normally be enrolled full-time during the semester he/she plans to travel.
The Graduate Alumni Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: The award includes a stipend supplement; a 0.50 FTE Graduate Teaching or Research Assistantship; a full tuition waiver for the total number of hours required to complete the degree; a subsidy for the basic student health insurance plan. Continuation of the award is contingent upon the student making satisfactory progress toward the degree and the academic unit's ongoing commitment to provide a 0.50 FTE.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming doctoral student; student must meet the criteria established by each department that has available fellowships.
DEADLINE: Contact department.

The Graduate Foundation Fellowship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: The award includes a stipend supplement; a 0.50 FTE Graduate Teaching or Research Assistantship; a full tuition waiver for the total number of hours required to complete the degree; a subsidy for the basic student health insurance plan. Continuation of the award is contingent upon the student making satisfactory progress toward the degree and the academic unit's ongoing commitment to provide a 0.50 FTE.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming doctoral student; student must meet the criteria established by each department that has available fellowships.
DEADLINE: Contact department

Qualified Graduate Assistant Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate students who have qualifying assistantships will receive a waiver of nonresident tuition and a waiver of resident tuition up to the specified number of hours. All graduate students who are appointed as either a Graduate Teaching Assistant or a Graduate Research Assistant and have a 0.50 FTE appointment which runs from the first day of class to the last day of class will receive this waiver for the semester of their appointment. Departments inform Graduate College of recipients.

Wethington Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000 stipend supplement for 4 years; a 0.50 FTE Graduate Teaching or Research Assistantship; a full tuition waiver for the total number of hours required to complete the degree; a subsidy for the basic student health insurance plan. Continuation of the award is contingent upon the student making satisfactory progress towards the degree and the academic unit's ongoing commitment to provide a 0.50 Graduate Teaching Assistantship.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Be an incoming doctoral student in business, engineering, history, mathematics, or the natural sciences; preferably reside in, or have previously resided in Alfalfa, Garfield, Grant, or Woods counties in Oklahoma; have at least a 3.50 admission grade point average.
ALUMNI CLUB SCHOLARSHIPS

The University of Oklahoma Alumni Association, through its various support clubs, has established local scholarships for students planning to attend OU. Each recipient is selected by a scholarship committee and is from a high school located in the club’s area of service. Exceptions to this would be those support clubs making a contribution to the Alumni Scholars program or the David A. Burr Scholarship Program. The scholarships vary in amount. The support clubs who sponsor these scholarships feel it is a great honor to assist the University in attracting outstanding students.

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OU Alumni Association
Oklahoma Memorial Union
900 Asp Avenue
Suite 427
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-1710

Alumni Club Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000 + $1,000 tuition waiver matched by OU for a total of $2,000.
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship available to students in our membership area (Perkins, Perry, Stillwater, and other surrounding communities in Payne and Noble counties).
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

American Indian Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: American Indians who have been accepted for enrollment or who are full-time regularly enrolled students with at least a 3.0 GPA. Must be an active member of the American Indian Community.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Black Alumni Society Houston Chapter
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Graduating high school senior that plans to attend OU. GPA 10%, unmet need 20%, community involvement 20%, essay 50%.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Black Alumni Society National Chapter
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a currently enrolled student who has a minimum GPA of 2.5 or higher and is involved in African-American organizations and leadership development programs on OU’s campus.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Black Alumni Society, Oklahoma City/Norman Chapter
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be African-American entering freshman at OU and attend a high school in the Oklahoma City metropolitan area or Norman. Scholarships awarded in conjunction with tuition waivers provided by the OU Alumni Association.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Brett Williams Outstanding American Indian Graduating Senior
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: American Indian graduating senior who will participate in the American Indian Graduation Ceremony.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Collin County Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: First-time entering freshmen; Academic achievements, school and community involvement,
leadership and financial need. Students who have graduated from accredited high schools in Frisco, McKinney and Allen ISD’s. Applicants from other Collin County School Districts may also apply if there is no other alumni group in their area.

CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**Colombian OU Alumni Association**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need/Service
ELIGIBILITY: Has to be an active member of the Colombian Student Association (COLSA) for at least one semester. These scholarships are administered by the Columbian OU Alumni Association to provide assistance to any member of the Columbian Student Association (COLSA). Must demonstrate financial need, high academic achievement and service to COLSA. Any full-time undergraduate or graduate student at OU can become a member of COLSA.

CONTACT: Columbian Student Association Advisor, Yoana Walschap, Engineering Institute of the Americas, Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy, Room 1510, Norman, OK 73019. Telephone: (405) 325-4753. Email: ywalschap@ou.edu or colsa@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: International or American Undergraduate or Graduates

**Dallas/Ft. Worth Black Alumni Society**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Two are given to entering freshmen at OU who are residents of the DFW Metroplex and two are given to currently enrolled undergraduate students at OU from the DFW metroplex.

CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming freshmen and Undergraduate

**Dave Morgan Endowed Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from Blackwell High School.
CONTACT: Blackwell High School Counselor
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**F. Browning Pipestem Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: American Indian students currently attending OU. Must be in good academic standing with their degree recommending college. Student must be an active member of the American Indian community.

CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Fern L. Holland Memorial Scholarship (OU Club of Tulsa)**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior presently attending OU Norman or Tulsa campus. Must be enrolled full-time.

CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Louise I. Brown Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Graduating seniors from Ardmore High School who plan to attend OU on a full-time basis. Leadership, character, other awards and grants may be considered.

AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**OU Capital Alumni Club Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Greater metro Washington D.C. area high school graduate.

CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**OU Club of Ada**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman from Ada High School.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
OU Club of Ardmore
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an entering freshman from the Ardmore area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Arizona
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Up to $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be entering freshman at OU and a graduate of an Arizona high school.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Austin
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from the central Texas area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of the Bay Area
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshman and JUCO transfers from the Northern California Bay area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/JUCO transfers

OU Club of Canada
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant accepted into OU.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

OU Club of Central Florida
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman or current OU student at OU from the central Florida area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Central Texas
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming Freshman from area specified by club.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Clinton
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students who are residents of Clinton, Oklahoma.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Elk City
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: See contact
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Enid
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshmen from Enid, Oklahoma.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Fort Worth
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduating high school seniors who plan on attending OU. Scholarships are one year in duration and are paid in the form of a tuition waiver. Applicants must live in Tarrant, Hood, Wise, Parker, or Johnson Counties. For applications please visit the website.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Greater Cincinnati/Dayton
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Any resident of SW Ohio who is currently a student or incoming student at OU is eligible; preference will be given to graduate of local high schools.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
OU Club of Greater Los Angeles
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an entering freshman from the Greater Los Angeles area (including, but not limited to, Los Angeles, Orange & San Bernadino, Ventura, Santa Barbara, and Kern Counties).
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Greater Oklahoma City
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be entering freshman at OU and graduating from a high school in the Greater Oklahoma City area. Applications will be available in late January or early February.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of High Plains
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshmen and undergraduates from the Texas Panhandle.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Hobart
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-8
AMOUNT: Min. $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Students with Hobart background.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Houston
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000 per yr. for 4 yrs. with matching tuition waiver for a total of $8,000.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduating high school seniors from the Houston area. Student must be in good academic standing and must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher at OU for the term of the award.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Iowa
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshman or currently enrolled student at OU from a high school in the state of Iowa.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Kansas City
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be entering freshman from the Kansas City area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Kay County
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be entering freshman at OU. Must attend a high school in Kay County.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Knoxville,Tennessee
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a graduate from a high school in East Tennessee and a student in good standing planning to attend OU.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Las Vegas
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be entering freshman from a Southern Nevada high school (Clark County).
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Love County
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate or graduate students who are residents of Love County. Applications may be obtained from high school counselors or Don and Barbara Sessions.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate
OU Club of McAlester/Puterbaugh Foundation  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from Pittsburg County. Applications may be obtained from high school counselors.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of McCurtain County (Idabel)  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from McCurtain County area. Applications may be obtained from high school counselors.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Muskogee  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering Freshman at OU from Muskogee County.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of New Mexico  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an Incoming freshman, current undergraduate, graduate or transfer student at OU. Must be a resident of New Mexico or have graduated from a high school in New Mexico.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

OU Club of New Orleans  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $2,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming Freshmen from Southeastern Louisiana.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of New York  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at the University of Oklahoma from the Greater New York, New Jersey and Connecticut areas.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Norman  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering Freshmen from Norman High Schools.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of North Dallas  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman from Coppell, Flower Mound or Lewisville.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Okmulgee County  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from the Okmulgee County area. Applications are available from high school counselors and the representative listed below.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Permian Basin  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must have graduated from high school in the Permian Basin region of West Texas.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

OU Club of Purcell  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be incoming freshman or currently enrolled student at OU from Purcell or have graduated from Purcell High School.  
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
OU Club of S.W. Missouri
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an incoming freshman or current undergraduate student at OU in good standing; Must be a resident of S.W. Missouri or have graduated from high school in the S.W. Missouri area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Stillwater
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshman from area specified by Alumni Club.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of San Antonio
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman from the San Antonio area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of San Diego
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Current undergraduate OU students at the University of Oklahoma from the Greater San Diego County area.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Shawnee
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Entering freshman at OU from Shawnee High School. Applications are available from high school counselors.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of St. Louis
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Recipients will be determined on the basis of academic achievement, honors, and activities that contribute to the well-being of the school and/or community. Must demonstrate financial need and complete a needs statement.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Tulsa
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $2,000-$3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an entering freshman at OU and have attended a high school in Northeastern Oklahoma, excluding cities in the area with an active alumni club.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

OU Club of Tulsa: Wayman Tisdale Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full time, junior or senior in the School of Music, majoring in guitar or double bass with a preference for Jazz. Student must have at least a 3.0 and must demonstrate financial need.
CONTACT: OU School of Music
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Tulsa
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students presently attending OU Tulsa and planning to enroll in at least 9 credit hours each semester.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Tulsa
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students presently attending OU Tulsa and planning to enroll in at least 9 credit hours each semester.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Tulsa
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students presently attending OU Tulsa and planning to enroll in at least 9 credit hours each semester.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Tulsa
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students presently attending OU Tulsa and planning to enroll in at least 9 credit hours each semester.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

OU Club of Washington County
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming Freshman enrolled at OU. Must
have graduated from one of the following high schools. Bartlesville, Dewey, Copan, Caney Valley, Nowata, Pawhuska.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**OU Club of Wichita**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Entering Freshman or transfer students in their first semester.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

**OU Club of Wisconsin**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Resident of the state of Wisconsin officially enrolled at OU.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

**Robert and Jerry Simmer Scholarship (OU Club of Houston)**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000 + $1,000 tuition waiver matched by OU for a total of $2,000.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming freshmen from Houston only. Student must maintain a 3.0 GPA each semester as a full-time student.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS

For the following scholarships please contact:

Athletics Department
Prentice Gautt Academic Center
180 W. Brooks, Rm. 2634,
Norman, OK, 73019
(405) 325-8265

---

OU Post Eligibility Scholarship Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Any former OU student-athletes who have exhausted their intercollegiate athletic eligibility and wish to continue their education. Community service is required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

*Additional scholarships are awarded through the NCAA and Big 12 Conference. Nominations and the application process are coordinated through the Academic Center Office.
DIVERSITY ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
For the following scholarships please contact:

Diversity Enrichment Programs
Paola Lopez, Director
550 Parrington Oval
Norman, OK, 73019
(405) 325-3742

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

The University of Oklahoma is committed to promoting diversity throughout the campus community. Incoming freshmen do not need to submit any additional applications or materials to be considered for applicable awards.

Alma Linda Moore Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Open to all incoming high school graduating seniors. The award is renewable up to four years, provided at least a 2.5 overall GPA on a 4.0 scale is maintained. Preference will be given to Latino students. No scholarship may be awarded to or for the direct benefit of the donors or any member of the immediate family of the donors.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

DEP Recruitment Intern Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,500
Type: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time undergraduate students who have maintained at least a 3.0 GPA. Demonstrated leadership abilities and involvement in student and professional organizations. This scholarship involves assisting the University in its efforts to recruit a culturally diverse student body.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

The Henderson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 20
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Top 15% of graduating class; 26 ACT or 1170 SAT preferred; 3.25 GPA; must have community service; letter of recommendation.

CONTACT: The Henderson Scholar Program, 1524 Asp Ave., Couch Tower, Room E-130, Norman, OK 73019, (405) 325-0850
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Lagniappe Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1, renewable for up to four years
AMOUNT: $7,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Available to incoming freshmen who have previously been identified as a recipient of the Sooner Traditions Scholars Award. Must maintain at least a 2.25 GPA on a 4.0 scale each semester. If the student withdraws from the University of Oklahoma for any academic reason they will be unable to reapply for the scholarship. Students must complete at least 12 hours of undergraduate courses each semester. Students may apply by filling out the application for admission. No other application is required.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Lee Evans Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000 cash award
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Open to all incoming high school graduating seniors. Applicants must be in top 25% of graduating class and have at least a 3.2 GPA, and must declare JMC as a major. The award is renewable up to four years, provided that 3.0 GPA and other criteria is maintained. The winner will be required to mentor subsequent Lee Evans Memorial Scholarship winners.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

National Award Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Incoming high school seniors who have been named National Merit Commended, National Achievement Semifinalist or National Hispanic Scholar. Scholarship awarded competitively on the basis of grade point average, class rank and ACT/SAT scores. Renewable up to four years.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first-year minority students who demonstrate academic achievement

Alice Allen Everett American Indian Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be incoming freshmen, currently graduating from an Oklahoma high school. Applicants must also be on the role of a recognized Native American tribe and must provide a copy of their CDIB card. In addition, applicants must also have a designated course of study in Arts and Sciences and must show promise of scholarly excellence reflected in grade point average and standardized test scores, such as the ACT. A copy of the CDIB card should be sent directly to the college office.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

American Indian Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: American Indians who have been accepted for enrollment or who are full-time, regularly enrolled students with at least a 3.0 GPA. Must be an active member of the American Indian Community.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

AT&T Native American Scholars
NUMBER GIVEN: 10
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Native American freshmen majoring in technical fields including Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, and Science. Eligible students must complete the University of Oklahoma American Indian verification process. American Indian Students completing application for admissions will be reviewed and selected by the committee. American Indian Verification is required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bess Zeldich Ungerman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to the outstanding third-year minority female student.

Black Alumni Society, Oklahoma City/Norman Chapter
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be African American entering freshman at OU and attend a high school in the Oklahoma City metropolitan area or Norman. Scholarships awarded in conjunction with tuition waivers provided by the OU Alumni Association.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Brett Williams Outstanding American Indian Graduating Senior
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: American Indian graduating senior who will participate in the American Indian Graduation Ceremony.
CONTACT: OU Alumni Association, (405) 325-1710
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Buford Green Memorial Scholarship in Music Education
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Music Education majors in voice or instrumental; 2.0+ GPA; junior or senior; African American, Native American, Hispanic students.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Carol Brice Carey Acknowledgement of Excellence Assistance Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: African American students with financial need and a 2.0+ GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate
Charles Gregory Forgan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students at the University of Oklahoma of Native American heritage. Students should complete a FAFSA and provide documentation of tribal affiliation to the OU Office of Admissions. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Conoco Phillips
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Mechanical Engineering major with a 3.00 GPA. Special consideration given to female or minority candidates.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

ConocoPhillips Occupational and Environmental Health Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the College of Public Health Department of Occupational and Environmental Health. Must have satisfactorily completed nine hours in the College of Public Health; and have a minimum GPA of 3.5. Consideration may be given to students from an underrepresented group.

Crowe and Dunlevy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to first-year minority students who have exhibited significant academic promise. Scholarship is recurring second and third year.

Doc Tate Nevaquaya Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Native American Fine Arts majors.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Edmund H. Gleason Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Must have an overall GPA of 3.0. Preference will be given to members of an underrepresented group, such as American Indian, Alaskan Native, African American, etc. Other plus factors include obstacles the applicant has overcome, socioeconomic background, membership among a group with significant health disparities, and unique attributes an applicant may possess.

Emery Taylor Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from Muskogee or Eufaula High Schools in Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to African American students, or any individual who comes from a disadvantaged background. Recipient will receive a four-year scholarship if continued criteria is met.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Everett L. Drumright
NUMBER GIVEN: Up to 3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate U.S. born Chinese American, enrolled full-time at OU Norman campus with a minimum 3.0 GPA and with community or leadership involvement. The recipients will be honored at the Asian American Awards Banquet.
CONTACT: Jennifer Quan, Student Life, OMU 370, Norman, OK 73019; (405) 325-3163
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Gerry Lopez Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate majoring in Industrial Engineering, regularly enrolled, full-time in IE curriculum each semester, completed 30 semester hours and of Hispanic descent. Must maintain a minimum 2.75 GPA.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

J. Roy Thompson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to a first-year Law student who demonstrates high academic achievement through GPA and LSAT score; the recipient must also be of
Financial Aid Scholarship application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Man K. Ho Minority Student Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: In memory of Dr. Man K. Ho, longtime member of the Social Work faculty at the University of Oklahoma, this scholarship will be awarded to a minority student seeking a degree in Social Work. The student must demonstrate their ability to succeed academically.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Mary Clarke Miley Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-4
AMOUNT: $500 - $1,000 (payable by semester)
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Art, Dance, Drama or Music majors; African or Native American.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate/Graduate

Mary, Nell and Louise Perkinson Endowed Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-6
AMOUNT: Min. $1,200
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be full-time, regularly enrolled Native American undergraduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences. In addition, applicants must have a 2.75 GPA or above and show financial need. Applicants must be on a roll of a recognized Native American tribe. Applicants must also demonstrate academic excellence, leadership ability, and potential for significant contribution to the American Indian community. Current recipients may reapply.
DEADLINE: January 30, 2015
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jennifer Hayes Industrial Engineering Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate students majoring in Industrial Engineering, regularly enrolled, full-time in IE curriculum each semester, preference to African American, Hispanic, Native American or Asian female. Must maintain a 3.25 GPA or better.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Joseph F. Rarick American Indian Law Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College. Preference will be shown for students of Native American descent and expressing an interest in the field of photo-journalism. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress.

Laura Hamilton Billingsley Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Master’s candidate in Gaylord College. Must have 3.0 GPA. Preference given to students of Native American descent.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Lottie Conlan Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: OU students of Native American heritage who are sophomore-level or above. Students should complete a FAFSA and provide documentation of tribal affiliation to the OU Office of Admissions. Students must complete the Financial Aid Scholarship Application and FAFSA to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Lt. William J. Scott Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 150-200
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Unmarried Native American males attending the University of Oklahoma with demonstrated financial need, preference to applicants of Osage descent. Students should complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and the Financial Aid Scholarship application to apply.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Michael Tod Lilburn Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the Gaylord College. Preference will be shown for students of Native American descent and expressing an interest in the field of photo-journalism. Any eligible deserving undergraduate or graduate student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress.
toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 2.5 GPA or higher and have no outstanding disciplinary issues with the University.

AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

OU National Black Alumni Society Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500 cash award
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Student must be an African American undergraduate who is a junior (completed at least 60 hours), currently enrolled at OU, cumulative GPA 3.0 with University community involvement.
CONTACT: N.G. Williams, Student Affairs OMU 266,
GREEK SCHOLARSHIPS

For the following scholarships please contact:

Fraternity and Sorority Student Life
900 Asp Avenue
Norman, OK, 73019
(405) 325-4024

Anita Underwood Rousek Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a sophomore member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority in good academic standing. Selection based upon grade point average, campus involvement and community service.
CONTACT: Intellectual Development Advisor, Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

IFC Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4-7
AMOUNT: $200-$500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Based on contributions to student individual fraternity chapter, participation in IFC, campus activities and grades.
CONTACT: IFC President, Room 351 OMU, (405) 325-6350
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Kappa Kappa Gamma Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an active, initiated member of Kappa Kappa Gamma and a full-time student at the University of Oklahoma. Students must have financial need demonstrated through a completed FAFSA and a 3.0 cumulative GPA. To apply, students must submit the 2012-2013 OU Common Scholarship Application and have a completed 2012-2013 FAFSA on file.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Lisa Wieder Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: At least $500
TYPE: Merit/Need

Panhellenic Scholar Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Selected on the basis of outstanding academic achievement and Greek involvement. A minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA is required to apply and the applicant must be a member in good standing of an OU Panhellenic Association Member Organization.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Panhellenic Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Selected on the basis of Greek, campus and community involvement. The applicant must be a member in good standing of an OU Panhellenic Association Member Organization and have a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

For additional information about individual and/or national sorority/fraternity scholarships, contact the scholarship chairperson in each chapter.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

For the following scholarships please contact:

International Student Services
600 Parrington Oval
B.C. Wallace Old Science Hall
Room 220
Norman, OK, 73019
(405) 325-3337
iss@ou.edu
http://www.ou.edu/content/iss/home/.html

Cleo Cross International Student Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 10+
AMOUNT: $750-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must have attended OU all of previous year as a full-time student. Must be enrolled as a full-time student in the current year. Student may apply a second year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Colombian OU Alumni Association
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need/Service
ELIGIBILITY: Has to be an active member of the Colombian Student Association (COLSA) for at least one semester. These scholarships are administered by the Columbian OU Alumni Association to provide assistance to any member of the Columbian Student Association (COLSA). Must demonstrate financial need, high academic achievement and service to COLSA. Any full-time undergraduate or graduate student at OU can become a member of COLSA.
CONTACT: Yoana Walschap, Engineering Institute of the Americas, Mewbourne College of Earth and Energy, Room 1510, Norman, OK 73019. Telephone: (405) 325-4753. Email: ywalschap@ou.edu or colsa@ou.edu
AVAILABLE TO: International or American Undergraduate or Graduates

IAC Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship is administered by the International Advisory Committee to provide emergency tuition assistance to International students who have experienced unexpected financial resources. Scholarship is awarded only once to a qualified individual during his/her academic career at the University of Oklahoma. Applicants must complete the application and meet the following criteria: have a documented financial need arising as a result of unforeseen circumstances with inadequate financial resources remaining; must graduate within three semesters.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

International Leadership Class
NUMBER GIVEN: 30
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Maintain full-time International student status at Norman campus (12 hours undergraduate, 9 hours graduate); undergraduate students must maintain a 2.5 GPA or higher and graduate students must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher per semester. Must attend ILC meetings on every other Friday at 3:00 p.m. and participate in special projects as assigned through the Student Life office.
CONTACT: http://www.studentlife.ou.edu; (405) 325-3163
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Paul and Rose Sharp Outstanding International Student of the Year Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $750
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding service to the University community and academic achievement.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sue Williams Service Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must demonstrate service to the community and more specifically to international student concerns.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Yoshi and Koko Sasaki Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Japanese student currently enrolled full-time at OU. Must have an overall GPA of 3.5 or above. Must be enrolled as a full-time student for all of the current academic year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
NATIONAL MERIT AND STATE REGENTS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

National Scholars Programs
550 Parrington Oval
Room 104
Norman, OK 73019-3034
(405) 325-1290
http://www.nationalmerit.ou.edu

High school seniors qualify for the National Merit competition based on the PSAT score from their junior year in high school. Students who score in the top one half of one percent on the PSAT are notified directly of their Semifinalist standing by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation early in their senior year.

National Merit College-Sponsored Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,250 per year for four years
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: National Merit Finalists who designate OU as their college of first choice with the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
DEADLINE: Established by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

National Merit Scholar Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Waives non-resident portion of tuition
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All non-resident National Merit Finalists who designate OU as their college choice with the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
DEADLINE: Established by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. Eligible students also receive a laptop computer allowance and a travel study stipend.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

National Merit Scholar Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Waives resident tuition
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Oklahoma resident National Merit Finalists who designate OU as their college choice with the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. Eligible students also receive a laptop computer allowance and a travel-study stipend.
DEADLINE: Established by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Oklahoma Academic Scholars Program (Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,750/semester for 8 semesters
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All Oklahoma residents with ACT/SAT scores in the top one half of one percent from single national test date (qualifying score established each year by State Regents); or Oklahoma residents and non-residents who are named National Merit Finalists, National Merit Scholars, or Presidential Scholars.
Eligible students also receive Regents Scholar tuition waiver. Complete general freshman scholarship application for consideration.
DEADLINE: Set by State Regents.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Oklahoma Academic Scholars Program Institutional Nominee Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Set by State Regents annually
AMOUNT: Set by State Regents annually
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Minimum ACT/SAT scores and/or GPA and rank in class as set annually by State Regents.
Recipients also receive the Regents Scholar tuition waiver.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
RECRUITMENT SERVICES

To be considered for all Recruitment Services scholarships, students must submit their application for admission by February 1 (Unless otherwise specified in the scholarship description). No separate application is required.

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OU Recruitment Services
550 Parrington Oval
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2151
http://www.ou.edu/go2/home.html

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Number Given</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Available To:</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>405 Legacy Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provides scholarship opportunities to graduating high school seniors from Oklahoma City who are interested in pursuing degrees programs in science, technology, engineering or mathematics. Applicants must meet eligibility criteria and have a minimum GPA of 3.0; must have a demonstrated leadership commitment through participation in community development activities, extracurricular activities, or other activities that reflect leadership abilities.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td>OU Recruitment Services for more information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan V. Cecil Family Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Bristow High School in Bristow, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to students choosing a major in the Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Linda Moore Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provides scholarships to graduating seniors who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to Latino students. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td>High school counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M. &amp; Frances Carmer Enrichment - Hennessey</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Hennessey High School in Hennessey, Oklahoma. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur M. &amp; Frances Carmer Enrichment Fund - Kingfisher County</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Kingfisher County in Oklahoma.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Woodward Lips Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2,200</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provide scholarships to graduating seniors of Duncan High School in Duncan, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on leadership, character, and participation in community activities. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td>Duncan High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward E. and Helen Turner Bartlett Foundation Scholarship</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Sapulpa High School in Sapulpa, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td>OU Recruitment Services for more information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl and Barbara Hildebrand Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Merit/Need</td>
<td>Provide scholarships to graduating seniors of Western Heights High School in Oklahoma City who will attend OU. Students will be considered with at least a 3.5 GPA or top 15% of the graduating class and a minimum 24 ACT. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.</td>
<td>Incoming Freshmen</td>
<td>High school counselor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cecil Oakley Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $1,500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from the Oklahoma Bartlesville Area (Washington or Osage County) or the Cherokee Area (Alfalfa or Woods County) who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to students who have participated in high school athletics, specifically track or football. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Charles E. Engleman Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Clinton High School in Clinton, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, leadership and character with special consideration to students with Journalistic promise. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Scholars  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $5,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: The purpose of the ConocoPhillips SPIRIT Scholars program is to enroll and retain quality students at the University of Oklahoma who have a career interest in areas supportive of ConocoPhillips. These energy industry majors generally consist of programs within Engineering, Business, and Geology & Geophysics. The program is designed to provide scholarships, mentors, enrichment activities, site visits, and assist students throughout their educational career at the University. The award length is dependent upon anticipated graduation date.  
CONTACT: ConocoPhillips Website  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate  

Dave Morgan Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $2,500  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Blackwell High School in Blackwell, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, leadership, and character. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Dr. and Mrs. R.L. Duncan Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2  
AMOUNT: $2,500 per academic year continued for a total of eight semesters.  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Prague High School in Prague, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of academic achievement, leadership ability and good citizenship. Students cannot be receiving other academic scholarships. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Dr. Charles E. Grady, Jr. Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Southeast High School in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of academic achievement, leadership, and character with preference given to students who plan on pursuing a degree in education. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Emery Taylor Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Need/Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from Muskogee or Eufaula High Schools in Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to African-American students, or any individual who comes from a disadvantaged background. Recipient will receive a four-year scholarship if continued criteria is met.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Erl E. Deacon Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $3,000  
TYPE: Need/Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors who plan on attending OU full-time. Preference will be given to male graduates of Cushing High School in Cushing, Oklahoma. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.  
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen  

Euna Rae Wilson & Anthony Cuthbert Balch Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $4,000 freshman year; continued at $1,000
Gene Nelson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Duncan High School in Duncan, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Harry H. and Betty L. Diamond Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Hughes County, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to students from Holdenville High School. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Hedwig Schaefer Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500 per academic year for a total of eight semesters.
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Mountain View-Gotebo High School in Mountain View, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, leadership, and character. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Horizon Foundation Scholars Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be awarded, student must be an incoming freshman, direct from high school. Must show demonstrated need through a completed FAFSA and show academic promise. Top preference to be given to American Indian students, with additional preference to those who are members of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation. If awarded, scholarship may be renewed for three additional years, if student meets continuing criteria.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Ike Thomas & Emma Lee Tarver Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Muskogee High School in Muskogee, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Jerry Sheets Scholars Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: To be awarded, student must be an incoming freshman, direct from high school. Applicant cannot be the recipient of any other four-year continuing awards and must have demonstrated financial need through a completed FAFSA. Applicants must have at least a 3.5 unweighted high school GPA and at least a 26 ACT or 1190 SAT score. Student receives $5,000 a year for freshman year, along with additional cash stipend for technology purchase. Student also receives a one-time $1,000 education abroad stipend. Scholarship may be renewed for three additional years, if student meets continuing criteria.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

John Edward Witte Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Chickasha High School in Chickasha, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, leadership, and character. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Kenneth Robert Woodward, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Duncan High School in Duncan, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. The scholarship is renewable for up to four years; students must maintain a 3.25 GPA or higher.
CONTACT: Duncan High School, Duncan, OK
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
Lagniappe Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $7,500
TYPE: Need/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from an Oklahoma High School who have received the Sooner Traditions Scholars Award and will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Les and Mary Puckett Arts and Sciences Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $6,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be high school seniors who are entering the University of Oklahoma as freshmen in the next fall semester. In addition, applicants must plan to pursue a degree in the College of Arts and Sciences as a full-time student, have a minimum high school GPA of 3.0 or above, show demonstrated financial need, and be a citizen of the United States. Preference will be given to students who attended Pauls Valley High School in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma. Students should apply for this scholarship online while applying for admission. Anyone experiencing difficulty with online application should contact the Prospective Student Services office at (800) 234-6868.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Lois H. Deacon Memorial Endowment
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Need/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors who will attend OU full-time. Preference will be given to female graduates of Cushing High School in Cushing, Oklahoma. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Loy & Marian Morris Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Canadian County in Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students must be U.S. citizens and be in good academic standing. Preference will be given to graduates of El Reno High School in El Reno, Oklahoma. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Lynn Colbert Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Duncan High School in Duncan, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
CONTACT: Duncan High School, Duncan, OK
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

M.M. & Elva L.W. Belisle Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Morris High School in Morris, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected who plan on pursuing a degree in engineering, mathematics, or science. Preference will be given to the valedictorian, salutatorian, and the top 10 seniors with the highest GPA from their sophomore year through graduation. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. Scholarships limited to tuition only.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Mark and Jacque Albert Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All graduating seniors from Elk City High School who plan to attend the University of Oklahoma on a full-time basis, have been active in their high school organizations, as well as community service in Elk City, and have a minimum 3.0 grade point average are eligible for this scholarship.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Mark Steven Patrick Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Yukon High School in Yukon, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of extra-curricular activities, who rank in the top 20% of the senior class, and who plan to pursue a degree in science, math, or fine arts. Preference will be given to students involved in religious or church-related activities, who work at least part-time as a volunteer or for pay. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Mary Elizabeth Ward Randall Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors of Pauls Valley High School in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of leadership, character and awards they have previously earned. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Nicholas and Linda Endres Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Need/Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from the Houston metropolitan area who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of leadership, character, and other accepted scholarships. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Norman Morse Foundation Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from Oklahoma City High Schools who will attend OU full-time. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Peck and Kathryn Pemberton Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000 per year  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Ringling High School in Ringling, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a freshman year award renewable contingent on sustained academic performance. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Raymond D. O'Melia Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors form Ponca City High School in Ponca City, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of character and academic background. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Renee Neuwald Memorial Scholarship Program  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from Tulsa McLain High School for Science and Technology in Tulsa, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students should have a minimum of a 3.0 un-weighted GPA. Preference will be given to students not receiving OU Scholars awards. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Richard Gregory Coffman Memorial Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $2,000  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from Moore High School in Moore, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of civic involvement and humanitarian achievements, who rank in the top 20% of the graduating class, and plan to pursue a degree in engineering, science, or mathematics. Preference will be given to students involved in religious or church-related activities, who work at least part-time as a volunteer or for pay. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Robert S. and Helen Grey Trippet Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 3  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for students from a Tulsa area high school in Tulsa, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Financial Aid Services will determine eligibility. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Robert and Rosell Isaac Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for students from El Reno High School in El Reno, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students must have a minimum 3.0 GPA upon application. Preference will be given to incoming freshmen. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Stratford B. and Eleanor M. “Bobbie” Tolson Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $1,000  
TYPE: Need/Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships for graduating seniors from an Oklahoma community of 7,500 residents or less who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year. AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Terry Due Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Duncan High School in Duncan, Oklahoma, who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Thelma & Fred Fleming Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1-2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Pauls Valley High School in Pauls Valley, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of scholastic achievement, leadership, and character. Preference will be given to students planning to pursue a degree in the College of Business. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Tipton High School Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need/Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Tipton High School in Tipton, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Viola Hatfield Smith Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Norman High School in Norman, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Students will be selected on the basis of civic involvement, humanitarian achievements, and who rank in the top 20% of the graduating class. Preference will be given to students who work at least part-time as a volunteer or for pay. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Warren Lindley Memorial Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides scholarships to graduating seniors from Hartshorne High School in Hartshorne, Oklahoma who will attend OU full-time. Recipients will receive a one-time award for their freshman year.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen
Air Force ROTC High School Scholarship Program
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition, labs and some fees, $900/year textbook allowance, tax-free monthly stipend (varies).
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: High school seniors or high school graduates who have not yet taken a full-time college course load. Must be in top 40% of class, have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or greater on a 4.0 scale and a minimum composite score of 24 on ACT or total score of 1100 on SAT. All high school scholarship winners must be U.S. citizens prior to scholarship activation. All applicants must be medically and physically qualified. All applicants must be eligible for commissioning by their 31st birthday.
DEADLINE: December 1
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshman

Air Force ROTC Non-Scholarship Stipend
NUMBER GIVEN: Unlimited
AMOUNT: $400-$500/month tax free during final two years of school after successful completion of summer Field Training
TYPE: Merit (Non competitive)
ELIGIBILITY: Student must be able to contract into the Professional Officer Course (POC) by start of final two years of college. Must be a college student with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0. All applicants must be U.S. Citizens and be medically and physically qualified. Must pass summer Field Training prior to beginning POC.
DEADLINE: Add/Drop date of Spring semester prior to final two years of school
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Air Force ROTC Tuition Waive
NUMBER GIVEN: Limited by number and Merit/Need of applicants
AMOUNT: Up to $5,000 residents/$11,000 non-residents
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Be either freshman or sophomore and willing to take AFROTC for semester, or Professional Officer Course (POC). Must be a college student with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0. All applicants must be U.S. citizens and be medically and physically qualified. Individual must be in good standing with the cadet wing.
DEADLINE: Add/Drop of each semester.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
ROTC ARMY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Department of Military Science
290 W. Brooks
Armory Room 1
Norman, OK 73019-0220
(405) 325-4909 or (405) 325-0312
http://soonerstrong.com

Army ROTC Stipend
NUMBER GIVEN: Unlimited
AMOUNT: $300-$500 per month.
TYPE: Based on enrollment in Military Science
ELIGIBILITY: 2.0 GPA. Enrolled in Military Science.
Must meet medical and administrative requirements.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Campus Based Scholarships (2-4 Year)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition & fees; $1,200 book allowance; $300-$500 monthly stipend.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Current or incoming full-time student at OU enrolled in ROTC. Minimum 2.5 GPA. Under age 32 upon graduation and meet medical and administrative requirements.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Green to Gold Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition & fees; $1,200 annual book allowance; $350-$500 monthly stipend.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Currently serving in the Active Duty Army with 2-10 years time in service. Accepted for admission to OU. 2.5 GPA (with 19 ACT for incoming freshmen). 110 GT score. Must graduate before age 32.
DEADLINE: February 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Guaranteed Reserve Forces Duty Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition & fees; $1,200 book allowance; $350-$500 monthly stipend
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Currently serving in the Army National Guard or Army Reserves. Sophomore, junior or graduate student enrolled in ROTC with a minimum 2.5 GPA. Under age 32 upon graduation and meet medical and administrative requirements.
Contact: (405) 325-4909 or (405) 325-0312
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

High School Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition & fees; $1,200 book allowance; $350-$500 monthly stipend.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: 2.5 GPA; 19 ACT. Must meet medical and administrative requirements.
DEADLINE: January 10
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen

Language Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition & fees; $1,200 book allowance; $350-$500 monthly stipend.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Current or incoming students enrolled in ROTC and pursuing a major in Arabic, Chinese Mandarin, Hausa, Indonesian, Pashto, Persian, Portuguese, Swahili, Russian, or Urdu. 2.5 GPA and 19 ACT. Under age 32 at graduation. Must meet medical and administrative requirements.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Professor of Naval Science
University of Oklahoma
290 W. Brooks, Room 12
Norman, OK 73019-0220
(405) 325-2021, 1 (800) 522-0772 ext. 2021
navalrotc@ou.edu
http://nrotc.ou.edu

American Society of Naval Engineers (National)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be in a program of study that applies to the field of Naval Engineering, such as Naval, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering, or the Physical Sciences. Must be a U.S. citizen. Must demonstrate an interest in Naval Engineering.
DEADLINE: February 15
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA) Awards
NUMBER GIVEN: 30 annually (15 juniors/15 seniors)
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates must be U.S. citizens, have good moral character, academic excellence and potential to serve as officers in the Armed Forces of the U.S. and have financial need. Students must major in Electrical Engineering, MIS, Communications, Computer Science or Aerospace Engineering.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Armed Forces Insurance Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1 annually
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: NROTC College Program juniors who demonstrate superior academic and leadership potential.
DEADLINE: April 10
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Bank of America Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 13 annually (nationally competitive)
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: NROTC seniors in the upper half of their class in academics and aptitude. Must demonstrate financial need.
DEADLINE: November 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Civilian Marksmanship Program Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: NROTC scholarship student participating in the air rifle marksmanship program. Applicants must be a U.S. citizen, be of good moral character, have a 2.5 GPA or better and demonstrate financial need.
DEADLINE: March 9
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

First Command Financial Planning Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 5 annually (nationally competitive)
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: NROTC juniors with demonstrated leadership capability, top 10% academically and top 10% in aptitude. Must demonstrate financial need.
DEADLINE: December 10
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Junior Line Officer Advanced Educational Program (Burke Program)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicable to NROTC seniors majoring in scientific or engineering disciplines and demonstrating superior academic potential and desire to attend graduate school.
DEADLINE: April 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

MIT/Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Masters In Oceanography Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 annually (nationally competitive)
AMOUNT: Tuition and books at MIT/Woods Hole
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduating NROTC senior majoring in Engineering, Mathematics, Physics or Oceanography/Meteorology with a Math/Physics minor. Applicant must possess a 3.5 GPA and minimum of 650 on each section of the GRE or a 700 on the subject exam.
DEADLINE: October 30
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps College Program 2-Year (Non-Scholarship with Stipend)
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $350-$400 tax free per month during academic year
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicable to sophomores (receive benefits junior and senior years); must have demonstrated good academic performance and leadership potential; must be physically and mentally qualified for a commission as an officer in the United States Navy or the United States Marine Corps and fully recommended by the Professor of Naval Science. Contact the Naval ROTC at the end of the first semester of sophomore year.
DEADLINE: March 15
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 2-Year
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition and fees, $375 book stipend per semester and $350-$400 tax free per month during academic year.
ELIGIBILITY: Applicable to sophomores not enrolled in the NROTC program (receive benefits junior and senior years); must complete one year of calculus by the end of the sophomore year (navy option only); must have demonstrated good academic performance and leadership potential; must be physically and mentally qualified for a commission as an officer in the United States Navy or the United States Marine Corps and fully recommended by the Professor of Naval Science. Fees covered include aviation flying fees for aviation majors.
DEADLINE: March 15
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 3.5-3.2.5-2-Year
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition and fees, $375 book stipend per semester and $300-$400 tax free per month during academic year.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicable to freshmen and sophomores who are enrolled in the NROTC program; must complete one year of calculus by end of the sophomore year (Navy option only). must have demonstrated good academic performance and leadership potential; must be physically and mentally qualified for a commission as an officer in the United States Navy or the United States Marine Corps and fully recommended by the Professor of Naval Science. Fees covered include aviation flying fees for aviation majors.
DEADLINE: End of academic semester
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 4-Year
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies (Nationally competitive)
AMOUNT: Full tuition and fees, $375 book stipend per semester and $250-$400 tax free per month during academic year.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have a good academic record and have the physical and leadership potential to be a commissioned officer in the Navy or Marine Corps; free choice of major field of study; Engineering students may receive an additional year (5th year) of funding; fees covered include aviation flying fees for aviation majors.
DEADLINE: No later than January 31 of senior year in high school or first year of undergraduate with less than 30 semester hours. Early application highly recommended due to early selection opportunities.
AVAILABLE TO: Incoming Freshmen/Undergraduate

Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Tuition for Naval Science courses
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a non-NROTC scholarship student enrolled in the NROTC program. All applicants must be U.S. Citizens and be medically and physically qualified.
DEADLINE: Add/drop each semester
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Tweeddale Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 annually
AMOUNT: Full tuition, $375 book stipend per semester and $300-$400 tax-free per month during academic year. Scholarships are for 2-3 years, depending on major and date applied.
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Preferred majors: Engineering, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, Computer Science. Student must have completed at least one, but not more than four academic terms (i.e., not more than two years) of college course work with a cumulative GPA above 3.0. The students transcript must reflect a grade of “C” or better in all courses attempted. The transcript must show that the student has completed one academic term of college level math or science and has the potential to successfully complete all of the NROTC academic requirements. Students will be
required to complete NS 1132 as soon as possible. Must be physically and mentally qualified for a commission in the United States Navy and fully recommended by the Professor of Naval Science.

DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**NROTC Nurse Corps Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Full tuition and fees, $375 book stipend per semester and $250-$400 tax free per month during the academic year.
ELIGIBILITY: Must pursue or be pursuing a BSN and be likely to matriculate or have been accepted to the OUHSC School of Nursing or another NROTC affiliated nursing program. Programs are parallel to the following programs listed elsewhere in this section with the exception that A) calculus requirements are waived, B) the Marine Corps option is not available, and C) graduates are commissioned as Navy Nurse Corps Officers rather than unrestricted line officers.
DEADLINE: None given
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**OU Navy ROTC Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $2,500-$3,500 anually
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time, regularly enrolled in the NROTC Unit of OU who are not on scholarship.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Professor Of Naval Science Leadership Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2 annually
AMOUNT: Full tuition, $375 book stipend per semester and $250-$400 tax-free per month during academic year
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicable to freshmen and sophomores who have enrolled in the NROTC program and are seeking a commission in the United States Navy. Must complete one year of calculus by end of the sophomore year; must have demonstrated good academic performance and leadership potential; must be physically and mentally qualified for a commission as an officer in the United States Navy and fully recommended by the Professor of Naval Science. Fees covered include aviation flying fees for aviation majors.
DEADLINE: End of academic semester
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Sandra Smith Talley Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides an annual award of $1,000 plus an Officer’s Sword to the Outstanding Graduating Senior Midshipman in the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps at OU.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**T.E. Brown Award**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Provides an award to the top NROTC freshman in academics, military aptitude, and physical fitness.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Verne C. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $120 annually
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: The Verne C. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship is awarded to the top NROTC sophomore in academics, military aptitude and physical fitness.
DEADLINE: None
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
SOONER PARENTS SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Sooner Parents
900 Asp Avenue
OMU 265
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-4020
http://parents.ou.edu

Sooner Parents E.B. Johnson Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time freshmen who are students of Sooner Parents members. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay.
DEADLINE: Early Spring
AVAILABLE TO: Current Freshmen

Sooner Parents Emil Kraettli Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time sophomores who are students of Sooner Parents members. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay.
DEADLINE: Early Fall
AVAILABLE TO: Sophomores

Sooner Parents George L. Cross Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: A full-time junior who is a student of Sooner Parents members. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay.
DEADLINE: Early Fall
AVAILABLE TO: Juniors

Sooner Parents John Michael Gore Memorial Essay Scholarships
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to any full-time undergraduate who is also a student of Sooner Parents members. Each semester a new essay question is announced. Applicants are evaluated on their essay response only.
DEADLINE: Spring and Fall
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sooner Parents Mary E. Heckendorn Outstanding Student Mother Award and Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all undergraduate student mothers who are currently enrolled in at least 12 hours. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay. A letter of recommendation is also required.
DEADLINE: Spring semester
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sooner Parents Outstanding Student Father Award and Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available to all undergraduate student fathers who are currently enrolled in at least 12 hours. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay. A letter of recommendation is also required.
DEADLINE: Spring
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sooner Parents William B. Bizzell Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Available only to a full-time senior who is a student of Sooner Parents members. Application required and available at http://parents.ou.edu. Completed applications will be evaluated on scholastic achievement, extracurricular activities, work experience, and essay.
DEADLINE: Early Fall
AVAILABLE TO: Seniors
STUDENT MEDIA

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Student Media
860 Van Vleet Oval
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-2521, FAX (405) 325-7517
http://www.studentmedia.ou.edu

Cecil H. Brite Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship is awarded annually based on outstanding contributions to Student Media to honor the late Cecil H. Brite, retired Director of Student Media. Applicants must have worked for Student Media for one semester prior to application and may not serve as editor or student advertising manager during the year of application. Applicants must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; must maintain at least a 3.00 GPA overall; undergraduates must be enrolled in 12 hours during the semester of application and graduate students must be enrolled in 6 hours.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Louise B. Moore Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship is awarded annually based on outstanding contributions to Student Media to honor the late Louise B. Moore, retired editorial adviser to the Oklahoma Daily. Applicants must have worked for Student Media for one semester prior to application and may not serve as editor or student advertising manager during the year of application. Applicants must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; applicants must maintain at least a 3.00 GPA overall, undergraduates must be enrolled in 12 hours during the semester of application and graduate students must be enrolled in 6 hours.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Media Leadership Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $500 tuition waiver/$500 stipend
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded to one incoming freshman, current freshman, sophomore and junior in Student Media. See website for details.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

R.A. Hall Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000/semester
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded each semester to the editor of The Oklahoma Daily. Endowed scholarship awarded from the R.A. Hall Editor's Scholarship Fund, a part of the Regent's Fund.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sooner Yearbook Editor's Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $225/semester
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded each semester to the editor of the Sooner yearbook.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Student Advertising Manager's Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000/semester
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded each semester to the Student Advertising Manager of The Oklahoma Daily.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

W. C. Vanderwerth Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Scholarship is awarded annually based on outstanding contributions to Student Publication to honor W.C. Vanderwerth, former superintendent of production and printing in Student Media. Applicants must have worked for Student Media for one semester prior to application and may not serve as editor or student advertising manager during the year of application. Applicants must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; must maintain at least a 3.00 GPA overall; undergraduates must be enrolled in 12 hours during the semester of application and graduate students must be enrolled in six hours.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
Nora V. Wells Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time University of Oklahoma student of junior classification. Must currently live in the residence halls or Traditions Square Apartments. Must have a cumulative OU GPA of 2.50 or higher. Employees of Housing and Food Services are not eligible.
DEADLINE: Mid-February
AVAILABLE TO: Juniors

Resident Advisor Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: a. Must be employed as an undergraduate resident adviser for Housing and Food Services at the time of application and have completed a minimum of one full semester and;
b. Must be a full-time, regularly enrolled student on the Norman campus;
c. Must have a minimum 3.25 overall grade point average on a 4.0 scale;
d. Is not a contributor to the Fund or an immediate family member of a contributor.
DEADLINE: March 1
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

University Housing and Food Services Service Award
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $200
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must be currently living in the OU residence halls. Must have made an outstanding contribution to the OU residence halls through leadership and involvement. Award will be given to one male and one female resident. Candidates may not be employed with the University Housing and Food Services.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

NOTE: For all general and specific scholarships that list “Director, Office of Financial Aid” as the contact person, students need to complete and submit the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). For more information please contact:

OUHSC Office of Financial Aid
PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2118
financialaid@ouhsc.edu
http://www.ouhsc.edu/sfs/

LaVerne Noyes Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be an undergraduate student who is a U.S. citizen and a direct descendant of a WWI veteran. In addition to completing the FAFSA, applicants should submit documentation of relationship to the veteran (discharge papers, birth certificates, etc.).
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Sooner Heritage Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $350-$1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: The Sooner Heritage Scholarship will be awarded to selected students from the Norman and OU Health Sciences Center campuses, as well as students enrolled in OU-Tulsa programs at the Schusterman Center. The awards will be based on a combination of financial need and academic performance. Preference will be given to students from middle-income families. Students must apply through the Sooner Heritage and Common OU Scholarship Application. All scholarships are one-time awards. Students may reapply each year.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Individual scholarships available through the Sooner Heritage Program include:

Ted Greenberg Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have demonstrated financial need due to a family member who is afflicted with a neurological disease or disorder. Applicants should submit documentation of the illness with information regarding how the illness has affected the student financially through the Financial Aid Scholarship Application.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Walter O. Mason, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2-3
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: African American, Hispanic, Native American, or Asian students who demonstrate scholastic achievement and community or volunteer activities. Undergraduates and graduate/professional students considered.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

A variety of financial assistance programs require individual applications. Many private organizations offer loans, grants and scholarships. Check with local civic groups, businesses, and churches to find out what is available in your area.
HSC GRADUATE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS

Information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Dean-Graduate College
1000 Stanton L. Young Blvd.
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2085
http://ouhsc.edu/graduate/

Graduate Assistantships
Departments and colleges employ graduate students as graduate research assistants. The amount of stipend paid and the number of graduate assistantships available vary from department to department. Those interested in a graduate assistantship should contact the Office of the Chair of the academic department in which they would like to be enrolled.

Merit Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate student in good standing recommended by the department for full or partial waiver. Nominated by department.
DEADLINE: No application

Non-Resident Tuition Waiver
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate assistant receiving a stipend of $6,000 minimum.
DEADLINE: Nominated by department.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS SCIENCES AND DISORDERS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

John W. Keys
Keys Speech and Hearing Center
1200 N. Stonewall
Oklahoma City, OK 73117
(405) 271-3360
alliedhealth-info@ouhsc.edu
http://www.ah.ouhsc.edu/csd/

AMBUCS
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior, senior or graduate standing in an accredited program by the appropriate health/therapy authority; working towards a degree in speech-language pathology; U.S. citizen; minimum 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale and must document financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

MCH Center for Leadership in Communication Disorders
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $5,000-$10,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Doctoral student in Audiology or Speech-Language Pathology. Must be interested in working with children and have documented leadership skills/potential.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Oklahoma Speech-Language Hearing Association (OSHA) Scholarship For Graduate Study In Speech Pathology or Audiology
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time and in good standing in a CAA accredited graduate program in either Speech Pathology or Audiology and in their first or second year of the program.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Scottish Rite Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate student in Communication Disorders.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Will Rogers Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Graduate student in Communication Disorders.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
Jane and H.B. Onley Scholarship in the Department of Nutritional Sciences Fund
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be full-time, regularly enrolled students in the department. Must have a minimum 3.0 grade point average on a 4.0 scale; must have demonstrated financial need; is not a contributor to the fund or an immediate family member of a contributor. Nutritional Sciences students only.
DEADLINE: Application will be mailed in Spring Semester for Nutritional Sciences students
AVAILABLE TO: Junior year at OUHSC

Marinell Friday Guild Clinical Dietetics Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior students who are enrolled in the Coordinated Program in the Department of Nutrition Sciences, College of Allied Health. The student must be responsible for all or the major portion of their financial support and demonstrate financial need to fulfill the Practicum requirements in Food and Nutrition Services Management. The student must be in good standing and have satisfactorily completed all previous assignments in the Coordinated Program. The student must have obtained satisfactory evaluations by clinical supervisors in the clinical setting.
DEADLINE: Application will be mailed in the Spring Semester to Junior Nutritional Sciences students
AVAILABLE TO: Junior year at OUHSC

Nutritional Sciences Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate, Master of Arts, Master of Science, Dietetic Internship and Ph.D. Students in the Department of Nutritional Sciences are eligible for this award. The number of scholarships and the amount of each scholarship to be awarded each year is dependent on the level of contribution to the scholarship program. Individuals are selected who demonstrate excellence and enhance the reputation of the Department and Profession by their scholarship, leadership, and service.
DEADLINE: Application will be mailed in Spring Semester to Nutritional Sciences students
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate, Master of Arts, Master of Science, Dietetic Internship and Ph.D.

Shirley Enders Smith Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Leadership and scholarship; must be a student in the Department of Nutritional Sciences.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate
DEPARTMENT OF
REHABILITATION SCIENCES
1200 N. Stonewall
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
(405) 271-2131
http://www.ah.ouhsc.edu/rehab/

PROGRAM OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2131
http://www.ah.ouhsc.edu/rehab/ot.asp

AMBUCS
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500-$1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Junior or senior standing in an accredited program by the appropriate health/therapy authority; working towards a degree in physical or occupational therapy; U.S. citizen; minimum grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale; must document financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Bruce Hawkins Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student; must maintain a 3.0 GPA or higher; the recipient should exhibit a keen understanding of spinal dysfunction, obtaining at least a B average in the course. The scholarship is to be awarded following the spinal dysfunction course before beginning of the following year.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Jill Pitman Jones Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $400
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Senior standing at the OU Department of Physical Therapy.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2131
http://www.ah.ouhsc.edu/rehab/academic_programs.asp

Alice Sowers Physical Therapy Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 4
AMOUNT: $300-$500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Senior standing at the OU Department of Physical Therapy. Awarded on basis of academic excellence (GPA of 3.5 or better required).
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

1200 N. Stonewall
Room 3021
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126
(405) 271-6477
http://www.ah.ouhsc.edu/mirs/

Doris L. Hayes Sonography Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Enrolled full time sonography student within the department, with a minimum GPA of 2.8. The student must be a US citizen and have demonstrated/documented financial need.
CONTACT: Sonography Program Director
DEADLINE: July
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

E+ Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Currently-enrolled nuclear medicine or radiation therapy student.
CONTACT: Nuclear Medicine Technology Program Director
DEADLINE: March
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jerry Jeskey Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time regularly enrolled students in the College of Allied Health Radiography Program in need of supplemental financial assistance. Must be making satisfactory progress towards graduation.
CONTACT: Radiography Program Director
DEADLINE: March
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Normah and John Miller Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Enrolled full time radiography student beginning their senior fall semester within the department. Students must be in good standing and making satisfactory progress towards graduation.
DEADLINE: September 30
CONTACT: Radiography Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

SDMS Annual Conference Grants
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Current SDMS member in good standing and conference attendance. For full application, go to www.sdmsfoundation.org
DEADLINE: May 1 - June 30

CONTACT: Sonography Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

SDMS Foundation Certification Examination Grant
NUMBER GIVEN: One grant per year per applicant
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Current SDMS member in good standing; Proof of acceptance by ARDMS or CCI to take Sonography Examination. For full application, go to www.sdmsfoundation.org
DEADLINE: January 1-July 30; July 1-December 31
CONTACT: Sonography Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

SDMS Foundation Sonography Student Scholarship Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Current SDMS member in good standing;
accepted or enrolled in a CAAHEP accredited sonography program. For full application, go to www.sdmsfoundation.org.
DEADLINE: December 31 and June 30
CONTACT: Sonography Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Sister Beatrice Merrigan Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: OSRT member who has completed at least one semester of an accredited Oklahoma Radiography Program.
DEADLINE: February 15
CONTACT: Radiography Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

SN MMI-TS PDEF Mickey Williams Minority Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Enrolled nuclear medicine minority student with US residency status. For full application, go to www.snmmi.org.
CONTACT: Nuclear Medicine Technology Program Director
DEADLINE: December 31
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

SNMMI-TS Paul Cole Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be accepted to a baccalaureate Nuclear Medicine program; have a 2.5 GPA or better and have financial need. For full application, go to www.snmmi.org
DEADLINE: December 31
CONTACT: Nuclear Medicine Technology Program Director
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OUHSC College of Dentistry
PO Box 26901, Room 512
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-3530
http://dentistry.ouhsc.edu/

**Alexander & Strunk Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Third- or fourth-year dental student; resident of Oklahoma.
DEADLINE: October 1

**Alliance to the Oklahoma Dental Association Scholarships**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Married fourth-year student with financial need. Must be an Oklahoma resident enrolled full-time with a minimum GPA of 3.0.

**Baker Fund Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Dental and Dental Hygiene students may apply.

**C.O.D. Fund**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only

**Carol Shadid Fund Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only

**Class of 1976 Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Senior dental student who has shown good clinical and patient skills. Must be a first-generation dentist enrolled full-time with at least a 3.0 GPA and have financial need.

**Delta Dental of Oklahoma Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Second-, third- and fourth-year dental students; resident of Oklahoma; intend to practice in Oklahoma.

**Eli T. Jarjoura, D.D.S., and Julie A. Speights, D.D.S. Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are residents of Oklahoma and are full-time, regularly enrolled students in the College of Dentistry are eligible for this scholarship. Any eligible deserving dental student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Students must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA or higher.

**Farris Shanbour Fund Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only.

**J. Dean Robertson Society Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 8
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: First-year entering students enrolled full-time and may be asked to serve as tutors or lead study groups. Must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.0.

**Jerome B. Miller Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Third- or fourth-year student needing financial assistance who is a resident of Oklahoma. Must be enrolled full-time in good standing with at least a 3.0 GPA. Preference is given to students expressing and demonstrating an interest in Pediatric Dentistry.

**Karen Robinette Memorial Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a resident of Oklahoma enrolled full-time, have at least a 3.0 GPA, and have financial need.
Mary Macklanburg Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must have been a resident of Oklahoma for at least one year.

Ocean Dental Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Third-year student with prior experience as a dental assistant or dental hygienist who needs financial assistance. Must be an Oklahoma resident enrolled full-time with a minimum GPA of 3.0.

Oklahoma Dental Group Practice Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Third- or fourth-year dental student; resident of Oklahoma.

Raleigh Holt, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Senior dental student enrolled full-time in good standing with at least a 3.0 GPA. Student is selected from the junior class in the spring semester. Scholarship will be awarded to the student at the beginning of the senior year.

Ronald and Barbara Winder Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,250
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Resident of Oklahoma. Must be of high moral character, participate in charitable or non-profit organizations, and maintain a minimum GPA of 3.0.

Stratton Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only.

William J. Blum, D.D.S., Missions Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: All individuals who are residents of Oklahoma and are full-time, regularly enrolled students in the College of Dentistry are eligible for this scholarship. Any eligible dental student is qualified for either an initial award or a subsequent award if the student is making satisfactory progress toward graduation and needs supplemental financial assistance. Preference is given to students who have demonstrated commitment to performing community service or participating in mission trips. Students must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA or higher.

William E. Brown Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only.

Woodrow Cohlmia Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Nomination only.
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OUHSC College of Medicine
PO Box 26901, BMS 357
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2265
http://www.oumedicine.com/

College of Medicine General Application
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: A scholarship committee meets annually to determine recipients and amounts. Awards are based on merit, leadership, and/or need.

Wisdom Family Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Eligible applicants must meet one of the following criteria: students who are current legal residents of, OR who graduated from a High School located in one of the following Oklahoma counties: Alfalfa, Blaine, Garfield, Major, or Woods
DEPARTMENT OF CELL BIOLOGY
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
(405) 271-2377
Department of Cell Biology Website

Graduate Assistantship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $18,000 for 12 months/.5 FTE
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Enrolled as a graduate student in Anatomical Sciences; at least 3.0 on each anatomy course taken; may be on probation for one semester. Advanced graduate students are given priority; may be renewed for a total of three to five years.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

940 Stanton L. Young Blvd.
BMSB 853
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
(405) 271-2227
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology website

Graduate Research Assistantship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $18,000 with tuition waiver
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Bachelor’s degree with 20 hours of chemistry including organic.

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

940 Stanton L. Young Blvd.
BMSB 853
Oklahoma City, OK 73104
(405) 271-2133
Department of Microbiology and Immunology Website

Graduate Assistantship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies (usually 3-6 new per year)
AMOUNT: $18,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Awarded only to full-time Ph.D. graduate students in Microbiology and Immunology in good academic standing. Advanced students in the doctoral program will receive special consideration. May be renewed for a total of 4 years.
College of Nursing

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

OUHSC College of Nursing
PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73126-0901
(405) 271-2428
nursing-scholarships@ouhsc.edu
http://www.nursing.ouhsc.edu/

In order to be considered for College of Nursing Scholarships, applicants must be admitted to the College of Nursing.

Ada Hawkins Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in either the graduate or doctoral program; resident of Oklahoma; and demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate/Doctoral

Alice Sowers Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a student in the graduate or doctoral program; and have a 3.7 or higher cumulative grade point average.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate/Doctoral

Alice Sowers Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a senior student in the two-year traditional undergraduate nursing program with a 3.7 cumulative GPA.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Anne and Henry Zarrow Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in one of the undergraduate programs; maintain a 3.0 nursing grade point average; and demonstrate financial need. One letter of recommendation is required.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Barbara V. Clyde Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time student enrolled in one of the nursing programs; must be making satisfactory progress toward graduation; must demonstrate financial need. Preference will be given to students who have graduated high school in Lawton, OK, or a high school in southwest Oklahoma, or have completed nursing prerequisites at Cameron University in Lawton.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Daphne Seybolt Culpeper Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Medicine, Nursing, Physician’s Associate students with documented American Indian ancestry. Must submit documentation of tribal affiliation and Indian blood amount.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

Deborah Booton-Hiser Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in the Nurse Practitioner Program, have a minimum 3.25 cumulative GPA, and must demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Elizabeth Little Scofield Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Currently enrolled undergraduate students with financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Elizabeth Raye Hazlewood Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Preference is given to any qualified education major or nursing major; must have achieved and maintained a 3.0 or higher overall GPA; demonstrate need for supplemental financial assistance; and possess either artistic or musical talent. Applicants should submit samples of talent (art samples, a video, or a tape) and a short written introduction of themselves and their plans for the future.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate
Frances E. Ziegler Nursing Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in one of the undergraduate nursing programs; demonstrate financial need; maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and must be an Oklahoma resident.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Francile E. Clark Graduate Nursing Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled in either the graduate or doctoral program; must have a minimum GPA of 3.3; demonstrate financial need.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Gladys and James Lepley Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time; demonstrate financial need; maintain a 3.75 cumulative GPA; and be an Oklahoma resident.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Jacquelyn Sue Whitaker Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in either the PhD or DNP program; must have a minimum 3.5 grade point average; must have received their Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing from the University of Oklahoma; and be a resident of Oklahoma. One letter of recommendation is required.  
AVAILABLE TO: Doctoral

Jean Haught Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled in either the graduate or doctoral program and demonstrate financial need.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate/Doctoral

Kay Farrell Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must have graduated from the OU College of Nursing Career Mobility program and pursuing a master’s degree in Nursing. Must write a 500 word essay. See College of Nursing website for more details regarding essay.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

LaVerne Aldridge Nursing Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $4,500  
TYPE: Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a junior student in the two-year traditional program and enrolled full-time; demonstrate financial need; demonstrate leadership; and maintain a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Preference given to Oklahoma residents.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Marion Ketterer Wendler Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in either the graduate or doctoral program; demonstrate financial need; be an Oklahoma resident; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA.  
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

Mary B. Alonso and Mark R. Alonso Endowed Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a full-time or part-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Nursing. Must be a student in the Accelerated BSN program or Career Mobility program (LPN/RN to BSN). Must have a minimum 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale. Must be a U.S. Citizen. Must have demonstrated financial need.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Mary Ketterer Wendler Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: 1  
AMOUNT: $500  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in one of the undergraduate nursing programs; demonstrate financial need; maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and be an Oklahoma resident.  
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

Parry Scholarship  
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies  
AMOUNT: Varies  
TYPE: Merit/Need  
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in either the graduate or doctoral program; must have a 3.0
cumulative GPA; and demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate

**Parry Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in one of the undergraduate nursing programs; demonstrate financial need; maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and demonstrate financial need.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Paula Pryan-Dusbabek Coney Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in one of the undergraduate nursing programs; demonstrate financial need; maintain a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and must be an Oklahoma resident.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Prunty Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a Native American with at least 1/4 degree of Indian blood; demonstrate financial need; and have a 2.5 cumulative GPA. Will need to submit copy of CDIB card.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate/Graduate

**Rebecca Anderson Nursing Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a student in the LPN-BSN career mobility program; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and have outstanding contributions to community service. Preference will be given to Oklahoma residents.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Sarah Babcock Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Need
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time as a junior in the two-year traditional program; demonstrate financial need; submit a 500 word essay describing the obstacles you have faced and/or overcome to get to this point in your nursing education.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**Scott Humble Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be a student in the two-year traditional program; be a male student; have a 3.0 cumulative GPA; and be an Oklahoma resident. Preference will be given to students practicing in Anadarko, Marietta, and other rural areas after graduation.
AVAILABLE TO: Undergraduate

**William Randolph Hearst Scholarship**
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Must be enrolled full-time in the graduate nurse practitioner program and have a minimum 3.0 cumulative grade point average.
AVAILABLE TO: Graduate
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
SCHOLARSHIPS

For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Jane E. Wilson, Ph.D., Assoc. Dean for Student Affairs
P.O. Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
(405) 271-6598
Jane-Wilson@ouhsc.edu
http://pharmacy.ouhsc.edu/index.asp

Albert C. Wehrenberg Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence and a significant contribution to the college.

Billy G. Wells Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $5,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence and a meaningful contribution to the college.

Carl and Joyce Lyons Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence and a significant contribution to the college.

Chickasaw Nation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $25,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated leadership, scholarship and service to the college, profession and community.

CVS Pharmacy Award Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $3,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Strong academic achievement in the study of pharmacy and interest in community service.

Daryl Spence/Tarrant County Pharmacy Association Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic achievement, leadership, and Tarrant County resident.

E. Blanche Sommers Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding graduate student in Pharmaceutical Sciences.

George E. Kirk, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: P-4 student for excellence in Independent Community Pharmacy.

H. Richard Shough Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: P3 and P4 PharmD/MS student with strong academic performance in both the professional and graduate curricula. Evidence of research productivity and regular participation in graduate activities.

Henry D. and Ida Mosier Scholar Program
NUMBER GIVEN: 5
AMOUNT: $6,000 for 4 semesters
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: P-3 student for demonstrated leadership, scholarship and service to the college, profession and community. Students are expected to maintain a high level of achievement and represent the college through their personal, academic and professional activities.

J. H. Owen Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated moral integrity, leadership, and a significant contribution in Hospital Pharmacy.

John A. Marik Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence and a meaningful contribution to the college.

John B. Bruce Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $7,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding Ph.D. student, resident, fellow or postdoctoral fellow in Pharmaceutical Sciences.
Loyd and Maurine Harris Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Travel award for Ph.D. students presenting at a national meeting.

NACDS-National Association of Chain Drug Stores Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding academic achievement and interest in Community Pharmacy.

Pharmacists Mutual Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: P-1 student for outstanding academic achievement.

Pharmacy Alumni Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence, leadership and contributions to the college.

Pharmacy Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Academic excellence, leadership and contributions to the college.

Ralph Bienfang Memorial
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding achievement and leadership.

Ralph Enix Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Demonstrated financial need and potential in pharmacy practice.

Roy Sanford Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding academic achievement.

Stanley M. Reinhaus Family Foundation Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,000
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: P1 student for academic excellence and interest in community or hospital practice.

V. Jean Brown Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Female pharmacy student for outstanding academic and professional achievement.

Walgreens Pharmacy Award
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Strong academic achievement in the study of pharmacy and interest in community service.

Wal-Mart Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: Varies
AMOUNT: Varies
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Outstanding academic achievement, leadership and an interest in community pharmacy.

William E. McIntosh, Sr. Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Excellence in the study of pharmacy.
For information concerning scholarships in this academic area please contact:

Student Services - College of Public Health
PO Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK 73190
(405) 271-2208
http://www.coph.ouhsc.edu/coph/

Brent Hurd Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $1,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled graduate-level student in the College of Public Health MHA program, having completed no more than 30 credit hours; must have an overall GPA of 3.5 or higher; must be U.S. citizen and have potential for a successful career as a health administrator.

Calvey Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.0 and demonstrate a financial need. Consideration will be given to qualified students intending a career in community based public health practice such as a department of health or environmental protection.

ConocoPhillips Occupational and Environmental Health Endowed Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled students in the College of Public Health Department of Occupational and Environmental Health. Must have satisfactorily completed nine hours in the College of Public Health; and have a minimum GPA of 3.5. Consideration may be given to students from an underrepresented group.

COPH Advisory Board Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.5 and have demonstrated financial need.

Consideration may be given to students with promise and potential for a distinguished career in the field of public health.

Dan J. Macer Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 3
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time (at least 9 hours), regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Maintain an overall GPA of 3.3 each semester. Continuous enrollment (Fall and Spring) semesters throughout both years of award.

David J. Falcone Memorial Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled graduate level student in the College of Public Health MHA program, having completed between 24-30 credit hours in the program. Must have an overall GPA of 3.5 and potential for a distinguished career in the field. Must be a U.S. citizen.

E. Scott, Susie, Regan, and Shannon Henley Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit
ELIGIBILITY: Newly admitted student in the College of Public Health pursuing the Master of Public Health, Master of Health Administration, or Doctor of Public Health degree in Health Administration and Policy. Newly admitted OU Public Health students majoring in Health Administration and Policy only may apply.

Edmund H. Gleason Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Must have an overall GPA of 3.0. Among the plus factors considered will be membership in an underrepresented group, such as American Indian, Alaskan Native, African-American, etc. Other plus factors include obstacles the applicant has overcome, socioeconomic background, membership among a group with significant health disparities, and unique attributes an applicant may possess.

Edward N. Brandt, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health or the College of Medicine. Must have an overall GPA of 3.5 and be a resident of Oklahoma.

Elisa T. Lee Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the College of Public Health. Must have an overall GPA of 3.5 and have demonstrated potential for success in a public health area.

Hudson Family Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: A U.S. Citizen regularly-enrolled, full-time student in the College of Public Health. Minimum GPA of 3.5 and demonstrated financial need. Priority given to a qualified student pursuing a degree in the Biostatistics and Epidemiology Department preparing for a community-based health practice.

James N. George Scholarship in Biostatistics and Epidemiology
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology with a minimum GPA of 3.5 and demonstrated financial need. Consideration is given to qualified students who are pursuing research in hematology or oncology.

Robert W. Ketner Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled graduate-level student in the College of Public Health. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.5 and have demonstrated potential for success in a public health area.

Ronald L. Coleman Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled student in the Department of Occupational and Environmental Health. Must have a minimum GPA of 3.5 and have demonstrated financial need. Consideration is given to applicants who have demonstrated involvement in volunteer service activities.

Rosetta Fisher Student Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 2
AMOUNT: $1,000
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Students must have completed 18 semester hours of their degree program; must have a minimum GPA of 3.5; and show promise in the field of public health, with preference given for work experience in public or community-based health service. Must have two letters of support. Scholarship recipients must attend the annual Alumni Association meeting when date is determined.

Roy B. Deal, Jr. Scholarship
NUMBER GIVEN: 1
AMOUNT: $2,500
TYPE: Merit/Need
ELIGIBILITY: Full-time, regularly enrolled biostatistics student in the College of Public Health Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology. Must have an overall GPA of 3.5; need supplemental financial assistance; and have engaged in a variety of extra-curricular activities. The scholarship may be awarded to the same individual in two consecutive years.
Symbols

405 Legacy Scholarship  189
A
Academic Achievement Award  166
Ada Hawkins Scholarship  218
Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher Scholarship  150, 182
Admiral William J. Crowe  138
A. E. Clark Memorial Scholarship  88
A.E. & Jaunita Richardson Charitable Foundation Scholarship  150
AFA Aerospace Education Foundation Scholarship  96
Aileen Simms Calvert Musical Theatre Scholarship  123
Air Force ROTC High School Scholarship Program  195
Air Force ROTC Non-Scholarship Stipend  195
Air Force ROTC Tuition Waive  195
A.J. Kondonassis Endowed Scholarship  34
A. K. and Ethel T. Christian Scholarship  38
Alan George & Anita Lynne Holloway Scholarship  150
Albert C. Wehrenberg Scholarship  222
Albert G. Kulp Memorial Scholarship  150
Alexander B. Holmes Economics Scholarship  34
Alexander & Strunk Scholarship  212
Alex H. and Delores Massad Engineering Scholarship  96
Alfred B. Sears Award For Outstanding Student  38
Alice Allen Everett American Indian Scholarship  24, 182
Alice Allen Everett Scholarship  129
Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick General Scholarships  129
Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Composition  129
Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Piano  129
Alice and Albert Kirkpatrick Scholarship in Violin  129
Alice Sowers Physical Therapy Scholarship  209
Alice Sowers Scholarship  218
A. L. Jeffrey Municipal Law Scholarship  150
Allan Saxe Award  53
Allan V. Cecil Family Scholarship  189
Allen Harris Scholarship in honor of John G. Hervey  150
Alliance to the Oklahoma Dental Association Scholarships  212
Allie M. and Robert E. Stephenson Scholarship  150
Alma Linda Moore Endowed Scholarship  181, 189
Alton Cole Education  129
Alumni Club Scholarship  173
Alumni Scholars Program  166
Alvin Terrell Dixon Memorial Scholarship  24
A. Max Weitzenhoffer Scholarship for Design  128
AMBUCS  207, 209
AME Chevron Texaco Scholarship  105
American Association for Justice National Appellate Advocacy Team  158
American Indian Alumni Scholarship  173, 182
American Society of Naval Engineers (National)  197
Amy Taylor Sewell Memorial Scholarship  166
Amy West Strain Scholarship  124
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation Scholarship  150
Anadarko Scholarship  75
Andrew M. Coats Scholarship  150
Angel Morris Okerson Endowed Scholarship  126
Angus Family Religious Studies Scholarship  57
Anita Underwood Rousek Memorial Scholarship  186
Ann Augusta Moser Scholarship  8
Ann B. Sheldon Memorial Scholarship  44
Anne and Henry Zarrow Foundation Scholarship  8
Anne and Henry Zarrow Scholarship  218
A.R. Bert Larason Public Service Scholarship  24
Architecture Board of Visitors Scholarship  14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Ariel M. Gibson Award in Native American History  38
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA) Awards  197
Armed Forces Insurance Scholarship  197
Army ROTC Stipend  196
Arney Brown Memorial Scholarship  143
Arthur Frederick Bernhart Mathematics Scholarship  44
Arthur M. & Frances Carmer Enrichment Fund - Kingfisher County  189
Arthur M. & Frances Carmer Enrichment - Hennessey  189
Assistance Award  182
Astellas USA Foundation Scholarships  30
AT&T Native American Scholars  182
Aubrey M. Kerr  150
Auditing of Classes by Senior Citizens  171
Austin D. McKaig Business Scholarship  67
Award of Excellence  166
B
BA Alumni Scholarship  163
Baker Fund Scholarship  212
Baker - Renfroe Scholarship  129
Balfour Beatty Construction Group Scholarship  16
Band Service Award  129
Bank of America Scholarship  197
Barbara Anne Scheffer Award In Literature  35
Barbara Shirley Scholarship  28
Barbara Tuttle Graduate Scholarship in Music  129
Barbara V. Clyde Endowed Scholarship  218
Barbara Woodward Lips Memorial Scholarship  189
BA Start Up Scholarship  163
Bea Mantooth Estep Scholarship in Oklahoma or Latin America History  38
Beatrice Carr and W. Ray Wallace Scholarship  8
Behru and Lila Sukhwal Political Geography Scholarship  63
Belle W. Goodman Graduate Fellowship  30
Ben Barnett Memorial Fund - Ph.D.  81
Ben Barnett Memorial Fund Scholarship - MBA  81
Ben Barnett Scholarship  122, 124, 126, 128, 129
Benien  180
Bennie and Audrey Shultz Scholarship  105, 150
Benton-Schmidt Vocal Scholarship  129
Bernita L. Thompson Scholarship in Religious Studies and Journalism  57
Berry Holmes Memorial Accounting Scholarship  70
Bert Family AME Scholarship  105
Besse A. Clement Scholarship  47
Bess Zeldich Ungerman Scholarship  150, 182
Betty Baum and Norman Hirschfeld Scholarship  61
B. H. Taylor Scholarship  88
Bill Powell Guest Scholarship  151
Billy and Mary Crynes Engineering Scholarship  96
Billy Gerald Malone Scholarship  67
Billy G. Wells Scholarship  222
BKD Accounting Education Scholarship  70
Black Alumni Society  173, 182
Black Alumni Society Houston Chapter  173
Black Alumni Society National Chapter  173
Blanche Honaker Brakebill Scholarship  88
BLS/Administrative Leadership Concentration Scholarship  163
Board of Visitors Freshmen Scholarship  96
Bob Lenz Memorial Scholarship  105
Bockus-Payne Leadership and Ethics Scholarship  15
Bogan Scholarship  153
Bollinger Award  63
BP Corporation North America Scholarship  110
B.P. Scholarship  75
Brad Edwards Memorial Scholarship  143
Bratton Scholarship  129
Brent Hurd Scholarship  225
Brett Williams Outstanding American Indian  173, 182
Browning Family Business Scholarship  70
Bruce Hawkins Scholarship  209
Bud Hebert Marketing Scholarship  80
Buford Green Memorial Scholarship in Music  182
Buford Green Memorial Scholarship in Music Education  130
Burke Family Business Leadership Scholarship  67
Burns College Fund Trust and Valorie Page Tatge  130
Byron L. Abernathy Scholarship  143

C
C. A. "Bud" Stoldt Memorial Scholarship  110
Calvey Family Scholarship  225
Campus Based Scholarships (2-4 Year)  196
Captain Brian Wheeler Write-On Award  158
Carl A. Bentley Scholarship  96
Carl Albert Center Undergraduate Research Fellowship  53
Carl and Barbara Hildebrand Scholarship  189
Carl and Joyce Lyons Scholarship  222
Carl and Pat Bynum Riggs Scholarship  28
Carl P. and Erma W. Dunifon Scholarship  88
Carl P. & Erma W. Dunifon Law Scholarship  151
Carol Brice Carey Acknowledgement of Excellence  182
Carol Brice Carey Acknowledgement of Excellence Assistance Award  130
Carol J. Burr Scholarship  143
Carol Shadid Fund Scholarship  212
Carolyn Zachritz Harp Scholarship  130
Cathey A. Simmons Humphreys Endowed Scholarship  88
Cathey A. Simmons Humphreys Endowed Study Abroad Scholarship  88
Cathryn L. and Jon R. Withrow A&S Scholarship  24
CBT/MET Scholarship  8
C. Clay Withrow Award for Writing About Film  36
C.D. Northcutt Scholarship  151
Cecil H. Brite Scholarship  201
Cecil L. Hunt Memorial Scholarship  151
Cecil Oakley Scholarship  190
CEES Endowed Scholarship  110
Centennial Scholarship  151
C. E. Springer Award  130
C. Eugene Springer Mathematics Scholarship  44
Chairman's Scholarship in Economics  34
Charles and Gloria Billingsley Accounting Scholarship  70
Charles and Julie Daniels Study Abroad Scholarships  31
Charles B. Memminger Memorial Scholarship  151
Charles B. Ryan Memorial Scholarship  67
Charles C. and Maxine W. Ingram Engineering Scholarship  97
Charles E. Engleman Scholarship  190
Charles E. Foster Engineering Scholarship  97
Charles Gregory Forgan Scholarship  8, 183
Charles L. Blackburn Engineering Scholarship  97
Charles Morton Share Trust Endowed Scholarship  8
Charles T. House "Man Bites Dog" Daily Honorarium  143
Charlie and Jean Smith EE Scholarship  151
Chemical Engineering Faculty/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship  107
Chemical Engineering Scholarship  108
Chemistry and Biochemistry Departmental Scholarship  30
Chesapeake Energy  79
Chesapeake Energy Corporation General Business Scholarship  67
Chesapeake Energy Corporation Scholarship  151
Chesapeake Energy Scholarship  75
Chesapeake Energy Scholars MBA Fund  81
Chester H. Westfall Scholarship  143
C.H. Guernsey and Co. Engineering Scholarship  96
Chickasaw Nation Scholarship  222
Chong K. Liew Memorial Endowed Scholarship  34
Christopher A. de Jong Award  53
Christopher C. Gibbs Endowed Scholarship  14
Cindy Foley Award  151
Civilian Marksmanship Program Scholarship  197
C. Joe Holland Scholarship  143
Clara Rusk Hastings Scholarship Trust  89
Clarence M. Mills Scholarship  151
Class of 1960 Client Counseling Competition Award  158
Class of 1976 Scholarship  212
Dorothy and John Bernard Faust Award in Linguistics 47
Dorothy Detrick Kendall Memorial Scholarship 131
Dorothy Grace Barkow Scholarship 97
Dorothy L. Shaw Scholarship 16
Dorrance D. Roderick Scholarship 143
Dorsey T. Roach Family Scholarship 75
Douglas L Henry Engineering Scholarship 105
Downer Memorial Scholarship 152
Dr. Alice J. Watkins Bulgarian Connections 81
Drama Non-Resident Tuition Waiver 128
Drama Resident Tuition Waiver 128
Dr. and Mrs. R.L. Duncan Scholarship 190
Dr. Betty Evans Scholarship 35
Dr. Boleslaus S. Kurpiewski Scholarship 89
Dr. Burt K. Scanlan Memorial Scholarship 68
Dr. Charles E. Grady 190
Dr. Colbert Hackler Scholarship for the Pride 131
Dr. Edward Murray Clark Memorial Scholarship Award 35
Dr. and Mrs. R.L. Duncan Scholarship 190
Dr. Betty Evans Scholarship 35
Dr. Boleslaus S. Kurpiewski Scholarship 89
Dr. Burt K. Scanlan Memorial Scholarship 68
Dr. Charles E. Grady 190
Dr. Colbert Hackler Scholarship for the Pride 131
Dr. Edward Murray Clark Memorial Scholarship Award 35
Dr. Glenn Snider Education Scholarship 90
Dr. Herbert Hengst Scholarship in Administration in Higher Education 90
Dr. James A. and Wanda Constantin Business Scholarship 80
Dr. Thomas G. and Nancy Dobyns White Endowed Scholarship 8
Dr. Tillman “Tim” Ragan Endowed Scholarship 90
Dr. Tom J. Love - Jim Palmer Scholarship 105
Duane & Carolyn Stevenson Endowed Scholarship 16
Dusty and La Fawn Biddle Engineering Scholarship 97
Dwain Hughes Memorial Business Scholarship 68, 71

E
Earl J. Rogers Memorial Scholarship 118
Ebeling Family Ltd. Partnership Scholarship 110
E. Blanche Sommers Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences 222
Eckart-Pontius Scholarship 110
Eddie Carol Smith Scholarship 171
Edmund H. Gleason Scholarship 183, 225
Edna Neil Scholarship 97
Ed Shipp Memorial Scholarship 152
Edward A. and Nancy K. Blair Engineering Scholarship 98
Edward E. and Helen Turner Bartlett Foundation Scholarship 189
Edward Grisso Memorial Scholarship 166
Edward N. Brandt Scholarship 225
E.E. Dale Award in Western History 38
Eide Bailly LLP Leadership Scholarship 71
Elaine George Ehlers Endowed Scholarship 131
Elaine Marie Scott Memorial Scholarship 131
Elbert Ferrell McMuUin Scholarship 98
Elisa T. Lee Scholarship 226
Eli T. Jarjoura Scholarship 212
Elizabeth Little Scofield Scholarship 218
Elizabeth Raye Hazlewood Memorial Scholarship 90, 218
Elizabeth Wade Scholarship 51
Ellsworth Dungan Award 131
Elmer J. and Juanita S. Thrower Memorial Scholarship 144
Elmer R. Burns Scholarship 77
Eloise Evans McCurtain Memorial Scholarship 58
Eloise Reynolds Scholarship 58
El Paso Engineering Scholarship 98
Emery Taylor Endowed Scholarship 183, 190
Energy Cup Scholarship 75
Engineering Dean’s Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen 98
Engineering Dean’s Scholarship for Transfer Students 98
Engineering Discovery Scholarship 98
Engineering Distinguished Alumni Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen 98
Engineering Scholarship 108
EOS Empowerment of Spirit Award 61
E. Phil & Roberta Kirschner Arts & Sciences Scholarship 9
Eric & Bonnie Polak Scholarship 81
Eric England Scholars Award 38
Eric Nguyen Memorial Scholarship 65
Erik Logan Toppenberg Scholarship 144
Erin and Mary Reed Scholarship Award 90
Erl E. Deacon Memorial Scholarship 190
Ernest Trumble Award for Outstanding Graduate Term Paper in Music History or Ethnomusicology 131
Ernst and Young LLP Scholarship 71
E. Scott Scholarship 225
Esther Rose Shnier XI Chapter of Sigma Delta Tau Scholarship 41
Eugene Dawson Scholarship 105
Euna Rae Wilson & Anthony Cuthbert Balch Memorial Scholarship 190
Eunice Lewis Mathematics Education Scholarship 90
Euval E. Charles Scholarship 126
Evelyn A. Swan Scholarship 131
Everette Lee DeGolyer Annual Scholarship 39
Everett L. Drumright Scholarship 183
E.W. (Joe) Friday Scholarship 65
Excellence in Scholarship Award 44
Exxon Education Scholarship 114
Exxon Mobil Controllers Alumni Scholarship 81
Exxon/Mobil Scholarship 118

F
Fagan Creativity and Innovation Scholarship 115
Farley-McInturff Scholarship 9
Farris Shanbour Fund Scholarship 212
Fawbush-Miller Scholarship for Excellence in Forecasting 65
Fayette Copeland Memorial Scholarship 144
F. Browning Pipestem Memorial Scholarship 174
Fern L. Holland Memorial Scholarship (OU Club of Tulsa) 174
Financial Aid Law Tuition Waiver Scholarship 152
First Command Financial Planning Scholarship 197
First Year Appellate Advocacy Competition 158
Flight Time Scholarship 162
Foote Scholarship for International Study 144
Ford Scholars Partnership 81
Forrest W. Johns Memorial Meteorology Scholarship 65
Foster-Harris Scholarship 144
Frances E. Ziegler Nursing Scholarship 219
Frances Paterson Scholarship 152
Frances Ranson Dunham Scholarship 90
Frances Weitzenhoffer Memorial Fellowship in Art History 124
Francil E. Clark Graduate Nursing Scholarship 219
Frank and Dyan Agar Scholarship 91
Frank C. Love Memorial Scholarship 152
Frank & Edna Asper Elkouri Scholarship 152
Franklin J. Appl Scholarship  105
Fred and Katie Cobb and Robert H. Cobb Scholarship  111
Fred and Norma Ackman Engineering Scholarship  98
Fred Kierstead Memorial Scholarship  91
Fred L. Cook Memorial Scholarship  144
Fred Smith Scholarship  80
Fred Wilson and Gertrude Hayes Close Engineering Scholarship  98
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Music Award  131
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Music Endowed Scholarship  131
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Piano Endowed Scholarship  131
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Strings Endowed Scholarship  131
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Voice Endowed Scholarship  131
Frieda Derdyn Bambas Woodwinds Endowed Scholarship  131
Friends of Music Scholarship  131
Friends of the University of Oklahoma Biological Station Scholarship  28
Future Teacher Scholarship Program (Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education)  91

G
GableGotwals First Amendment Award  152, 158
GableGotwals Oil and Gas Practice Award  152
GableGotwals Oil & Gas Practice Award  158
GableGotwals Supreme Court Award  158
GableGotwals Supreme Court Decision Making Award  152
Garold Bowly Accounting Scholarship  71
Gary McKinney Memorial Scholarship  144
Gaylord College General Scholarship  144
Gaylord Family Scholarship  144
GDL Scholarship  74
Gearldine Henderson Scholarship  91
Geis Family Industrial Engineering Scholarship  119
Gene A. Braught Award  132
Gene H. and Jo Ann Sharp Law Review Award  158
Gene Nelson Scholarship  191
Gene P. Thrailkill Award  132
General CPSGG Scholarships  86
General MCEE Scholarships  84
General MPGE Scholarships  85
General Need-Based Scholarships  7
Genevieve Vliet Piano Scholarship  132
George B. Fraser Scholarship  152
George B. Williams Memorial Award  53
George E. Kirk Scholarship  222
George Giaquinto Flute Scholarship  132
George Henderson Scholarship  40
George J. Fagin Municipal Law Endowment  153
George L. & Cleo Cross Endowed Scholarship  46
George L. & Cleo Cross Endowed Scholarship - Graduate  46
George McNaught Ewing Mathematics Scholarship  44
George Miksch Sutton Scholarship  29
George Miskovsky Scholarship  153
Georges Yannieh Endowed Scholarship  111
George T. Gibson Scholarship  118
George W. Tauxe Memorial Scholarship  111
Geospatial Summer Institute Fellowship Program  64
Gerald Tuma Scholarship in EE  115
Gerlinde Miess Thompson Memorial Scholarship in German

Studies  47
German-American Heritage Association of Oklahoma Scholarship  47
German-American Society of Tulsa Graduate Scholarship  47
Gerry Lopez Industrial Engineering Scholarship  118, 183
Givens  153
Gladyes and James Lepley Scholarship  219
Gladyes & James Lepley Accounting Scholarship  71
Glenn Clayton Stinchcomb Memorial Scholarship  71
Glenris Horn Scholarship  124
Glenn W. Okerson Endowed Scholarship in Engineering  98
G. Michael Sims Memorial Scholarship  37
Goldia Cooksey Memorial Awards  35
Gotcher Scholarship  153
Graduate Assistantship  216
Graduate Assistantships  171, 205
Graduate Fellowship in Mathematics  44
Graduate Research Assistantship  216
Grant Thornton LLP Scholarship  71
Green to Gold Scholarships  196
Greg Kunesh Scholarship  123
Guaranteed Reserve Forces Duty Scholarship  196
Gui Cankun Memorial Chinese Scholarship  47
Guy Bradford Treat Memorial  111
Gwen Campbell Scholarship  107

H
Haley Miles Finkelman Leadership Scholarship  107
Halliburton Accounting Scholarship  71
Hank Grant Industrial Engineering Scholarship  119
Hannah Foreman Davis Scholarship  91
Harley P. Brown Scholarship  28
Hank Grant and Ann Powell Scholarship  123
Harold Belknap Journalism Scholarship  144
Harold Huncke Endowed Scholarship  44
Harold K. Bone Memorial Engineering Scholarship  99
Harold W. Conner Fieldwork Scholarship  16
Harriet Harvey Memorial Scholarship  166
Harriet M. and Richard L. Disney Scholarship  9
Harris Foundation Scholarship  123
Harrison L. Chance Scholarship  46
Harry H. and Betty L. Diamond Endowed Scholarship  191
Harry W. Denton Memorial Scholarship  99
Hartzog Conger Cason and Neville Scholarship  153
Hassler Educational Assistance Program (HEAP)  24
Hazel Brakebill Perreault Memorial Scholarship  47
Heaston/Bryson Scholarship  144
Heather Marie Goff Memorial Scholarship  25
Heather Nicole Stephenson Academic Excellence Scholarship  57
Heaty MBA Scholar Endowed Fund  81
Hector & Sylvie Derdyn Memorial Scholarship  132
Hedwig Schaefer Memorial Scholarship  191
Heidi Karriker Scholarship  36
Henley Family Scholarship  225
Henry B. Wilson Engineering Scholarship  99
Henry D. and Ida Mosier Scholar Program  222
Henry Kent Anderson Human Services Award  153
Herbert A. and Lela Mitchell Berlin Scholarship  25
Heritage Scholarship  58
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hesslein Scholarship</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hester Jane Loar Scholarship</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiawatha Estes Pride of Oklahoma Scholarship</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Scholarships</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Science Research Award</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hok-Yin “Frankie” Chan</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holder Family Scholarship</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold the Johnson Land Scholarship</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmberg Scholarship</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homer F. Timmons Biological Station Scholarship</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda of America Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorable Robert J. Dole Scholarship for Students with Disabilities</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horace C. Peterson Memorial Scholarship in History</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Energy Group Leadership Award</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Foundation Scholars Program</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard and Mary Lester Scholarship</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Richard Shough Scholarship</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huddleston Scholarship</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson Family Scholarship</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh MacNiven Award</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Reynolds Armed Forces Scholarship</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunke Award for Excellence in Teaching</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Wayland Cummings Dissertation Proposal Award</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. W. Wilson Scholarship</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAC Scholarship</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE Faculty/Staff Scholarship</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC Scholarship</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-IV-V-7 Award</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ike Thomas &amp; Emma Lee Tarver Scholarship</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imel</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In British History</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ballerina Scholarship</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Activism Award</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Association of Lighting Designers Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Leadership Class</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irma Rayne Tomberlin Scholarship</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivar Ivask Scholarship</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack and Vanda Christensen Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack H. Abernathy</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack L. and Medora Blanton Engineering Scholarship</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Roe Denton Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Stout Scholarship</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquelyn Sue Whitaker Scholarship</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Abbott Scholarship</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Charlotte Patterson in Urban Design</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Diana Croft Scholarship</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Margaret Palmer Scholarship</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James B. and Dorella K. Logan Scholarship</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James C. Benson Writing Prize in English</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Davis Early Career Award</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James F. Haves Memorial Award</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James “Gig” Giglio Prize in Jazz Performance</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Joanne Hendrick Early Childhood Endowed Scholarship 92
Joe and Jayne Buskuhl Scholarship 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Joe Coulter Aviation Scholarship 162
Joe G. Wolfe Memorial Award 158
Joe Keeley Endowed Memorial Scholarship 111
Joel Jankowsky Award 158
Joe R. Love Scholarship in Entrepreneurship 74
Joe Sidney Nicholson Scholarship 35
John A. Brock Engineering Scholarship 99
John A. Marik Scholarship 222
John and Delores Owensby Family C.E. Scholarship 111
John and Linda French Endowed Scholarship 68
John B. Bruce Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences 222
John B. Cheadle Memorial Award 158
John Dunn Linguistics Award 48
John Edward Witte Memorial Scholarship 191
John F. Crowley Endowed Scholarship 21
John F. Y. Stambaugh Accounting Scholarship 71
John Halvor Leek Memorial Scholarship 53, 54
John H. Hansen Prize for Future Teachers of Latin 31
John H. Marsh Family C.E. Scholarship 112
John H. Moore Engineering Scholarship 99
John M. Campbell Scholarship 108
John McHenry Mee Scholarship 153
John M. Houchin Engineering Scholarship 100
John Scamehorn Award 123
John Scott Graduate Fellowship in Energy Communication 145
John Shipp Memorial Scholarship 153
John T. McCharen 74
John T. Steed Accounting Scholarship 71
John T. Stupka Engineering Scholarship 100
John T. Stupka Industrial Engineering Scholarship 119
John Williams Scholarships 133
John W. (Jack) Renner 133
John W. Wood Award 54
Jones 153
Jon R. Withrow Business Scholarship 68
Jon R. Withrow Engineering Scholarship 100
Jon R. Withrow MBA Scholarship 81
Joseph Benton Scholarship 133
Joseph Crim Pray Paper Award 54
Joseph E. Rarick American Indian Law Scholarship 153, 184
Joseph E. Rarick "Just Deserts" Award 159
Joseph Lee Rodgers Scholarship 21
Joseph R. McClure Memorial Scholarship 120
Josh Lee Scholarship 32
Journalism Merit Scholarship 145
Joy Brown Catron Scholarship 28
Joyce M. Taylor Memorial Scholarship 145
Jr. Business Scholarship 67
J. Roy Thompson Scholarship 153, 183
J. Rufus Fears Scholarship 31
Judge Albert C. Hunt Oral Advocacy Award 159
Judge John Brett and Robert D. Hudson Scholarship 153
Judge W. A. and Mabel Woodruff Scholarship 154
Judith Bratcher Crockett Scholarship in Education 92
Judith K. Pearson Memorial Scholarship 100
Julia Kathryn Gilbert Memorial Scholarship 48
Julia M. Norlin 58
Julian J. Rothbaum Award 76
Julian J. Rothbaum Scholarship 42
Juli Busken Memorial Scholarship 126
Julie A. Speights 212
Julie Blakely Scholarship 145
June and Oliver Benson Memorial Scholarship 54
June and Oliver Benson Undergraduate Paper Award 54
Junior Line Officer Advanced Educational Program (Burke Program) 197
Justice Harry L. S. Halley Memorial Scholarship 154
Justice Marian P. Opala Scholarship 154
J.W. and Gracie Muckle Kaysar Memorial 145
K
Kailas and Becky Rao Scholarship in honor of Leo Whinery 154
Kailas and Becky Roa Scholarship in honor of Homer Brown 71
Kailas and Becky Roa Scholarship in honor of William McGrew 71
Kamas L. and Carlye G. Rooney 133
Kappa Beta Pi Scholarship 154
Kappa Kappa Gamma Scholarship 186
Karcher Award 44
Karen Robinette Memorial Scholarship 212
Kathleen Lorengo-Sultan Memorial Chemical Engineering Scholarship 108
Kay Farrell Scholarship 219
Keith Alan Copeland Memorial Business Scholarship 68
Kelly Beardslee Criminal Defense Award 159
Kelly Sullivan Memorial Scholarship 54
Kelvin and Lisa Droegemeier Endowed Scholarship for Excellence in Meteorology 65
Kendall Carrol Purgason Endowment Scholarship 100
Kenneth L. Hoving Fellowship 45
Kenneth L. Hoving Graduate Fellowship 171
Kenneth L. Smalley Engineering Scholarship 100
Kenneth R. Merrill Graduate Teaching Award 51
Kenneth Robert Woodward 191
Keown Memorial Scholarship 76
Kern and Ruth Chastaine Johnson Scholarship 92
Keys Scholarship 115
Kim and Paul Moore Scholarship 124
Kindercare at OU Scholarship 10
KPMG LLP Scholarship 72
Kristin Amber Lynn Interior Design Scholarship 19
L
Lachenmeyer Scholarship 145
Lagniappe Scholarship 181, 192
Landra and Grant Rezabek Scholarship 92
Language Scholarships 196
Larry A. Lowrance Scholarship 112
Larry Gallagher Directing Scholarship 128
Larry Siria Community Service Award 159
Larry Wade Memorial Scholarship 146
Larry W. Carter Endowed Graduate Fellowship 112
Latin American Studies Best Paper Award 139
Laura Hamilton Billingsley Memorial Scholarship 146, 184
Laurence S. "Bud" Reid Memorial/R.G. Askew 108
LaVerne Aldridge Nursing Scholarship 219
LaVerne Noyes Scholarship 10, 204
Lawrence A. Warzel Scholarship 100
Lawrence G. Rawl Engineering Scholarship 100
Leadership Scholars Program 25
Leah Copass Brakebill Scholarship 92
Lee B. Thompson 154
Lee Evans Memorial Scholarship 181
Lee Gilchrest Industrial Engineering Scholarship 120
Legacy Scholars Award 167
Lemon Family Graduate Fellowship 17
Lemon Family Undergraduate Scholarship 16
Leonard Haug Award 133
Leonard M. Logan Founder's Scholarship 21
Leonard W. White Foundation Scholarship 10
Leon J. York 154
Les and Mary Puckett Arts and Sciences Scholarship 26, 192
Leslie Rice Scholarship 146
Lew and Myra Ward Engineering Scholarship 100
Lila M. Welch/Garnette L. Fittro Memorial Scholarship 92
Linda Isaacs Memorial Scholarship 40
Linda R. Dunham Business Scholarship 69
Linda R. Dunham Engineering Scholarship 100
Linda Weddle Memorial Scholarship 72
Lindsey F Harkness Endowed Scholarship 120
Lin Graduate Research Fellowship 52
Lippert Brothers Inc. Scholarship 17
Lisa Wieder Memorial Scholarship 186
Lloyd B. Curtis Award 133
Lloyd E. Swearingen Graduate Student Scholarship 30
Lois H. Deacon Memorial Endowment 192
Lois Pfeister Women in Science Scholarship 46
Loren G. Hill Biological Station Scholarship 28
Lottie Conlan Scholarship 10, 184
Louis C. Bailey Scholarship 101
Louise B. Moore Scholarship 201
Louise I. Brown Scholarship 174
Lowell and Frances Dunham Scholarship 48
Loyd and Maurine Harris Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Sciences 223
Loyle P. and Velma Miller Engineering Scholarship 100
Loy & Marian Morris Scholarship 192
L. Thomas Dulaney 74
Lt. William J. Scott Scholarship 10, 184
Lucile Snider Parks Scholarship 122
Lupita Thompson Scholarship 48
Lydia Dorthea Haag Award 35
Lyman L. Bryan Journalism Scholarship 146
Lynn Colbert Memorial Scholarship 192

M

MA Alumni Scholarship 163
Madeline Colbert Steed Scholarship 124
Madland-Thompson German Scholarship 48
“Make A Difference” Scholarship 57
Malcolm P. O’Haver Endowed Scholarship 101
Man K. Ho Minority Student Memorial Scholarship 184
Man K. Ho Scholarship 58
Maples Family Scholarship 101
Margaret Castelez Scholarship 35
Margaret Root McKinley Scholarship 46
Margie Richison Women's Aviation Scholarship 162
Marilyn Bailey Ogilvie Alumni Graduate Fellowship 39
Marilyn Horne Scholarship 133
Marilyn Horne Voice Fellowship 133
Marinell Friday Guild Clinical Dietetics Scholarship 208
Marion Ketterer Wendler Scholarship 219
Marjorie Haskell Scholarship 116
Marjorie Martin Caylor Scholarships 133
Marjorie P. Maute Memorial Pro Bono/Public Services Scholarship 154
Marjory L. Cornelius Memorial Scholarship 133
Mark Allen Everett Scholarship 127
Mark and Jacque Albert Scholarship 192
Mark & Jacque Albert Scholarship 154
Mark Steven Patrick Memorial Scholarship 192
Martha Boucher Memorial Scholarship 133
Martha M. Boucher 134
Martin 155
Marvin D. and Barbara L. Jirous Sonic Scholarship 26
Marvin R. Osborne 74
Mary 26, 184
Mary Angus Sherman Scholarship 42
Mary Anne Price Scholarship 37
Mary Ann Phelps Knowles Scholarship 101
Mary Carol Gilbert Voice Performance Scholarship 133
Mary C. Court Industrial Engineering Scholarship 120
Mary Clarke Miley Scholarship 122, 184
Mary & Don Sherman International Networking Scholarship 139
Mary Elizabeth Ward Randall Scholarship 192
Mary Ellen Hipp Doyle Scholarship 146
Mary Endo Williams Memorial Scholarship 48
Mary Endo Williams Scholarship in Classics and Letters 31
Mary Esther Selby Saxon Awards 167
Mary Jo Ruggles Award in Ethnomusicology 133
Mary Ketterer Wendler Scholarship 219
Mary L. Finley Memorial Vocal Scholarship 134
Mary Macklanburg Scholarship 213
Mary Marie Cunningham Endowed Scholarship 92
Mary S. Stotler Scholarship 10
MA Start Up Scholarship 163
M.A. Student of the Year 60
Maude Elizabeth Steckler Scholarship in Accounting 72
Maureen Taylor Graduate Research Scholarship 146
Maurice H. Merrill Scholarship 154
Max H. Post Scholarship 101
Maxine Appleman-Fagin Award 134
Max Weitzenhoffer Musical Theatre Scholarship 123
May M. Walker Business Scholarship 69
May M. Walker Scholarship 154
MB Lampl Scholarship 114
M. Blanche Adams and M. Frances Adams Scholarships 29
McAfee & Taft Advocacy Award 159
McAfee & Taft Gary F. Fuller Scholarship 154
McAfee & Taft Theodore M. Elam Scholarship 155
MCH Center for Leadership in Communication Disorders 207
McMahon Memorial Scholarship 146
McMillan Memorial Fund Scholarship 48
McNair Graduate Fellowship 171
Media Leadership Award 201
Mehdi Firoozabadi Iranian Studies Language Scholarship 139
Mel Penn MBA Leadership Scholarship 82
Mel Penn Outstanding Pride Leadership Scholarship 134
Melvin B. Tolson Scholarship 48, 167
Merit Tuition Waiver 205
Merle Ward Lucas Memorial Engineering Scholarship 116
Michael and Mary Mahaffey Scholarship 15
Michael Flanagan Scholarship 59
Michael F. Price College of Business MBA Scholarship 82
Michael F. Price Finance Scholarship 82
Michael F. Price Relief Scholarship 10
Michael Hennagin Memorial Scholarship 134
Michael Langenbach Scholarship 93
Michael Pfau Scholarship 32
Michael R. and Cara Shimkus Hall Scholarship Endowment 15
Michael Tod Lilburn Memorial Scholarship 146, 184
Michael W. Kramer Scholarship 32
Mike Stice Engineering Scholarship 101
Mike W. Hammer Scholarship 146
Mildred Andrews Boggess Organ Scholarship 134
Mildred Carr Wolfard Scholarship 134
Mildred Kerr Anderson 134
Mildred Laughlin Scholarship 42
Mildred Nichols Hamilton Scholarship 147
Mildred Phillips Kerr Endowed Scholarship 108
Millie Schafer Sitzman Scholarship 139
Milton J. Gordon Scholarship 101
Minnie and Robert Rubenstein Family Scholarship 147
MIT/ Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Masters in Oceanography Program 197
M.L. Hayhurst Scholarship 10
M.M. & Elva L.W. Belisle Memorial Scholarship 192
Mobil Foundation Scholarship 10
Molly & David Boren Study Abroad Scholarship 139
Morris Butkin Memorial Engineering Scholarship 101
Morris E. Opler Memorial Scholarship 27
Morris R. Pitman Scholarship 101
Morse Family Foundation Scholarship 76
Most Outstanding General Sociology Student 60
Moyers Scholarship 155
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer N. Knapp Chemical 108
MRE Consulting 114
MRE Consulting Engineering Scholarship 101
Mrs. Walter B. Ferguson Memorial Award 147
Muller-Miess Memorial Scholarship 48
Musical Theatre Non-Resident Tuition Waiver 123
Musical Theatre/Opera Guild Scholarship 123
Musical Theatre Resident Tuition Waiver 123
Music Undergraduate Non-Resident Tuition Waiver 134
Music Undergraduate Resident Tuition Waiver 134
Myra Jo Moon Award 134

N
NACDS - National Association of Chain Drug Stores Foundation Scholarship 223
Nadine R. Vincent Scholarship 93
Nancy Neal Memorial Pedagogy Scholarship 134
Nancy Scofield Hester Mathematics Scholarship 45
Nannie B. Trammel Scholarship 42
Nathalie Pierrepoint Comfort Scholarship 155
Nathan A. Court Scholarship 45
Nathan Scarritt Prize 159
National Award Scholarship 181
National Merit College-Sponsored Award 188
National Merit Scholar Non-Resident Tuition Waiver 188
National Merit Scholar Resident Tuition Waiver 188
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 2-Year 198
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 3.5-3-2.5-2-Year 198
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Scholarship 4-Year 198
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Tuition Waiver 198
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Tweeddale Scholarship 198
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps College Program 2-Year (Non-Scholarship with Stipend) 198
Ned Hockman Filmmaking Award 36
Nell and Louise Perkinson Endowed Memorial 184
Nell and Louise Perkinson Endowed Memorial Scholarship 26
Neva Loving Memorial Scholarship 80
New York City Post 103
Nicholas Addy Adwon Memorial Scholarship 72
Nicholas and Linda Endres Scholarship 193
Nikolai Pavlovich Antsiferov Scholarship 48
Non-Resident Merit Award 167
Non-Resident Tuition Waiver 124, 205
Nora V. Wells Award 202
Norman Morse Foundation Scholarship 193
Norman Music Club Scholarship 134
Norman Public Schools Accounting Scholarship 72
Norm Stephenson Award 134
NROTC Nurse Corps Scholarship 199
Nutritional Sciences Alumni Scholarship 208

O
Ocean Dental Scholarship 213
ODOT/ Director/Poe Scholarship 112
OG&IEE ECE Scholarship 116
O’Hornett Scholarship 76
Oklahoma Academic Scholars Program Institutional Nominee Award 188
Oklahoma Academic Scholars Program (Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education) 188
Oklahoma Bar Association Bankruptcy & Reorganization Award 159
Oklahoma Bar Association Business Association Section Award 159
Oklahoma Bar Association Outstanding Third Year Award 159
Oklahoma Bar Association Tax Section Scholarship 155
Oklahoma Bar Foundation Chapman Rogers Scholarship 155
Oklahoma Bar Foundation Fellows Scholarship 155
Oklahoma Chapter of Tax Executives Institute Scholarship 72
Oklahoma City/Norman Chapter 173
Oklahoma City Real Property Lawyers Association Scholarship 155
Oklahoma Dental Group Practice Scholarship 213
Oklahoma General Contractors 112
Oklahoma Memorial Union Board of Trustees Scholarship 167
Oklahoma NASA Space Grant Geospatial Workforce Development Award 64
Oklahoma Scholars Scholarship 155
Oklahoma Speech-Language Hearing Association (OSHA) Scholarship For Graduate Study In Speech Pathology or Audiology 207
Oklahoma State Home Builders Association 17
OK Structural Engineers Association Robert Conforth Scholarship 112
Olive Hawes Scholarship 48
O. L. “Ted” Taylor Memorial Scholarship 69
Opera Guild Award 134
Order of Barristers Award 159
Order of Solicitors Award 159
Osborne Electric Scholarship 74
Oscar J. Lehrer Award 134
Osher Reentry Scholarship Program Tuition Waiver 163
OSLA Scholarship 43
OU Capital Alumni Club Scholarship 174
OU Club of Ada 174
OU Club of Ardmore 175
OU Club of Arizona 175
OU Club of Austin 175
OU Club of Canada 175
OU Club of Central Florida 175
OU Club of Central Texas 175
OU Club of Clinton 175
OU Club of Construction Science Scholarship 17
OU Club of Elk City 175
OU Club of Enid 175
OU Club of Fort Worth 175
OU Club of Greater Cincinnati/Dayton 175
OU Club of Greater Los Angeles 176
OU Club of Greater Oklahoma City 176
OU Club of High Plains 176
OU Club of Hobart 176
OU Club of Houston 176
OU Club of Iowa 176
OU Club of Kansas City 176
OU Club of Kay County 176
OU Club of Knoxville 176
OU Club of Las Vegas 176
OU Club of Love County 176
OU Club of McAlester/Puterbaugh Foundation 177
OU Club of McCurtain County (Idabel) 177
OU Club of Muskogee 177
OU Club of New Mexico 177
OU Club of New Orleans 177
OU Club of New York 177
OU Club of Norman 177
OU Club of North Dallas 177
OU Club of Okmulgee County 177
OU Club of Permian Basin 177
OU Club of Purcell 177
OU Club of San Antonio 178
OU Club of San Diego 178
OU Club of Shawnee 178
OU Club of Stillwater 178
OU Club of St. Louis 178
OU Club of S.W. Missouri 178
OU Club of Texoma 178
OU Club of the Bay Area 175
OU Club of Tulsa 178
OU Club of Washington County 178
OU Club of Wichita 179
OU Club of Wisconsin 179
OU Club Tulsa 178
OU German Club Scholarship 49
OU Law Merit Scholarship 155
OU Legal Clinic Distinguished Student Award 159
OU National Black Alumni Society Scholarship 185
OU Navy ROTC Scholarship 199
Outstanding Asian American Student Award 185
Outstanding Graduate Student Award 60
Outstanding Graduate Teaching Award 32
Outstanding Undergraduate Student 60
Owen Hartley Faust Award in Modern Non-European Languages 49
Oxy USA Scholarship 76
P
Panhellenic Scholar Award 186
Panhellenic Scholarship 186
Parks Memorial Scholarship 93
Parry Scholarship 219, 220
Patricia Elaine Rigney Scholarship 93
Patricia L. Eidson Scholarship in Interior Architecture 15, 19
Patricio Gimeno Memorial Award 49
Patrick A. O’Bannon Business Scholarship 78
Patrick Frensley Excellence Scholarship 168
Patti Johnson Wilson Scholarship 102
Paul and Kim Moore Family Sooner Schooner Scholarship 124
Paul and Rose Sharp Outstanding International Student of the Year Award 187
Paula Pryor-Dusbabek Coney Scholarship 220
Paul Dannelley Public Relations Scholarship 147
Paul E. Bowman 27
Paul F. Kleine Scholarship 93
Paul G. Risser Scholarship 46
Pauline Huneke Memorial Award in Composition 135
Paul K. Frost II Memorial Award 159
Paul L. Laws Memorial LKOT Scholarship 102
Paul Massad Endowed Scholarship 147
Paul R. & Carrie L. Shell Architecture Scholarship 14
Paul & Rose Sharp Scholarship 140
Paul Shanor Scholarship 167
Paul Witt Scholarship 114
Pay-It-Forward Loan Replacement Program 167
Peck and Kathryn Pemberton Scholarship 193
Peggy L. Chambers Scholarship in Letters 31
Peggy Marchant Rutland Scholarship 147
PELCO Scholarship 14
Percy Buchanan Award 140
Pete Kyle McCarter Memorial Award 35
Pharmacists Mutual Scholarship 223
Pharmacy Alumni Scholarship 223
Pharmacy Memorial Scholarship 223
Philip Farish Study Abroad Scholarship 140
Phillip D. Nelson Scholarship 72, 185
Phillip J. Doerpinghaus 108
Phillips A. Porta Memorial Award 159

236
Phillips Petroleum Scholarship 114
Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Association 168
P. H. Robinson Scholarship 116
Pickering Engineering Scholarship 102
Pipkin Family Chemical Engineering Scholarship 108
Political Communication Heritage Scholarship 32
Poston-De La Torre Scholarship 49
Prepare for International Giving (P.I.G.) Study Abroad Scholarship 140
President's Community Scholars 168
President's Leadership Class 168
President's Leadership Class - Continuing Scholarships 168
Pride of Oklahoma Scholarship 135
Professional Responsibility Award 160
Professor Of Naval Science Leadership Scholarship 199
Prunty Scholarship 185, 220
Pugh Pioneer Family Scholarship 63
Putreavu Scholarship 17
Qualified Graduate Assistant Tuition Waiver 172
Quang Nguyen Scholarship 72
Ragan-Kramer-Wieder Qualitative Award 33
R.A. Hall Scholarship 201
Rainbolt Family Engineering Scholarship 102
Rain Vehik Memorial Awards 27
Raleigh Holt Scholarship 213
Raleigh K. Russell Scholarship in Construction Science 17
Ralph and Frances McGill Delta Sigma Pi Endowed Business Scholarship 80
Ralph Bienfang Memorial 223
Ralph E. Cooley Memorial Award 33
Ralph Enix Scholarship 223
Ralph E. Olson and Margaret Olson Scholarship 63
Ralph Sewell Scholarship in Political Reporting 147
Rath Foundation Scholarship 69
Ray and Libby Daniels/R.G. Askew Chemical Engineering Scholarship 109
Rayburn L. Foster Scholarship 155
Ray G. Collins Engineering Scholarship 102
Raymond D. O'Melia Memorial Scholarship 193
Ray Teague Memorial Scholarship 155
R. Boyd Gunning Scholarship 168
R. Dale Vliet Memorial Scholarship 135
Rebecca Anderson Nursing Scholarship 220
Regan Scholarship 225
Regents Scholar 168
Reid Philips Memorial Scholarship 31
Reigle-Williams Family Enrichment 11
Rene and Rose Goupillaud Scholarship 220
Rene Neuwald Memorial Scholarship Program 193
Resident Advisor Scholarship 202
Resident Tuition Waiver 124
Retail Contractors Association (RCA) Scholarship Program 17
Rev. Key and Anna Ketcher Scholarship 59
Rev. Larry and Gloria Angus Scholarship in Religious Studies 57
Rhys Evans Scholarship 155
Richard G. Askew Engineering Scholarship 102
Richard Gregory Coffman Memorial Scholarship 193
Richard L. and Lee Reynolds Senior Scholarship 147
Richard L. O’Shields Engineering Scholarship 102
Richard P. Williams Memorial Scholarship 93
Richardson Foundation Endowed Scholarship 11
Richard V. Andree Memorial Scholarship 45
Rick Clawson Memorial Scholarship 109
Ritter Family Scholarship 135
Robert and Cynthia Dye/Apache Corporate Leaders #1 109
Robert and Cynthia Dye/Apache Corporate Leaders #2 109
Robert and Jerry Simmer Scholarship (OU Club of Houston) 179
Robert and Mildred Wolfard Music Scholarship 135
Robert and Rosell Isaac Endowed Scholarship 193
Roberta Rhodes Allen Scholarship 43
Robert B. Looper Memorial Scholarship 155
Robert Dean Bass Memorial Scholarship 54
Robert E. and Allie Malvina Stephenson Political Journalism Scholarship 147
Robert E. and Mary E. Sturgis Scholarship 26
Robert E. Bell Graduate Research Award 27
Robert G. Fowler Engineering Scholarship 102
Robert Hale Vocal Music Scholarship 135
Robert H. Monroe Memorial Scholarship 125
Robert J. Emery Student Support Fund Scholarship 156
Robert Kelley Accounting Scholarship 72
Robert S. and Grayce B. Kerr Fellowship 125
Robert S. and Helen Grey Trippet Scholarship 193
Robert T. Gilmore Scholarship 116
Robert T. Rennie Scholarship 156
Robert “Tubby” Shocker Scholarship 11
Robert Tyler Logan Award 135
Robert V. Peterson Scholarship 147
Robert W. Hughes Engineering Scholarship 102
Robert W. Ketner Scholarship 226
Rob Kelley Memorial Scholarship 147
Rodney E. Evans Marketing and Supply Chain Management Scholarship 80
Roger and Sherry Teigen Scholarship 74
Roger Babich Award for Outstanding Undergraduates 33
Roger B. Sprague Scholarship 125
Roger Frizzell International Study Scholarship 147
Ronald and Barbara Winder Scholarship 213
Ronald J. Dyer Award 135
Ronald L. Coleman Scholarship 226
Ronald L. Sack Scholarship 112
Ronald M. Peters Jr. Award 54
Ron and Joan Yagoda Scholarship 74
Roy Victor Scholarship 112
Rosa Brink and Shirley Brink Holladay Scholarship 93
Rosalyne W. Price Memorial Scholarship for Judaic Studies 41
Rosetta Fisher Student Scholarship 226
Roy and Florena Hadsell Scholarship 35
Roy B. Adams Engineering Physics Scholarship 117
Roy B. Deal Scholarship 226
Royce H. Savage Scholarship 156
Roy Sanford Scholarship 223
R. Steven Hsu Special Education Endowed Scholarship 93
Rubins Memorial Scholarship 122
Ruby M. Brakebill Scholarship 26
Rudolph Alexander Engineering Scholarship 102
Russel and Margaret Frakes Memorial Scholarship 82
Russian Club Scholarship 49
Ruth Coble Scholarship 55
Ruth Roberts Powell Scholarship 136
R.W. Brock Memorial Scholarship Choral Conduct 135
Ryan Burge Scholarship 120

S

Salem Civil Rights Award 160
Sallie and Beulah Alexander Scholarship 11
Sam and Shaindel Singer and Hyman and Rose Teller Scholarship for Immigrants and Children of Immigrants 11
Sam A. Wilson Engineering Scholarship 103
Sam A. Wilson Memorial Scholarship 103
Sam J. Cerny Freshman Engineering Scholarship 103
Samson Scholarship 76
Samuel E. Hooper Scholarship 156
Samuel E. Laycock Memorial Scholarship 156
Samuel Watson Reaves Scholarship 45
Sandra L. O'Brien Endowed Scholarship 94
Sandra Smith Talley Scholarship 199
SandRidge Energy Scholarship 76
Santee Scholarship 155
Sarah Babcock Scholarship 220
Sara Williams Memorial Scholarship 76
Saunders Scholarship 152
Savage Scholarship 156
Savoie Lottinville Prize 169
Schaefer Choral Scholarship 135
Schlumberger Scholarship 116
Scholarly Achievement Awards in Communication 33
Scholarship 81, 145, 184, 191
Scholarship, Joe and Jayne Buskuhl 22
School of Meteorology Scholarship 65
Schwarzkopf Memorial 79
Scottish Rite Scholarship 207
Selma Naifeh Scholarship 125
Senator Jeff Johnston Memorial Scholarship 156
Sequoyah Scholarship 156, 185
Seventy-Fifth (75th) Anniversary Scholarship 43
Shannon Scholarship 225
Sherri Cone Graduate Scholarship 59
Sherri Cone Undergraduate Scholarship 59
Sherrill D. Christian Graduate Student Scholarship 30
Sherry Family Memorial Scholarship 148
Sherry S. Steele Scholarship 94
Shirley Enders Smith Memorial Scholarship 208
Sidney and Molly Lipsky Endowed Scholarship 11
Sidney Devere Brown Award in Asian History 38
S. J. Cerny Engineering Scholarship 102
Social Work Scholarship 58
Society of American Military Engineers 103
Society of American Military Engineers Scholarship 112
Sooner Distinction Award 169

Sooner Federal Scholarship in Business 69
Sooner Heritage Scholarship 7, 204
Sooner Parents E.B. Johnson Scholarship 200
Sooner Parents Emil Kraetli Scholarship 200
Sooner Parents George L. Cross Scholarship 200
Sooner Parents John Michael Gore Memorial Essay Scholarships 200
Sooner Parents Mary E. Heckendorn Outstanding Student Mother Award and Scholarship 200
Sooner Parents Outstanding Student Father Award and Scholarship 200
Sooner Parents William B. Bizzell Scholarship 200
Sooner Yearbook Editor's Scholarship 201
Spatial Energy Scholarship in Honor of Richard Crews 64
Spencer Norton Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Term Paper in Music History or Ethnomusicology 135
Sr. Engineering Scholarship 98, 99
Stanley M. Reinhaus Family Foundation Scholarship 223
Stanley Vestal Memorial Scholarship 148
Stanley White Entrepreneurship Scholarship 74
S. T. Bledsoe Memorial Prize 160
St. Eliajah and Anthony Shadid Award 140
Stephen J. Paul Memorial Scholarship 135
Steve and Susan Smith Scholarship in Business 69
Steven and Lynn Fisher Engineering Scholarship 103
Steve Stack Memorial Scholarship 156
Stewart Harral Memorial Scholarship 148
Stratford B. and Eleanor M. "Bobbie" Tolson Scholarship 193
Stratton Scholarship 213
Stuart Family Foundation Scholarship 140
Student Advertising Manager's Scholarship 201
Student Bar Association Award 160
Study in Israel Scholarship 41
Sue Rainbolt Van Natta Scholarship 148
Sue Williams Service Award 140, 187
Susan and Steve Raybourn Leadership Scholarship #1 109
Susan and Steve Raybourn Leadership Scholarship #2 109
Susan K. Mallinson Scholarship 109
Susie Scholarship 225
Sylvia Lewis General Scholarship Fund Award 169

T

Tammy D. Davis and Alma F. Power Endowed Scholarship 11
Tannell A. and Madelyn Shadid Memorial Scholarship 156
Teach America Tomorrow Award 94
T.E. Brown Award 199
Ted A. Kritikos Professorship or Civil Engineering Scholarship 113
Ted Beaird Scholarship 33
Ted Greenberg Memorial Scholarship 12, 204
Ted L. Sandridge Engineering Scholarship 103
Ted S. and Cuba Webb Scholarship 103
Tennessee 176
Teresa Carrig Scholarship 125
Terracon Foundation Scholarship 113
Terry and Ruth Shyer Engineering Scholarship 103
Terry Due Memorial Scholarship 193
Tetrick Scholarship 155
Theatre Guild Scholarship 123, 128
The Chuck Gettys Award for Outstanding Research in Graduate School 56
The Graduate Alumni Fellowship 172
The Graduate Foundation Fellowship 172
The G.W. & Vera Dobbs Pullin and Charles A. & Janice Pullin Drake Endowed Scholarship 26
The Henderson Scholarship 167, 181
Thelma & Fred Fleming Scholarship 194
The OAEC Neita Culwell Memorial Scholarship 69
The Olga Thresa Brioli Scholarship 163
The Outstanding Psychology Student TOPS General Scholarship 56
The Outstanding Psychology Student TOPS Statistics Scholarship 56
The Philip Nolan Memorial Scholarship 31
The Philip Nolan Scholarship 31
The Tulsa Graduate Scholarship 22
T. H. Lee Williams International Travel Scholarship 171
Thomas Carey and Carol Brice Carey Scholarship 135, 185
Thomas H. McCasland 103
Thomas Julian Lockhart Scholarship in Meteorological Measurements & Observing Systems 65
Thomas L. Hieronymus Memorial Scholarship 156
Thomas W. Adams Best Paper Award 140
Timothy Cole Stephenson Academic Excellence Scholarship 57
Tipton High School Scholarship 194
Tom and Marye Kate Aldridge Business Scholarship 69
Tom Clark Scholarship 162
Tom E. Rose and C. Warren Fatheree Scholarship 74
Tom W. Boyd Scholarship in Religion and Education 57
Toys R Us Business Scholarship 69
Transfer Academic Achievement Scholarship 169
Transfer Academic Award 169
Transfer Academic Distinction Scholarship 169
Transfer Housing Award 169
Transfer Leadership Award 169
T. Ray Phillips Scholarship 156
Tripp Hall Scholarship in Public Relations 148
Trus Joist MacMillan Scholarship 15, 17
Tweedy Family Endowed Scholarship 135

U
Undergraduate FBINAA Achievement Scholarship 164
Undergraduate Intelligence and Defense Enrichment Fund 64
University Housing and Food Services Service Award 202
University of Oklahoma College of Education Alumni and Friends Association 94
University Scholar 170

V
Valedictorian/Salutatorian Scholar 170
Van Gowdy Scholarship 103
Van Horn Scholarship 162
Verne C. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship 199
Vietnam Memorial Endowed Scholarship 12
Viola Hatfield Smith Memorial Scholarship 194
Virginia Hallum Trust Award 94
Virginia Morris Scholarship 37
Vivien McConnell Hood Scholarship 156
V. Jean Brown Memorial Scholarship 223
V. Stanley Vardys Award 55

W
Wade Oboe Scholarship 136
Wagley Family Scholarship 148
Walgreens Pharmacy Award 223
Wal-Mart Scholarship 223
Walter A. and Claire E. Bork Engineering Scholarship 104
Walter D. Hanson Memorial Scholarship 157
Walter F. Scheffer Scholarship 55
Walter O. Mason 185, 204
Warren Lindley Memorial Endowed Scholarship 194
Warren P. Taylor Scholarship 157
Wayland Bowser 14
Wayne and Nancy Chess Scholarship 59
Wayne Crouse Viola Award 136
Wayne Crouse Viola Scholarship 136
Wayne E. Love Trust Scholarship 12
Wayne Garrison Scholarship in Accounting 73
Wayne Steen Memorial Multicultural Engineering Scholarship 104
W. C. Vanderwerth Scholarship 201
W. DeVier Pierson Memorial Award 160
W. D. Owsley Scholarship Award 104
Wellnitz Scholarship Fund 136
Wethington Scholarship 172
Wheeler Mayo Scholarship in Community Journalism 148
Wilbur Rice Memorial Scholarship 148
Will and Helen Webster Scholarship 12
Will Hancock Memorial Scholarship 148
Will Hancock Memorial Scholarship 148
William and Ruth Farmer Scholarship 157
William A. Schaper Memorial Scholarship 77
William B. Ragan Memorial Scholarship 94
William C. "Bill" Boren Memorial Scholarship 148
William C. McGrew Scholarship 73
William E. and Susan F. Nasser Engineering Scholarship 104
William E. Brown Scholarship 213
William E. Livezey Scholarship 38
William E. McIntosh 223
William G. Paul Scholarship 157
William G. Weppner Scholarship 104
William H. Carter and Marion Smythe Carter 185
William H. Carter and Marion Smythe Carter Scholarship 104
William Henry Brakebill Scholarship 136
William J. Blum 213
William Jeffrey Argo Scholarship 94
William K. Newton Memorial Scholarship 73
William L. Bruce Scholarship 157, 185
William Lytle Powell 136
William Maehl Scholarship 38
William M. "Bill" Majors Scholarship 76
William N. Khourie II Endowed Memorial Scholarship 76
William Randolph Hearst Scholarship 220
William R. Bandy Memorial Scholarship 157
William R. Wehrend Scholarship 136
William T. Rapp Memorial Award (Ward Petroleum Corporation) 76
William W. Talley II Award 140
Will Rogers Scholarship  12, 207
Winifred Adams Holland Scholarship  162
Winnie Freshour Entrepreneurship Study Abroad Scholarship  74
Wisdom Family Foundation Scholarship  215
Woodrow Cohlmia Scholarship  213
Wylie Hamilton Barbour Memorial Scholarship  113

Y

Yoshi and Koko Sasaki Scholarship  187
Yoshi & Koko Sasaki Japanese Scholarship  141

Z

Zack M. Lang Scholarship  77
Zarrow Family Scholarship for Judaic Studies  41
Zee and Madge May Vincent Scholarship  12
Zelby Family Endowed Scholarship  136
Zody Accounting Scholarship  73